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Editorial

lliis special issue of tlie joimial and

Proceedings provides a tribute to the memor\'

of Jak Kell\-, a past President of our Societ\'.

)ak was an experimental physicist who spent

the greater part of liis career at the

Universit}' of New South Wales, including

ser\Tng as tlie Head of Schcx^l for Physics.

We hear in tliis issue from colleagues and

former students about the intluential role

Jak plax ed in mentoring tlieir own careers,

of work diat )ak led diem into, of the

essential elements of phvsics diat he insdlled

in diem at fomiati\'c stiiges in dieir li\'es -

the arts and skills of problem solving, of

looking at the big picture and tliinking

beyond the constraints - all hallmarks of

good science and good scientists.

Richard Newbun, the current Head of

Physics at UNSW, begins, comparing the

School today to how it was in Jak's time,

and musing at how the world of academia

had changed, not necessarily for the better.

David Mills describes how |ak led liim into

the world oi solar collectors — an

unfashionable field at die time - and to die

development a new tspe of surface for the

efficient collection of radiation, one wliich

later became the key technology' beliind

millions of solar hot water systems in China.

We have three articles from former PhD
students of Jak. Patrick Krejcik learnt die

tools of the trade of particle accelerators

under Jak in the High Voltage Accelerator

Laboratory- at UNSW. He ended up

working with Stanford's linear Accelerator,

where many fundamental discoveries

underhing our current understanding of

particle physics have been made. Patrick

writes on die history of particle accelerators

at Stanford. Zoltan Kerestes is now a

medical physicist at Sydney's Royal North

Shore 1 lospital, practising a different kind

of physics to that he learnt under Jak. But

the lessons Jak instilled in him have plaved

an essential part in de\x'k)ping liis career.

Zoltan espouses some of diese lessons for

us, along the way giving us insights into

)ak's irrepressible character and his sense of

humour. |im Williams w as enticed b\ )ak

into a PhD using die soon-to-be installed

Cockcroft-Walton accelerator at UNSW.
That experiment didn't quite go the wa\ it

was planned, or at least to schedule - not an

unusual story unth frontline science, but one

that provided an invaluable lesson into how
science actuallx works and led [im into die

new field of ion channelling. 1 le recounts

some of the experiences, and the influence

of Jak, wliich has underpinned liis own
successful career that has ended up at the

Australian National University. 1 leinrich

Hora was a fellow academic at UNSW with

Jak, heading theoretical physics vvliile Jak

w'as the driving force behind experimental

phvsics. Heinrich describes some of the

research avxniues diat his interactions with

Jak led him into. The final contribution for

this special edition comes from Andrew

Ong, also at UNSW, but hav^ing just

completed liis PhD - he was the Society 's

Jak KeUy Award winner in 2012, We begin

the edition b\' reprinting jak's Obituan , as

published in ( VV /^/i of tins Journal.

Michael Burton

Hon. Secretary (Hditorial)

lliis special issue of the ]otmial fkis been sttppotied

by both the School of Phys/cs and the Vacuity of

Science at the Vmversity ofKewSotith W ales.
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Obituary

Professor Jak (John Charles) Kelly FRSN
(14 February 1928 - 11 February 2012)

Re-printedjmm \ 'ol 145, Part 1 , Xos. 443 (l^ 444, pp tOU 102.

Jak was bom John Chiirles Kelly in 1928, in

Borenor, about 30 km west of Orange m
New South Wales, llie son of a contract

wheat hanx'ster, he obtained a scholarsliip

to the De I.a Salle Bros, school in Armidale

and progressed to the University of S\'dne\',

where he feU in love widi physics and

caving. )ak was founding President of

Sydne\' Universitv Speleological Societ)' in

1948 and became a local caving icon.

Opening die 50^ SUSS meeting in 1998, he

recjilled running out of oxygen: "People

were unable to strike matches for tlieir

cigarettes. It took 45 tninutes to get down
and 5 minutes to get out!"

Graduating in 1950, Jak worked at die

National Standards Laboraton' in Sydney,

publishing his first paper in Naaire in 1950

on Ills invention of vibration measurement

using multiple beam interferometn^ In

1953, he married Irene Traub, who
remained at liis side for the next 59 years

and is known to nian\ in the Societ}-.

In 1955 Jak moved to die Universit}^ of

Reading to complete a thin film PhD
project under O.S. Heavens. In order to

create better c]ualit\ tliin films, he invented

Hlectron Bombardment Deposition using a

pendiint droplet of melted metal heated by

an electron beam. It became a standard

mediod of high temperature metal

evaporation. CGraduating in 1958, he

worked at Harwell on radiation damage in

cnstals, grown using liis single drop

method.

Jak returned to Australia in 1961 to the

UNSW School of Physics, where he

remained for the rest of his salaried career,

writing more than 150 papers. He
specialised in ion beam deposition,

patenting several improvements, and co-

audiored diree bcx>ks. He sewed as C^hair

of die Australian Institute of Physics in

1965-66, became a Fellow of the Australian

and UK Instiaites of Physics, and in 1975

was created a Doctor of Science for his

body of work. His curiositv was broad and

liis subsequent cooperation widi other

groups included thermoluminescent dating,

using ion implantation to improve the

attacliment ot bone cells to prosthetic

surfaces, tlie modelling and deposition of

thin film soLir energ\' absorbers, irradiation

of wf)ol using ion beams to improve wool

properties, studying low energ}' nuclear
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Mills, Hiirciie, Hora - Obitiuir) ofJ;ik Kelly

reactions, aiid proposing laser fusion

improvements.

At UNSW Jak ser\'ed as Head of School

and Science r'acult) Chairman (1985-89),

and Chairman of the Australian i\cadem\- of

Science Section A and other committees.

He retired in 1989, remaining a visiting

professor, and became Editor of Australian

Physics (1992-98), llonorarv' Professor of

Physics at Sydne\- Universits' in 2{X)4, and

subsequently President of tlie NS\X' Roval

Societ)^ (2(K)5 and 2006). I le was appointed

an Inaugural Fellow of the Society* in 2009.

Jak was an outstanding ambassador for

Physics. I lis flamboyance, fluency, and

sense of humour found a ready audience in

younger students and drew many into

Physics as a career. Many still remember

him playing the scientific sage in 1980 in a

Robin Williams AB(^ Science Show spcx^f

about the discoven' of a 60,0(X) y ear old

fossilised beer can. He also supervised

many PliD students who became fnends

and remained so.

Jak died widi his famih' around him, 3 davs

before his 84''^ birtlidav. I le is surviAX'd bv

Irene, who for years assisted the Sydne\'

RSNSW office; their daughter and former

science broadcaster Karina Kelh-, who
preceded )ak as President of the Societ)-;

and sons Michael and Julian.

David Mills

John f lardie

I leinrich I lora
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Jak Kelly — Peerless Head of the School of Physics,

UNSW 1985-1989

Richard New bury

I lead. School of PfysiiS, I NSW"

School of Ph\'sics, Uim ersit)- ofNew South W ales, Sydney, NSW" 2052, Australia

Abstract

jiik Kellv scn ed as die I lead t)f die School of Physics at the Uiiiversirv of New South W hiles from 1985 to

1989. 'lliis article provides a perspective of life in the School of Physics in jak's day compiured to 2013, as

seen and experienced by the current Head of School.

I ha\x' been asked to write sometliiiig about

|ak Kellv. M\ instructions are to write

something about [ak Kcll\- the nrm and die

scicndst and something also from a 1 lead of

School pcrspccn\x', the suggestion being to

contrast the job as it was in Jak's time as

I lead (1986-1988) widi die nature of die job

today. Actually this is a little difficult

because I came to Australia onlv in 1991

()ak had b\' dien alread\' redred), I didn't

know Jak and, although I did sec him in the

corridors of the School tVom dme to dme,

we never spoke. I lowever a litde informed

guesswork is possible mid a sketch of things

as they were then can be gleaned from the

recollecdons of staff who have been widi us

in the School since the 80s. One diing 1 am
sure about is that the job, in some respects,

is ven' different todav.

I attended )ak's funeral in 2012 and met

many of liis family and friends. It \\'as

obvious as wx^ heard from the nianv in

attendance that lak was a \'cr\" special man,

a talented researcher and teacher and a man
wkh wonderful famih' and man\' de\'oted

friends, colleagues and students he'd taught

and superxised.

So let's look back a bit to die earlier days of

the School, 20-25 years back.

Wlien I arrived at the School in Februan'

1991, Bob Starrett, a Professional Officer in

the School since rime immemorial, took me
io a (\'en ) dust\ room half w'a\' along die

Lower Cjround Floor of the Old Main

Building and said 'i w^ant to show vou

something, I think xou'll find it interesting".

Flalf an hour biter with Bob still fiddling

with diecast boxes and BNC cables I was

becoming quite impatient w4ien a rotating

globe icon appeared in die corner of die 10

inch black & white monitor and Bob said:

"that's the internet, it's great isn't it!"

Pascinaring, Bob. Wliat does it do?" After

a lO-minute brieting from Bob I remained

unconvinced, couldn't see any potential in

the daft distraction Bob called die Internet,

and we went off to lunch.

It's quite likely diat jak wouldn't have been

able to anticipate either - w ho could ha\'e

guessed? — the impact the internet woidd

ha\'e on so many things, changing the

naaire of work, leisure and tilings one could

put in the categor)' "irritations".

I sa\' irritations because, once upon a time,

to request that somcc^ne at tiic other end of

campus, or furdier aticld, do somcdiiiig

required a phone call or often a letter. In
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Jak*s time a letter would be drafted, t\ped,

proofed, put into an envelope and posted,

'llie recipient \v(3iild receive the instruction

up to a week kter. ITie advantage of the

inertia build into this SNStem of

communication, aside from the extra work

required is that people issued less requests

for action or for compendious data sets etc.

An even bigger advantage was that people

probably diought more caretxiUv about die

reason for their requests for action and

infomnation. Perhaps with the time saved

people were able to engage in more

profound activities and not tiie "thought

bytes" that we must sometimes be content

widi nowada\^s?

So what was Jak doing back then, BTI

(Before '^Fhe Intemet)? One ofJak's earliest

papers was a nice piece of work published

in Nature in March 1950 and concemed the

use of interferometrv^ for sensitive

measurements of \ibration - for example

vibration of buildings. This work was

performed at the National Standards

I_^boraton% CSIRO. By the midoOs Jak

was at the Univcrsit)- of Reading studying

for his PhD and had moved on to thin film

phvsics, radiation detectors and the

properties of molten metals, work wliich

Jak continued until the early 1960s, firsdy at

Reading, dien the Atomic Encrg\' Research

Estiiblisliment, Fhirwell and dien at die

School of Phvsics, UNSW, having taken up

a pemianent academic position in the

School in 1961.

I am fortunate to have to hand a copy of

)ak's D.Sc. thesis from 19'^2, a collection of

some 39 papers that form a verx' nice

"roadmap" for Jak's research directions.

A key development in )ak's "Materials

Imidiation I ^iborator\'" in die School of

Physics was the availabilitx- of a 1.2

Megavolt accelerator, a macliine "inherited"

from iVNL^ and installed on LINSW's

Randwick (Campus. Tins maclnue became

the workhorse for much of |ak's subsequent

research. )ak worked on sputtering,

particularly of die Alkali 1 lalides, and on die

interaction of energetic electrons with

cnstal Lattices, particularh- channelling in

cn^stals.

Figure 1. A thoughtful lonkhig jak in fmut of the high

voltage stacks ofthe 1.2 tmgaroh accelerator at Kandmclt

campus. Photo couilesy ofPatrick McMillan.

At this time Jak also co-audiored a series of

ver\' nice theon papers. The series on

'*\Vave lheor\ of Lattice-Directed

Trajectories", wxitten with 1 lans Nip, which

appeared in Ph\'sical Re\ iew B are a good

example of diis work.
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Figim 2. Jak mth hh mearch group from circa 1989. I rom k(l to right: David Cohen (. iSSTO) PhD student, OiChu

Zhang fL-XSK"; PhD student, Zoitun Ketvstes (VXSW PhD student, Brnce Beilhy (1 XSU 'j PIjD student, Jak Ke//y,

Eric Clayton {(ANSTO) PhD student, Mathar Borland (UXSUj PhD student, Bob Da/g/ish {IJXSW) PhD student,

Ju/es Yang fL'NSll ") Jak's Technicai Officer, Roif liowlett, Jak's ARC Co-inrestigator. Many thanks to Patrick

McMillan for identifying thesepeople and to Ranji Balallafor supplying thepicturefrom herpersonal album.

l^igure 3. Uhistrions company! Jak slhikvs Imndi nilh sooH'to-be I lead ofSchool ofPhysicsJohn Storey. Seated, left. Dean of

Silence at LNSW Ted {] iliam TeodorJ Bmlmald, Pw/essor of.-Ipplied Mathematics and Dean of Sciemx' 1980-88, and

right, the late Gavin Bronn who was Dean ofScience at IJNSW 1989-1992 and then [ 'ice Chancellor ofthe University of

Adelaide and ofthe Univenity ofSydng.
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The work at the Materials Irradiation

laboratory' led to international recognition

for )ak for liis lab and work on ion

implantation and defects in materials.

)ak became Head of die School of Physics

in 1985 and ser\Td a 3-year term. During

this period he was also elected Chair of the

r^acidt)' of Science. Jak took over die

headship from Ken Taylor and was

succeeded in 1988 byJohn Storey.

In 1985 some aspects of School life were

quite different. The academic and general

staff complements were krger. /VU senior

members of academic staff had a personal

secrctan' - unthinkable toda}' as this would

be prohibitively expensive - but essential

because everything fomial would be typed,

usually on an IBM "CjoUhall" typewriter.

Typing anything with a significant amount

of mathematical content would be

excruciating because the golfballs would

need to be continuously switched in and out

to pro\dde the range of symbols and fonts

required.

Nowadays academics type practically

everything themselves but in tlie 1980s a

professor would work closely widi her or

his secretary' and a mistake on <in ARC
application requiring re-ty ping would surely

have put some serious strain on diis

working relationsliip and presumably-

needed die odd lunch to restore

equilibrium.

There is a handy segue here. I ha\ e talked

to half a dozen people in die School who
knew Jak and there is a constant theme in

their remarks: Jak was a kind and most

generous I lead of School, he was always

extremely supporti^'e of junior staff.

l'/g/m 4. jak Kdi\ n-ifl> his I iea(i (fSdmoI P. \ (I9H6-

88) Kanji Baia/ia atjak 's rvtinnienl party. Wanji is an

excellent source of anecdoteJwm that time (and is stili in

the School). One winter day Ranji toldjak ifHit shed

never seen snou : 7 'he next morningjak put some keys on

Kanji's desk and said: yon and yonr family shmld go

down to stity at my eahin in luike hncnmbene, yonll see

some snow there! Typical Jak Kelly thoitghtfidness and

generosity.

Furthermore, |ak was a terrific lecturer,

universally appreciated and much liked by

students. He had a yvonderful sense of

humour, often more dian a litde

mischievous. Om colleague commeiited

diat lak would enjoy ''stirring the pot", tliis

done, of course, without mal-intent.

Talking to tyyo senior colleagues \yho knew

Jak well and \yere in die School when he

was Head has provided an interesting

perspective - no names here for ob\ious

reasons!
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'lliere was, apparently, regular and "robust"

discussion about who shoiild have which

space m the School and how much of it. So

no change tliere, space has alwavs been one

of the most challenging of all issues and a

perennial headache tor heads.

I am sure jak managed space issues with

aplomb and probabh- used humour, quite

libemlh', to defuse potentially explosive

situations. I sa\ potentially explosive

situations because it would seem there have

alwavs been one or two people in the

School who are burdened with an

unrealistic \iew of dieir own co-ordinates

and arc surj')riscd to be told that they arc

not, in tact, at the centre of the L^niversc.

With what Vvq discovered about Jak I diink

he would also have dealt with these

characters with composure and st\le.

Today I asked a former Head of School for

Ills view of how the job has changed over

the past -^30 years, pardcukrly widi regard

to changes in the nature of the job and

changes in workload due to the int'ormadon

teclinc:)log\- and communications re\'olution

that's taken place in die inten^ening years. I

was stunned to be told that a I lead of

School in tlie 198()s and early 1990s could

contain a full \ ear's School correspondence

in a single manila folder containing a stack

ot sheets approximately one cendmetre

thickl 'lliat sounds like a part\" trick; today

the coiTespondence accumulated in a few

days would exceed that, it printed out.

Many other things have changed, too. ()1 IS

was fio more than an acron\ m in the 1980s.

Riii.Kird Xcn'hiiii'

Rea'iml 15 Xorcwhcr 201 3, Acapeii 1H Xoremher 201 5.

Now it is a vast, consuming activity with

truly byzantine intricacies. Key
performance targets (KFFs aka KJ^Is) were

unknown. I luman Resources was

"Personnel" and a staff appointment could

be made by mailing a single sheet of paper.

But let's be clear about one thing here.

Physics at L \S\\' has always been strong,

the School ha\'ing both strength and depth,

and in ]ak's time the qualit\- of teaching and

research was just as good, if not superior to,

what it is toda\

.

So what does this all add up to? For you,

dear reader, who has passed the point in life

at wliich one starts to acquire wisdom more

rapidly, you will say: I know this alrcach^,

many diings in the life of the School have

changed, some for the better, and some not.

So it's one step forward and two back?

Possiblw It is tenipdng to wonder whedier

or not we are acliieving more these days.

\ot greater numbers of this and that as

measured b\- bare metrics but profound

disco\'eries, diings diat are of genuine

benefit humanit\-, tilings that will help us

solve some of the challenges facing the

planet and persuade na\ sa\ers diat now is

die time for action.

So what would jak do? W ell I think he'd

manage diings the way he did back then,

with clear and thoughtful leadersliip and

widi kindness, generosit\' and a good dose

of humour about it all - and I diink he

would manage rather well.
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Richard Newbury has been at the School of Physics, UNSW since 1991. lie is a condensed

matter expenmentalist and has a keen interest in k^arning and teaching. 1 le w as Director of l irst

\'ear Studies in Physics 1 999-2005 and has been 1 lead of die School of Physics from 2006.
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A Timely Intervention - Jak Kelly and Solar

David Mills*

1 ormcrly Dept. Applied Physics, Uiiivcrsit}- of Sydney, Sydney, Australiii

* Corresponding author.

E-m.iil: da\ idmil]s 1 946(«;gmailconi

Abstract

'lliis is a ]-)crsonal recollection of m\- cooperation with Prof. J;ik Kelly, who was a friend before he Ix^came

my father-in law. Only once did we cooperate scientifically, with iui outcome that that we could not have

predicted.

Introduction

Jak Kelly and 1 met in 19"^7 in the I'NSW
School of Physics. I was born in Canada,

and immigrated into Western Australia

after tra\ elling for two years in Africa and

Asia. As a graduate student in Phvsics at

WAPl , now (Airtin University, I had soon

developed an unrefined concentrator

concept called the prism concentrator for

P\' cells (developed three decades later

into a ten million dollar start-up in

C^alitornia by people who discovered my
work, but that is another stor}). In 1976,

my super\'isor suddenly pulled up stakes

and departed for l iji, lea\'ing me without

a superv isor experienced in solar energy.

After writing to all of the Cni\'ersities in

Australia with solar programs, T joined the

I'NSW School of Physics as a Master's

student under |ohn Cluitronich, who had

done pioneering experiments with a solar

furnace in the 196()s and was trying to set

an optical concentration record for

parabolic trough concentrators. |ohn

kindly agreed to super\'ise me as a

Master's programme even though my area

of interest, called "non-imaging optics",

was distant from his own.

I began to publish papers in my own Little

field, with John as co-author, and I soon

upgraded to a PhD programme. We
received some federal energy research

money and populated the solar lab with

some bright young researchers. Our lab

was opposite the hall from [ak Kelly's

office and I found |ak ven' welcoming

and interesting, so I occasionally popped

in to chat about the world at large and the

microcosm of departmental politics. W e

had little in common in research terms —

he was a materials experimentalist with an

emphasis on ion implantation techniques,

while I was interested in the limits of

geometrical optics. 1 lowever, my new

University programme demanded some

course work, so I attended his

postgraduate materials science course and

found him to be a remarkable teacher.

In 1980, I was invited to jak's home and

met his daughter Karina, a student in

I{nglish and Archaeology Sydney

University. We both graduated in 1980

and were married in 1983. Karina went

on to forge a career in TV at SBS,

(Channel 7 and science broadcasting at the
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ABC, and I moved to tlie University of

Sydney Department of /Vpplied Physics,

run by Richard Collins under Mead of

School Harn* Messel. Both Karma and

Jak were to become Presidents of the

Royal Society many years later, with

Karina masterminding the move of that

Society from Macquarie University to

Sydney University and Jak being made a

Fellow of the Societv late in his life.

An Unwelcome Project

Upon landing in the Universit) of Sydney

in 1981, I found myself in a very-

materials-oriented group, justly famous

for developing evacuated solar absorber

tubes using spectrally selective coatings

under vQtj capable experimental

researchers like Brian Window, Jeff

Harding, David McKenzie, and die

theorist Ross McPhedran. I became

interested in usmg such tubes to develop

simple solar collectors with non-tracking

mirrors, but enough optical concentration

to be capable of producing high

temperature steam for electricity

generation industrial diermal applications.

However, to generate power efticicndy,

we would need a more efficient absorber

coating than had so far been developed.

In 1952, an Israeli researcher 1 Iarr\' Tabor

had shown that it was best to design solar

absorber surfaces that are Wghly

absorbing (black) in the short wavelength

solar spectrum to maximise the

absorption of solar cnerg\% and liiglily

reflective ("silver}-*') in the long

wavelength thermal re-radiadon spectrum

because higWy retlecdve surfaces emit

vety poorly, so minimal heat is lost (I'ig.

1). Tabor designed such a surface called

Chrome Black, which was used for many
years by the solar water heater industty,

but is no longer produced because of

environmental concerns about the hea\T

metal (Chromium.

llie general view by the early 198()s was

that selective coatings were not likely to

fimction well at higher temperaaires

required for thermal power generation,

about 500^C. Jeff referred me to recent

papers by D. M. Trotter and A. ). Sicvers

(1979, 1980), Solar wavelength selecnve

absorber coadngs turned out to be a very

active topic with hundreds of papers

being published every year. \^or a non-

specialist in materials, it was daundng and

I had a lot to learn.

FigNft 1: A dhigriuf/ of /he solar sekdire coaling

action taken from tlx- authors presentations in

the early I990's. /h\i2 is the solar radiation

spectrum and mountain-like ware forms to (he

right an' spectra for black surfaces at different

temperatures. The "ideal" selectire absorber

surface is shown in black and rises fmm 0%
reflectivity to 100%. The vertical section of the

line is called the 'edge'. Complete separation of

the solar and re-radiation spectra is i///possible,

but a near-vertical edge maximises solar collection

and minimises tkrmal loss. Real stirface edges

produced back in the 19H0's were not very

vertical and were situated at about 2 microns

wavelength.

My department head Richard Collins was

of the view that solar sy stems only had

value at low temperatures such as for
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water heating and perhaps process heat

and refrigeration. Having come from a

nuclear energv background, he was in

favour of nuclear systems for electricity

generation.

My ignorance of the materials field caused

me to ask quesdons that others found

trivial, but I tound some interest from a

colleague in the School, lindsav Rotten. I

increasingl\- felt that the conventional 2

micron edge position seemed more like an

ardcle of faith than an optimal

positioning. In 1983 we published a

paper (Mills and Botten, 1983) wliich

suggested that the posidon and steepness

of the edge were criticallv important to

pcrforniance. W e showed that if we
changed the edge posidon to below 1.8

microns and made it steeper, the ratio of

energv absorbed to energv lost could be

much improved up to 7()()°(', well into

the realm of high temperature thermal

generadon. W e suggested a surface called

the '\SIM" and composed of three layers,

a semiconductor la\er atop an insulating

dielectric layer, with a reflector layer at the

bottom. The top layer would be more

porous going upward so as to better

match the refracdxe index of the air

abfn e it and thus reduce reflection losses.

The paper noted that '\Se/(r//re s/nfcues ofthe

SIM t)pc would.. ..rt'Cjuin cointntrations of --6-7

turns at 5i)(fC ami -25 times at VOifC. The

formr fr^nrc can he attained by relatively

inexpensn 'e nou-trai -kif/o adjustable

concentrators, while the latter !raikin<^ parabolic

trough a/rays.''

Howex er, there were no such 'steep edge'

surtaces yet available. Two years later I

published another paper (Mills, 1985) tiiat

refined the theoredcal analysis and

suggested a possible approach diat might

be able to use SIM Ciermanium or

Silicon-Germanium cermets (ceramic

metal mixtures) as a basis for surface

coadng with ver\' low emittance.

Unfortunately, our Department Mead

remained strongh opposed to developing

high temperamre solar energy^ for

electricitN producdoti. In a conference

paper (Collins, 1 986) he wTote t^ar

'^j
y.ie intrinsic nature of the irenewablej resource

make if uncompetitive with fossil fuels in most

applications^

and

'\Society is unlikely to be dependent on renewable

enetv^y in a major way in Australia for many

decades, even centuries,''''

It didn't look promising. Clearly, I would

not be able to count on Departmental

t'lnancial or infrastructure support to get

this idea to the experimental stage,

hortunateh', my non-permanent position

continued to be supported by School

I lead Prof I Iarr\- Messel, who presciently

saw value in the work. However, this

much appreciated encouragement did not

extend to funds for the research. I

needed a way to develop the project

basics without using departmental

resources or even indmadng a link to high

temperature solar.

The Dad and Dave Grant

As I had done pre\ iously when problems

arose at the L'NSW', I dropped over to my
old department and discussed the

situation with )ak Kell\-. Quite by chance,

I had just come across a paper about ion

implantation forming waveguides of

germanium oxide in germanium. I asked

lak if ion implantation could be used to

allow the production of optical layers of

Si/Ge within a dielectric matrix so that
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infonnation on optical constants might be

obtained. He said it could. W e began to

wonder if there was a workaround tor the

financial problem. jak expressed

sympathy for m\ political problems and

suggested that we might be able to do

some basic experimental work at his

UNSW lab in a joint project. We
sketched out a joint prf)ject with Jak as a

lead researcher. It would be a grant for

basic optical studies of layers deposited by

an ion beam machine, lliat came under

basic science funding rather than energy

funding, and incurred no costs in mv
Department except some of my time. Jak

wanted to involve an unusual scholarship

student from China called Qi-Chu /hang.

Zhang had survi\'ed the (Ailtural

Revolution, was older than I was - about

40 — and had a long background in

materials experimentation.

Jak and I jointly applied to the Australian

Research Onmcil, and our project. Ion

Imp/anU'd Opliaif Mul/ilayers received

exactly S82,()59. Karina was amused bv it

all and nicknamed it the *'Dad and Dave

(jrant" in homage to the 193()'s radio

soap opera and later tilms. We were also

successful in a follow-on grant that took

the project to 1989. As a first step, the

project developed surfaces based on pure

Germanium instead of the preferred Si-

Ge mixture, and the I NSW part t)f the

team demonstrated ver\' favourable

absorptance in the surfaces that was

unexpected according to current theon"

(Zhang, Kelly and Kenny, 1990). By

1989, )ak was approaching retirement and

die money was dning up, but bv then

encouraging lab results provided enough

justification for me to appl\- for

NliRDDC] (energy research) funding,

with the research to be carried out back at

my base in Applied Ph\sics at Sydney

University using sputtering deposition

equipment in that department.

The nev\- grant now clearh- emphasized

the intention of producing surfaces for a

new generation of more efficient and

liigher temperature solar e\'acuated tubes.

Tliis time there was no opposition;

parabolic troughs with chrome black

coatings inside c\'acuated tubes had

started to be used in California for

thermal operation just above 300°(^.

Similar systems with more efficient tube

coatings should be able to achieve 500°C1

I'he grant application was successful and

the project was called I ligh Temperature

Solar lAacuated Tube and proxided

896,705. I dulv hired Zhang immediately

after he had successt'ulK completed his

doctorate.

The initial emphasis of our project was on

developing Cjermanium-based SLM
surfaces using the Sydne\ Universit\

sputtering equipment, and then mo\'ing to

sputtered Si-CJe surfaces which might

yield a better-placed edge position. The

tirst sputtered results were excellent with

the deposited surfaces having \xvry low-

thermal loss by emittance. Ilg. 2 shows a

comparison of modelled and experimental

data from the work. The measured and

Ciilculateel reflectivit\ cur\es were similar

for a layered structure of a ( jc and (ieO^

mixture on Ge on a i\\ substrate shown

in I'ig. 2(a) and 2(b), and the surface

experimental worked optically ver\ well,

with an emittance of 0.073 at 500°C,

much lower than pre\ious surtaces in the

literature. Zhang was able explain the

results using experimental optical

constants he had measured and

theoretical improvements derived m his

PhD thesis.
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llic original SIM surface concept was

finally validated, as was Zhang's newer

modelling. We were of course, very

happy.

WoveJengtH (Jim)

(a)

Wovelength ijim)

(b)

Figt/re 2: Modelled (ci) and experimental (b)

reflectivity spectra ofSIM GelGeO? surfaces on

a Cu substrate. Note the very steep edge

behaviour. These figures were are from Zhang^

Kelly and Mills (1991). The conference paper

published in 1991 includedjak's name as a co-

author in recognition of his extensive work with

yj)ang on earlier ion beam samples which was

reported.

But science rarely runs exactly to plan;

just the act of investigating something in

great detail often produces more than you

had ever imagined. I had purchased a

faster desktop computer for Zhang*s

modelling and during a delay in the

deliver) of Ge material, he used his new
macliine to perform more than 1000 runs

using his methodology, allowing optical

constants and surface thicknesses to be

varied to converge on an optimal optical

configuration. It was a brute force

calculation that took many days, but the

result was a big surprise.

Ciermanium was ver)' expensive and the

SIM layers were relatively thick (about 2

microns), increasing sputtering time

gready. What Zhang showed me were

modelled surface performance results that

approximately equalled the performance

of an SIM surface, but used much thinner

layers. Furthermore, the new surfaces did

not employ expensive thick

semiconductor layers at all. 'llie new-

layers could be made by co-sputtering

common inexpensive metals or

dielectrics. Tlie new surfaces were very

different; instead of a gradual variation in

refractive index in the top layer to

promote high solar absorption, as was

standard in die field, the new surface used

two ver\' thin homogenous cermet layers,

each with a different refracdve index as

illustrated in Fig. 3.

We hadn't finished our Ge work, but we

knew tliis discoven- was ver)^ important. I

applied to NERDDC to change the

technical direction of the project and tlie

funders agreed that the new surface

should be a better candidate for low cost

high volume production.

The new' surface was named the "Double

Cermet" coating and it was tlrst

announced at the Conference of the

Australian and New Zealand Solar f^nergy?

Societ)^ (Zhang Kelly and Mills, 1991),
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followed by a paper in Applied Physics

letters (Zhang and Mills, 1991a) and later

papers (Zhang and Mills, 1991b, 1992 and

1996) as die idea developed.

Anti-reflcciion

HMVF or LMVF ccmcl

LMVF or HMVF cetmci

MeuJ fefScciof

Figure 3: I 'he tmr film stntctim was amrposed

entirely of homogeneom layers. I wm the top

donmivard, a thin anti-reflecfm coating using a

low refractive index material is followed by two

cermet layers of differing refractive indices and

then a reflectwe layer underneatf). It didn 't much

matter whether the high metal volume fraction

(TiAn If cermet layer was above or below the

low metal volumefraction (LAil T) cermet layer;

the refractive indices could he adjusted to make

them work similarly, it was also found that three

cermet layers could improve performance slightly,

but would ptvhal)ly not be cost-effective, andfour

or more gave no improvement. The ftgurr is the

originalfrom Zhang and Mills (1990).
I

Fig. 4 shows calculated and experimental

reflectance spectra for a surface using Cu-

Si02 cermets on a Cu reflector layer, llie

steepness of the edge in Fig. 4 is apparent;

it could be improved further as well, as

shown by the gold line in Fig. 1 for a later

experimental surface using a gold reflector

layer. Many variants of the surface were

prepared in the lab and a practical

sputtered version using stainless steel

carbide cermet became popular for

commercial water heating applications.

Figure 4: The experimental akmpfion and

emittance of 0.91 1 and 0.0594 compared quite

well with an ideal sutface (edge at 1.8 micron)

having values of 0.959 and 0.0275, and the

double cermet emissivity was lower than the

previous Ge/CeO sutface value of 0.073. The

small absorption nfkctivity in tl)e visible simm
decreases ahsoiption compared to the ideal of i^ero,

and the experimental surface edge was closer to 2

rather then the desired 1.8, but the results are in

reasonable agreement. This figure is from 7J)ang

and Mills (1991),

A Fortunate Intervention

The double cermet surtVice and other

universit)- evacuated tube technology were

licensed to the Chinese companies

Turbosun in 1 996 and I limin in 2004.

ITie technology soon spread to other

companies in China. Today, the number

of evacuated tubes produced each year in

Cliina for hot water is in excess of 100

million, and man^' premium tubes use die

double cermet surface. \Xell over 100

million people use Sydney Uimersity-

deiived solar hot water systems, which in

China had a thermal capacity of 1 1 8,000

MW in 2012. A large number are now
imported to Australia for water heating as

well.

In addition to hot water applications, the

double cermet surface coating prox ided a

new inspiration for coatings used in high

temperature evacuated tubes for parabolic

trough and linear Fresnel s\stems
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developed in rhe last decade, as we had

hoped in the 198()s. Parabolic trough

collectors now use evacuated tubes with

temperatures ot operation of 5(X)°(], and

even higher temperatures are now being

investigated. Their spectralh' selective

absorber coatings use additional adjacent

anti-diffusion layers to preser\x* the

integrity of the basic surface structure at

such temperatures, but opticallv thev

operate similarK to the 1991 laborator\^

double cermets. I'rough concentrating

mirrors pro\ide in excess of 25 times

concentration, higher than we suggested

in early days, but the commercial surfaces

used aren^t quite as efficient as the

theoretical surfaces that we proposed

back in 1983 and 1985 so higher

concentration is needed at 5()()°(^

Whatever the retlector svstem, high

temperature selective coatings in

evacuated tube receivers have become

commercial realit}-. It is extraordinan' to

diink that such a tiny team not only

solved the seemingly intractable problem

of how to make high highlv selective solar

absorbers once, but twice.

Looking back, the important decision bv

)ak Kellv to host development at a critical

time in undoubtedlv saved the project.

|ak was a nuclear fusion advocate in his

later \ears, but his almost limitless

enthusiasm embraced manv fields, hi this

solar project, his immense experience in

materials science, provided excellent

guidance and an ideal experimental

platform for his brilliant PhD student, Qi-

Chu Zhang. pA'en though )ak was not

directl\ invoh'ed in die later dcjuble

cermet work, the UNSW-based ion beam
effort proved a firm grounding for the

/hang's later computer simulation and

experimental work using sputtered

surfaces at the University of Svdnev.

Zhang later returned to China as the CSO
of \ liniin and oversaw for many years the

development of that company's tube

coating facility. He is semi-retired and

remains a citizen of Australia. I lis family

lives in Sydney.

Jak passed away in 2012, but lived to hear

of the impressive commercial results of

his timely contribution and was always

very chuffed that many millions of people

were using this low thermal emissions

technology every day.
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Abstract

'llie development of high-energy accelerators at the Stiuiford linear Accelerator Center has closely

paralleled tlie advances m liigh energ}' physics o\'er tlie last fift)- }'eiirs. From its original conception as the

world's Lugest linear accelerator for tlxed tiuget experiments, the facilit)' evolved over the years with various

colliding beam configurations in the quest for higher collision energies. An offshoot of the high-energ)-

physics program was tlie sy nchrotron radiation from accelerators that proved a useflil tool for x-ray studies.

Photon science has since become the major tlirust of the laboratory^ with the construction of LCI^, the

world's first free electron x-ray laser.

Introduction

Particle accelerator technolog}' had already

developed to a sophisticated level bv the time

die Stanford linear Accelerator was proposed

in the late 195(ys and early sixties. The

origins of the particle accelerator and the

desire of physicists to study tlie behaviour of

fundamental particles beyond that revealed in

cosmic rays and the emissions from natural

radioacti\it\' have been extensively chronicled

in the past, lliis review focuses oti tliose

developments that took place at the Stanford

Linear Accelerator Center (SL/\C) and how
tlie\- ha\'e led to the nse of The Standard Model,

tlie birdi of new accelerator technologies and

the burgeoning of s\'nchrotron radiation

ph\ sics that followed.

Fkure 1:Aenai vicn ofSIAC nestled in the Stanford fbothd/s, hkhli2hthi2 some ofthe accelerator facilities, (SIAC t>hoto)
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Figure 2: The Gockjcmft-W'alton accelerator that was

moved from the Australian National Vmversit)' to the

Physics Department at the University of Nav South

Wales where it was used IryJak Kelt)'. It is an example

ofan eatiy high-voltage accelerator, (ANVphoto)

llie machines at SLAC, shown in figure 1,

have alway s been iisetl to accelerate electrons,

or tlicir antimatter counterparts, positrons,

llic dogged adherence to lepton macliines is

based on die premise that leptons are a point-

like particle, widi nc^ consdtvient parts and

therefore the study of collisions widi leptons

should be die least ambiguous to interpret.

Wliile odier high-energy ph\ sics laboratories

delved into die complexides of protons and

the stmcmre of e\ en heavier nuclei in ion

beams, SLAC made the first of its Nobel

Prize winning discoveries to support its

original premise: die discoven*, described in

more detidl m die followmg sections,

demonstraung that protons and neutrons

were indeed made of smaller, consdtiient

parts, quarks, and that onl}' an electron beam

could reveal that fine detail.

Figure):A plot, styled after LJvingston ofthe change in

accelerator technology that allomd accelerators to increase

in ener^K

V'ignre 4: A view inside the two-mile SJAC accelerator

tunnel showing the linac mounted above the alignment light

pipe.
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llie driving teclinolog}^ belmid tlic SI^\C

accelerators is tlic use of very high power

radio frequency (RF) fields. The earliest

) inch (approx

)

iigurc 5: I'be SJ^4C limtc stmcture is shomi in a

cutaway v'mv and mn^iprises roughly 80,000 copper celL

accelerators used dc voltages to accelerate a

particle just once across a fixed potential, as in

Figure 2, but die energ\' is limited to a few

MeV before liigh voltage breakdown

becomes a problem. High energies can only

be acliieved b\' repeated application of a time-

var)ing electric field. 'Hie success hxl

confluence of high power microwave

technolog}' in the development of klystrons at

S1^^\C together widi particle accelerator

design put Si^\C at tlie tbrefront of liigh

energ\' physics.

'Ilie quest for liigher energ}- accelerators is

driven by bodi die need to resoK'e smaller

detail and to be able to create exotic new

particles of hea\ier mass out of the collision

energ}'. In die wavc-particie dualit)' \new of

nature a liigher energ}- particle beam has

shorter wavclengdi and dicreforc can probe

smaller detail in scattenng experiments, llie

mass-energv" equivalence tells us that the mass

of any new particle created in a collision is

limited by the centre-of-mass energ}- available

in the collision.

'llie earl\- liigh voltage acceleration technique

would onl)' ever be used at SIAC to power

die electron gun used to inject electrons into

die main linear accelerator (or linac, as it is

commonh^ abbrtn-iatcd). llie electrons in the

SLA(. linac, Figures 4 and 5, arc accelerated

instead by high frequenc}' waves using a

technique pioneered by William W. Hansen at

Stanford, llie microwave power is delivered

by klystron tubes, Figure 6, also developed at

Stanford by the brothers Russell and Sigurd

Varian.

The Early SLAC Linac

The physics motivation for building a 20

GeV electron linac was born out of the

success of Robert \ lofstadter's experiments

on die elastic scattering of 188 MeV
electrons. The experiments were performed

on the main Stanford campus in the Flansen

I'Aperimental Physics Faborator)- using the

Utiiversitx's 220-foot long Mark HI electron

accelerator. These Nobel Prize winning

experinients determined die precise si^e of

the proton and die neutron and provided die

first reasonably consistent picture of the

atomic nucleus.

V'tgure 6: Cutaway view of one of the 240 S-band

klystrons delivering up to 65MW each ofpeak ponw

at2856MHx,

A team in the Stanford Physics department,

led b\- WoUgang "Pief ' Panofsky emasaged a

machine 100 times larger that was destined to

reveal not just die structure of the nucleus,
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Figure 7 Whimsical rien> of the SLAC lime as

depicted hy Boh Gou/d the chiefciiil engineerdmng the

construction phase.

but of" the nucleons themselves. Dubbed

Project M, where jM stood for monster, it was

completed in 1966 at a cost of $120M and

represented the largest publicly tlmded, pure

research project of its time.

3 4

q2 (GeV/c)^

bignre 8: liridence of tJje quark stmcture came from

t/.ie ratio of deep inelastic scatteting (DIS) cms-section

oj electmn scattering in hydrogen to the theoretical Mott

scattering cross-sectionfrom a point charge, plotted as a

function of the square of the four-momentum transfer.

Tlw elastic scattering cwss-section is plotted for

co///parison. (From Hoddeson et ai. Fig 32.2.)

The project was not without controvers\ and

caused a split in the Stanford Physics

department because some of die faculty

believed that the accelerator facility should be

for the exclusive use of Stanford research

departments. Panofskv, on tlie odicr hand

believed that such a large facilit\' should be

open to the public, and invited proposals

from around the world to piirticipate in

experiments at Sl^C. A separate $].AC

facult}^ was created and the two Departments

went their separate ways.

The early experiments at SLAC] were

designed to extend elastic scattering of

electrons from the proton and the neutron (in

the deuteron) to liigher energies, and dien to

extend this work to inelastic scattering,

leading to the known "resonances" or excited

states of the nucleons, essentialh extending

the previous work of Robert llotstadtcr to

much higher mc^menaim transfers. I lowever,

there was a growing interest in explaining the

"strange" behaviour of new particles

discovered at other laboratories and the

conjectiare b}' Gell-Mann and Zweig that

nucleons were combinations of "cjuarks" tjf

charge i 1/3 or 1: 2/3. ITie new research

groups began examining "deep inelastic

scattering" (DIS) which left the nucleons

fragmented in a continuous set of energy-

states. The results had tremendous

implications since die DIS cross-section

turned out to be much larger tlian pre\'iousl\-

believx'd. llic ratio of DIS, as a function of

die momentum transfer to the nuclec^ns, to

scattering from a charged point particle.
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I'ignn 9: \ "lew oj the \Did Station . X spt'iimmtir and

detectors used to nmmm scatteringjrom quarks within

the proton and neutron. The scak is apparentJrom the

hfimanfigure in the centrefi)reground. _

exhibits a ver\^ slow variation, shown in

Figure 8, in contrast to tlic vcn' steep

decrease with momentum transfer exliibited

by elastic scattering.

Tlie scattering experiments required the

detectors to be moved through large angles to

obser\'e both die forward and back-scattered

electrons. For 20 CjcV electrons die

spectrometer magnets are fomiidable and

resembled locomotives on tracks, as seen in

Figure 9.

Richard Taylor, flenn' Kendall, and Jerome

Friedmiin received tlie 1990 Nobel Prize in

Ph\ sics for diis work, wliich established the

foundation of the physical realit}' of the quark

components of the Standard Model.

Colliding Beams at SLAC

In striving for higher energies to extend the

reach of scattering experiments, one must

realize diat die centre of mass collision

energ\', is reduced b)' the recoil of die

target atom of mass mi.

whereas much higher centre-of-mass energies

can be attained by colliding tvvo beams of

energ}' Ei and

Figure 10: The Princeton-Stanford Colliding Beam

Experiment used a figure eight configuration to collide

SOOMel ^electrons.

The colliding beam concept was first

envisaged for hadron macliincs but was soon

taken over b\ die lepton communit) . Unlike

protons, an electron uiU radiate away its

energ)' if made t(^ follow a drcubr path, and

tliis dissipative process causes the electrons to

naturally com^erge to the axis of the beam
pipe, lliis makes the injection process into

an electron storage ring much easier.

Se\^eral design proposals were made around

die world using counter rotating beams of

oppositely charged particles that could

economically make use of one vacuum

chamber in a single ring. ITie availabiKt}' of

an electron linac to inject die beams made

Stanford an obvious choice for a

demonstration experiment. An electron

storage ring was proposed at Princeton by

Gern- O'Neil in 1956 and the Colliding Beam
Experiment (CBX) began construction in

1959 at Stanford. ITie figure-eight ring,

shown in figure 10, collided 500 MeV
electrons uith currents up to 50 mA in each

beam.
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the mteraction dcnsit\%

increases according to

or luniinosit\',

for N electrons at an energv' YL-y with

transverse beam si>:es O^. ^ y^x.y

where Px,y are tlie lattice fimctions, £x,y the

beam emittances and /: the classical electron

radius. Tunc sliifts above {).{)2S txpically

caused beam degradation and loss of

luminositx^ due to resonance induced by die

beam-beam interaction.

Figure f f: An early photograph of the SPFiiR storq^

ring before it was surrounded Iry synchrotron radiation

hutches.

'llie CBX revealed direc major limitadons

that would prove essential in future storage

ring design. In spite of being the largest ultra-

high vacuum system constructed for an

experiment, with a base pressure of 10 '^ Torr

in the 2 m^ volume, the pressure would rise

by a factor 300 w-hen higher beam currents

were stored. Desorption from synchrotron

light impinging on die chamber walls caused a

pressure spike that severely limited the stored

beam lifetime. The synchrotron light power

scales as the 4'^ power of beam energx^ and

required a re-evaluation of the vacuum system

design.

The second liinitation obser\^cd during

operation was a trmsverse resonant instability-

caused by the image charge wdl currents

causing wakefields in die vacuum chamber.

Resonant coupling could be suppressed by

separating die betatron tune of the two rings,

and furtiier damping was observ^ed due to rest

gas ionization effects.

The fimdamental limit affecting all future

storage rings was found in the beam-beam

tune shift, Au ITiis is the transverse focusing

of one beam upon die odici: and increases as

eat* eo,(Q*V)

3 100 >i» 3.200

3 too

/ 7g///r f2: A historii plot marking the discovers ofthe

]h partick at S?¥i.4K

'ilic lessons leamed proved mvaluable for

future storage ring designers, particularh one

collaboration member. Burton Richter who
went on to lead die effort to design the

Stanford Positron 1 Electron Asymmetric

Rings (SPIIAR). 'ITiis collider began

operation in 1 972 and pro\'ed to be the most

prolitic of all die SIAC accelerators in

providing physics results per doUar spent on

dieir construction.

At die time of its inception, the SPHAR
project was competing with more
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consen^arive upgrade projects that would

raise the main linac enei^- by at most a factor

two. 'lliese projects cventiiallv also proved

successfiil and led to tlie success of die linear

collider described in the next section,

f iowc\'er, die physics modvarion of being

able to raise the centrc-of-mass energ}^ by an

order of magnitude over the CBX machine

was enough to spur the laboratory'

management to fund the SPEAR
construction out of operating funds without

obtaining direct government funding agenc\-

approval. _

Funding was not available for a new building

to house die new machine so it was literalh'

constructed on the parking lot adjacent to

End Station A and covered over with

concrete radiadon shielding blocks, as seen in

Figure 11. The design was simplified to a

single ring with counter rotating electron and

positron beams of 3 Ge\^ energ} . Unlike the

electron-electron collisions in CBX, die

and e can anniliilate each odier producing an

intermediate state with enough energ}-, and

according to conser\^arion laws, to

spontaneously produce massive new particles.

Stud\ing how these particles are produced

proves to be the ideal tool for learning about

their stmcture.

llie gamble paid off handsomely with the

obserx-^ation of a resonance in die e^'^ent rate at

a centre-of-mass energ) of approximately 3.1

Ge\', shown in Figure 12. 'lliis was

attributed to the production of a new particle

the // ^ which could onlv be explained as a

tighdy bound pair of chamied quarks, llie

laboraton' director announced die discover}'

to the Atomic Energy Commission with die

statement: "I would like to report die

discover} of an unauthorized particle on an

unauthorized colliding beam facilit}-^'. In

1974 it heralded what is now referred to at

SLAC as the November Rev^olution. ^Fhe

rings stacked on fop of each other for the PEP-II

asymmtrtf B Factory.

discover}* resulted in a Nobel Prize for

Burton Richter and Samuel C. C. ling, and

was followed b\' a rich study of charmonium

phx sics reveiiling the spectroscopy of various

bound states of chann-anticharm quarks.

'Hie SPFIAR ring \ielded yet another Nobel

Prize to Martin Peri for liis discover)- of the

tau lepton, die durd of the diree families of

leptons, the electron, the muon and the tau.

At diis point in SLi\C's liistor\- funding

became available to build upon this success

and construct an even larger collider, the

Positron ElectJron Project (PEP) able to attain

15 GeV with a ring 1.4 miles (2.2 km) in

circumference. This was the largest ring that

would comfortably fit on die SIAC site. A
large ring is necessarv at high energies because

die energ)^ loss per turn due to synchrotron

radiation increases as die 4^'' power of the

energ}' wliile it only decreases linearly with

machine radius.

Dunng the PI^P era at SEAC Burton Richter

spent a sabbatical period at CF^RN in

Switzerland where he entertained the idea ot

designing die maximum energ}' storage ring

feasible on an unlimited site. CF^RN w^ent on

to build the I^rge Electron Positron project

QJiP), a 27 km circumference ring capable of

attaining 50 CieX' beam energies.
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of Matter

2/3

i 1/3

1 U m H
Higgs boson

w
Up

c

Charm
t

Top
T

photon

d
Down

s

Strange

6
Bottom

1
gluon

e

electron

t»

muon
r

tau

2

2 boson

V,

electron

neutrmo

muon
neutrino

tau

neutrino

W
W boson

Table 1: The Standard Model can be thonghl ofas a

t)pe oj Periodk Table from n'bkh all Ihe knonm stdh

atomicparticles can be constructed.

Richter, on the otlier hand, returned to SLj\C

proclaiming tliat we must reairn to linear

accelerator teclinolog\^ for colliding beams in

order to overcome the energ)' limitations of

storage rings.

Before turning our attention to die linear

collider project at SI^C we should jump

ahead to SI^AC's final endeavour widi storage

rings, and the constmction of an asymmetric

collider known as die PEP- II B-Factor\^

Two rings were constmcted inside the Pl-^P

tunnel, stacked one on top of die odier, as

shown in Figure 13, to store 9 GeV electrons

in die high-energ}- ring and 3. 1 GeV positrons

in die low-energ\' ring, widi one intersection

point where die beams would be allow^ed to

collide, 'ilie rings began operation in 1999

and eventually reached a luminositx' of around
10'^^' cm - s^ at astonishing beam currents of

approximately 1 .5 A of electrons and 2.5 A of

positrons.

The centre-of-mass collision energ\' was

tuned to die Upsilon 4S resonance to

produce a flavourless meson fornied from a

bottom quiirk and its antipaiticle diat then

decays into a pair of B mesons. It allowed die

first obser\'ation of charge-parit\' violation

outside of the kaon system and helps explain

the mechanism, at the instant of die Big

200 MoV
Positron

Accelerator

North Damping
ring (NDR)

e- Gun

/
1.2 GeV

Accelerator

50 GeV Accelerator

Final Focus
Test Beam

South DamcHng
ring (NDR)

Tigure 14: The Sh.4C Linear Collider accelerated

bunches oj electmns and positrons to 50 Gel ' which

ntre deflected in opposite dimtions around an arc to

collide at the detector.

Bang, by which there is more matter than

antimatter in the universe. A key factor in

diese observations was to make die collisions

asymmetric in energ\- so tiiat die ccntre-ot-

mass frame would be nlo^'ing during the

collision and allow the lifetime of the

different decay channels to be identified by

virtue of die distance of the new particle

vertices from the collision point.

The SLAC Linear Collider

'Ihe discoveries at SI^\C gave strong support

to die quark model, and die "eight fold wa^

"

was enlianced to become "llic Standard

Model" and is summarized in Table 1.

'ITie cjuarks and the leptons appeared to be

divided into three families of matter and all

the particles that had been discovered at

SLi\C and elsewhere could be accounted for

in diis framework, llie vector bosons in die

Standard Model, or force carriers had also

been observed The next step was to confinii

diat diere were indeed otiK- three taniilies ot

matter, not more, and this could be

continued by measuring the resonance width

of die Z boson, the carrier of the weak force.

Bodi (-HRN and SLAC proposed die

constmction of an eV* collider with a roughly

100 GeV centre-of-mass energ\ at the Zo
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90 91 92 93 94

e (GeV)

Figufv 15: The Sl^4C memmmmt of the mdth of

the Z/f momma' at 91.4 Gel 'confirmed the Standurd

Modei pmiktion that then mre only three families of

matter,

resonance to make this precision

measurement CERN proposed the 27 km
LEP ring, and SI^\C proposed using the 3

km long linac to reach the same energ\'.

SLAC was able to raise the energ)^ of the linac

from its original 20 GeV to 50 Ge\^ throiagh

the invention of the SLED device (SIvVC

linac Energ}' Doubler). It uses RJ^ pulse

compression to deliver four times the peak

Rl' power in a shorter pulse to the linac

structure thereb) increasing the accelerating

field gradient.

SIAC woLild have to perfonn an extra trick

of accelerating consecutive bunches of

electrons and positrons and deflecting them

around two opposite arcs, as shown in Mgure

14, to bring tliem into collision in die centre

of the SLD detector.

Tlie IJ^P storage ring would collide die

bunches ten thousand times per second as

they went round and round, so the SLi\C

linear (Collider (SL(>) would have to focus

the beams to micron si^e diameters in order

to get tlie same luminosit}' in the detector,

lliis was possible at SLC by making ver\'

small emittance beams in tlie damping rings

and then keeping the emittance under control

as die beam was accelerated in the linac.

The storage ring was a more conserv^ative

approach and ultimately reached a higher

luminosit)', but the linear collider w^as also a

test experiment for fliture colliders. Clearly,

the next generation of colliders operating at

10'- or Terra electron volt (Te\') energies

would be impracrically large if built as rings,

so it was important to test the linear collider

concept whose size would still be manageable

when scaled to a TeV.

The SLiVC^ measurement of the Zo resonance,

shown in Figure 15, was still sufficient to

prove bc\'ond a doubt diat the Standard

Model held true and that only diree

generations of matter could exist.

Synchrotron Light Sources

/Mready during the heyday of particle physics

at die SPEAR machine another group of

Stanford ph\'sicists was lobbying for access to

die photon radiation generated b)^ the beam

circulating in the ring. Synclirotron radiation

was regarded widi disdain by the machine

builders because it limited the energ\' of a

storage ring and it produced unw-anted

heating and outgassing of die vacuum

chamber. Tlic photon users persisted with

their claims that the synchrotron light w^as the

brightest source of x-ra\'s in the world, by

orders of magnitude, and would allow

revolutionar\^ new science to be done.

Tlic director of SL/VC^ reluctandy allow^ed one

photon beam line to be added to the SPEAR
ring, worned that it would take away precious

beam time from die high-energ\' physics

program, llie rest is liistor\% as diey say, and

the number of synchrotron radiation beam

lines grew rapidly. When SPEAR reached the

end of its useRiI life as a liigh-cnerg\' physics

macliuie it became die wTjrld's first dedicated
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Figure 16: The peak brightness [mm Hum -based light

sotims e>:ceeds stora^ ritigf by t?jany orders of

magnitude over a range ofwavelengths.

synchrotron light source. It has been

upgraded several tinies and still operates

today as a 3'^* generation light source,

SPEAR3.

Man)' dedicated synchrotron light source

laboratories have now been built around the

world, numbering more dian sixt\', including

the Australian Synchrotron built in 2007 in

Melbourne, llicse modern storage rings use

imertion devices to \viggle tlie beam in an

unduiator section to produce extremely bright

x-ray beams, llie brightness of the x-rays is

ultimately limited^ tliough, b\' tlie equilibrium

electron bunch dimensions in tlie storage

ring.

llie light source designers enviously kx)ked at

die extremely small electron bunches that the

linear collider w^as producing and calculated

they could create a free electron laser (FHL) at

x-ra\' wavelengths using a \'er\' long unduiator

Figure 17: rieir of th 100 m long unduiator of the

IJnae Coherent Ught Sonne.

at the end of the linac. The linear collider

project was not about to give up any ot its

precious beam time to the light source users,

but we were able to do a proof-of-principal

experiment to demonstrate the feasibiliU' ()f

x-ray production widi die linac.

An electron bunch compressor cliicane was

installed in the linac in 2002 wliich would

compress the bujiches to a pulse as short as

80 femtoseconds duration. 'ITie bunch

compressor chicane worked h\ putting an

energ)" chiip on the electron bunch, giving the

head of the bunch a higher energv , and then

sweeping the bunch around a chicane so that

the low energ)' tail would catch up widi the

head of the bunch.

A 2.4 m long unduiator borrowed from the

Argonne Advanced Photon Source was

installed on a beam line at die end of the linac

and the compressed 28 Cjq\ electron bunch

produced a blinding flash of x-rays at 1.5 i\

wavelength.

At this time the liiiac was pnmariK being used

as an injector for die PEP-II coUider, but it

was possible to parasitically deliver 10 Hz

repetition rate beams to this new photon

facilit)-, the Sub-Picosecond Photon Source

(SPPS). Numerous experimental techniques
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figure 18: The iXlJi imdiilator is made up of

thousands ojpermanent magnet nn^kr magnets,

for linac-based light sources were able to be

tested with the ultra- fast pulses at this facilit)'.

l^or a time the SPPS held the record for peak

brightness for any x-ra\" source, as seen in

Figure 16. ITie radiation, however, was still

incoherent, as it is in storage ring light

sources, llie bigger prixe was yet to come

with the installation of a linac-driven FILL.

The Linac Coherent Light Source LCLS

'ITie LCIJS produced its first x-ra) beam in

2009, and uses a 100 m long undulator,

shown in l^igure 1 7, at the end of the linac to

produce Self Amplified Stimulated Emission

(SiVSI^^ at x-ray wavelengtlis. 'ITic undulator

is assembled in 3 m long modules made up of

hundreds of permanent magnet dipoles, as

shown in figure 18. ITie incoherent

synchrotron radiation generated as the beam

wiggles back will amplifv in one selected

mode and produce fulh' coherent x-rays that

aire 10 orders of magnimde brighter than a

storage ring light source.

Such an increase in brightness over existing

macliines has rcc|uired die invention of a

whole new science in analysing x-ray

diffraction, h is now possible, for example,

to image a single molecule in a single shot. It

will no longer be necessan' to cr\'stallize

complex organic molecules such as proteins

in order to image their stmcture. Enough

photons can impinge on a single molecule

tliat die diffraction image can be collected

fi-om a single molecule. The downside is that

of course the molecule does not survive the

onslaught of such a bright beam of x-rays.

Flow ever, die pulse duration from the LCLS
can be as short as a few^ femtoseconds so it is

possible to capture the image before the

molecule flies apart. The extremely short

duration of the pulse also allows ultra- fast

phenomena to be captured in the strobed

images. A teclinique referred to as pump-

probe allow^s the molecule to be stimulated

and dien obsen^ed with the x-ray strobe at

sub-picosecond inten^als after die stimulus

has been applied.

Conclusion

SLi'\C has had a rich histon', playing a

significant role in the de\^elopment of

accelerator technology and the understanding

of modem particle ph\ sics. SI^C continues

to pla\- a role in the development of new

technolog)' for future colliders and

participates in international collaborations to

build a linear Collider and Higgs factory.

The SLAC campus, however, may become

more recognized in the future for its role as

die world's leading photon science laboraton-

with its miique facilities for x-ray laser

production.
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Abstract

Ihis is ;i personal article about the lusting influence the late Professor |ak Kelly has had over the course of

the author's \ aried career. I lis influence was especially prf:>nounced when the author was under pressure

and had to cf)nfront a difficult and unusuiil situation. Some of these situations iire illustrated in tliis article.

It IS hoped that the aiticle showcases m p^uts Professor Jak Kelly's sense of humour. Professor Jak Kelly

was a mentor and a long term friend of the author.

"AW paaple say that it is the intellect which makes a great scientist. The}' are wrong, it is character. " Albert liimtein

Introduction

'ihe dav I met Professor Jak Kelly was the

da\- I did somediing diat was totallv out oi

character: I declined an offer to ha\'e

graduadon drinks at the 'White 1 lorse' with

tellow students trom Sydney Univcrsit\-.

Instead, I headed to die School of Ph\sics

at L'NSW to encjiiire about a teaching

position with postgraduate research work,

hi diose davs it was a 'buvers market', ^'ou

went around to all the de|^rtments, had a

chat with die i leads and then decided

wliich t!i-oup to join. On tlrst meeting, |ak

was enthusiastic and passionate about

science. I le also seemed to have a wicked

sense of humour and the research work he

was eng-agcxl in was of a vision with an

exciting and useful future, 'llie decision to

join his group was a foregone conclusion

when he took me to \iew die impressi\'e

1.25Mev (>)ckcroft-\\'jdton accelerator,

standing a store\' high inside a fonner

I "-lectrical Transtbrmer Building.

I'A'erx 1 rida\' afternoon )ak made it a focus

for all his postgraduate students to gather

together on the grounds of the /Vccelerator

to present our progress of die week. W e

discussed problems we had encountered

and freelv shared ideas. These discussions

wxTe aKva\'s accompanied bv great food and

increasingly better t]ualit\- wines. It w^as at

diese meetings with jak and fellow^ students

that )ak inspired in me to look at die world

not just with a scientific e\e but with a

broad \ision; to tn' to tliink differendy, to

challenge accepted dogma, and to consider

historical perspectives. Jak's great strength

and dri^'e was to apph' ideas across many

disciplines. )ak was idso a great orator and

showman and liis formal lectures were

legendan-.

Lesson 1: "Curb your enthusiasm!"

lak valued genuine intention first and

foremost. If dien die result mmed out

disastrous his Irish humour helped to case

the pain and embarrassment,

M\ PhD project inxolved die smdy of

sputtenng. 'Iliis is the process of ejection of

atomic material from die surface of solids

during bombardment bv energetic atomic

particles, llie experimental setup that I

used to stud\ the phenomenon had a small

oven diat produced the energetic particles.
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'lliis oven was cooled by water. It was

easier to connect the water to the mains

than to die 2()(K) litre storage on die root.

One late Saturdax' night, after complering a

fiill dav's experimental run, T headed home,

forgetting to switch off the water cooling. I

was barely awake the next morning, when I

received the call, ''A'ou better come right

now. 'llie School of Physics is flcx>ded." I

was in a nightmare. It was not until I drove

down High Street that I saw a triangle of

water spanning two floors - at its apex, the

window of my lab. After I entered die

School of Pli\-sics, realit\ \'er\ quickly

asserted itself i\s I aished in to go up the

main stJiircase, a perfecdy formed

waterfront cascaded down o\ er die stairs.

On die First floor, the I lead of the School's

dog darted out at full speed towards me. It

imniediatelv registered the mini lake in front

of it and widi a terrified, desperate k)ok in

its eyes, it tried to stop. \'ou could c\'cn

pick up die Doppler sliift in its desperate

cr\^ and yelp as it water-skied past me,

haunches on the ground, front leg

outstretched, forming a perfect wake.

Next I entered the libran- and there an

equalh' surreal im^ige confronted me: the

School of Phvsics' libranan holding an

umbrella in the downpour from the ceiling

above, desperateK tniiig to sa\e as many
books as he could. I felt bad about the

disaster I caused but I felt worse about the

books. 'Iliev took months to dr\- out.

/\t the end of that Sunda\, with as many

helpers as we could muster, we managed to

clean up die water. W'e all dien gathered at

the I lead ot School's campus residence for

a beer. Jak knew that his group would

recei\'e a fine for die downpour and the

damage it caused. x\s was liis way though.

he pulled me aside and said, "/oltan, my
boy, you must curb \ our enthusiasm!"

I believe diat ui die \ears that followed

there were a few 'enthusiasts' like m\ self

Lesson 2: *'Have you done your

experiment correctly?"

Tliis was die cjuesdon diat Jak al\\a\s

drummed into us, even when the

experimental results seemed to contirm our

expectations and especiidly when faced with

an anomalous rcsidts.

'Ihe first time I heard him ask me this

question, he followed it as usual with an

anecdote about the time he w^as working at

Marwell Atomic Energ\ ristablishment in

die UK. He noticed that experimental

results taken before lunch were c|uite

different to those taken after lunch. Could

it be that when he, Paul Chatterton and

other members from the lab would go out

to lunch, wliich would of course ha\e

included some ide or wine with the meal,

this may have somehow influenced the

measurements? )ak being a true scientific

sceptic, dismissed tliis lixpotliesis on die

grounds diat in liis experience, up till then,

he found that insights and experimental

measurements usuall\- were improved b\ a

gkiss or two but onl\' when not imbibed in

excess of course. I le dien noted diat not all

laborator\- members joined them on their

usual lunch break. In fact there was a

\T)ung technician, a teetotaller who ne\ er

joined diem. On questioning die \'ouiig

man, the m\'ster\* w^as soK'ed when it

became e\'ideni the he used the \acuum

chamber to warm up his curr\' at lunch

time. Ihus the experimental anoniah was

not due to the effect of wine but rather due

to die left o\ er residue from curr\ \ apours.
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After completing my PhD thesis in 1979, I

worked tor a brief period at Sydne\'

{ lospital with Dr Ixopoki Dintenfass, I lis

interest was studying die factors affecting

tlie \'iscosit\ and aggregadon of red bk)od

cells. I le was preparing an experiment to

go aboard the space shuttk^ Discovciy' as at

the time NASA was also interested in red

blood cell aggregation under zero gravit\-,

aggregation being the process whereby red

blood cells stack together to form linear and

three dimensional structures. Dr

Dintenfass, was at die time, the first

Australian scientist to have an experimental

prc:)ject accepted bx \ASA. 'llie proposed

experiment used an automated slit-capillar)'

photo-viscometer. 'lliis instrument consists

of a set of two liiglily polished glass plates,

with a g-ap of 12.Sum. Using an infusk)n

pump, blood samples could be introduced

into die slit-capillan'. Two t\pes of

experiments were planned. The first was to

take micro and macro photographs of static

blood in the slit. In diis case, die pump
introduces the sample into the slit and then

is stopped to allow for the fomiation of

aggregates. Photographs were dien taken,

llie second expenment was to take bk)od

v'isc()sit\' measurements. I was asked to

in\ estig-ate the anomalies found within these

measurements.

One day when I w as in die workshop widi

the glass polisher, 1 nodced die

monochrome light source he had to check

the datness of the glass plates he was

polishing. 1 instandv had a hunch. I went

back to him with one of our slit \iscometers

and put it under die light. I used water to

inject into the slit and die resultant

interference pattern showed that the glass

plate assembh was deforming under

pressure ot the licjuid being injected into the

slit. A qiuck high school calculadon from

the measurement of the fringes, revealed

diat die gap bet\veen the plates near the

centre, more than doubled. Tlie main

source of die anomaly was tound.

Unfortunately it was too late to redesign die

glass plate and assembly and to resubmit die

proposal to Ni\SA.

lliere were two NASA shutde flights in

1985 and 1988 where the ecjuipment was

only used to obtain photographs of red ceD

aggregation, llie results of both flights

showed significant changes in red blood cell

moqiholog)' and a reduction in die size of

aggi'egates in native plasma.

Lesson 3: How useful is a paper clip

and rubber band?

^riiere are times when an urgent solution

necessitates imordiodox methods jind tools.

i\fter working with Dr Dintenfass I was

offered a contnict with the CSlRO's

Mineral Physics and Nuclear applications

group facilit\ m Nordi R\'de. M\' work

included working in die field in Western

Australia, at Ixalgoorlie, and at a remote

station at \'eelirrie, where the nearest town,

W'aluna, was 70 kms away. I learned in [ak's

lab the importance of self reliance and of

having a detailed knowledge of \our

experimental equipment, 'lliese skills were

paraiiKAint in niy success in diat isolated

emironment.

In 1983 near the end of my four year term

with the C^SIRO, I was in\olved with the

assembly and testing of the recend\-

acc]uired 2.7Mey Tandem accelerator. TTie

accelerator was to be used as a

microanalvtical s\stem in geochemical and

geoclironologic studies. 'llie accelerator

was tliorouglily tested the night before the

facilit\' was due to be officially launched. In

die control room, 'llie 1 lonourable Minister
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for Science Barn- Jones was to push a big

red button which would turn on the

accelerator. An ion beam would be

produced that travelled down inside a

vacuum tube be bent around by an

electromagnet. It would tlicn tra\'el down a

straight section of the vacuum tube into a

small chamber. ITie chamber contained a

remotelv controlled mechanism with a small

target that would flip into and intersect the

beam showing a glowing spot This

glowing spot was picked up b\- a \ideo

camera and would dien show up on a

tele\ision screen next to the red button that

initiated die whole sec|ucnce. llie glow was

a \isual confmnation that the accelerator

w^orked.

The Minister, along with dignitaries from

the Government and the CSIR(^ and a

news crew had been in\ ited to witness and

record tlie event. .\11 tested w^ell die night

before the launch but the situation changed

by morning. W e all show ed up earh and

e\^er\thing was working, except for the

target which would not flip into the beam.

\X e isolated the target chamber, brought it

up to atmosphere, opened it, tested tlie

remote signal all okav. I had a ven' careRil

look and used mv finger to flip die target

holder and noticed that a fine spring got

caught in the mechanism and had twisted

and tinall\- had broken loose, lliere was no

time to tiike it out iind rep^ur it. Agmn I

drew on Jak's teachings, think the

unthinkable. A paperclip and a mbber

band, 'llie shape of the paper clip was

reconfigured to fit into the mechanism with

a slight counter tension and die rubber band

supplied die opposing tension. Within five

minutes die target w as wf)rking again, more

smoothly than e\'er before. In the jubilation

some exclaimed "we should patent this".

'ITie chamber's top was quicklv bolted

down, the \'acuum pump turned on and

wiien its gauge showed the recjiured \'acuum

had been reached for operations the final

thumbs up signal was gi\ en just as even one

entered die ccjiitrol room, lliere w^ere onl\'

three of us who knew about the fix. W e

quickl)' left the experimental hall where the

accelerator and die beam tubes were housed

and joined die dignitaries in die back of the

throng, with our hands behind our backs,

fingers crossed. )udging from the applause,

as we couldn't see from the back, we
figured that m\ "low tech" solution must

lia\'e worked.

Lesson 4: How to change careers and

survive

M\- association and friendship with |ak and

liis family had continued o\'er the \'ears.

During our association |ak acK ised and

helped me greadv in making a major sliift in

niv career path.

1 had an offer from die Department of

Medical Oncolog}' to work in Clinical Trials

at Royal Nordi Shore Hospital. l^en

diough I knew the work would be

interesting, challenging and rewarding die

fact was that I was no longer going to be

practising Pli\'sics. Jak helped me o\er

some of ni\' doubts b\' ha\'ing faith in m\-

abilities and by pointing out that just

because he is working in aiiodier area a

Physicist never stops practicing the methods

iind attitudes that he has been tnuned w ith.

I le also pointcxil out that succeeding and

finding reward in anodier area is in tact the

ultimate endeavour.

1 le was right.

Tlie Mead of die Department of Medical

Oncolog)' was Professor John Le\'i, who
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was a founding tarher of chemoriierapy

trials in Australia. He wanted someone

from pure research, outside ot Medicine, to

help with the design of the trials, to ensure

the trials' data integritx and qualit)- and to

provide help in statistical analysis of results.

Software and hardware support for Iiis

Department was also a requirement.

During mv first six months of probation I

had a challenge that I ncn-er expected to

face: a \ isiting doctor who was in\ oh'ed in a

chemotherap\- trial was attempting to apph'

\vhat-if-scenarios' to die data. I coiJd not

understand this. In tnals, tliere is always a

struggle with patient recmitment. It is

cntical because, with small numbers, the

statistical power is weak. I 'urtliermore, the

patients are usualh" turther divided bv

different treatment modalities thus further

diminishing the statistical power. I found

tliat Medicine is so much more difficult

dian Physics because individual humans arc

\-aried in dieir biological responses and

genetic makeup. All one can do in a cKnical

trial is to identih as man\ patient tactors

that mav be of relevance and to then anah se

the response ot die cohorts. In diis case

there are no Nvhat-it-scenarios'. I explained

the siaiation to the doctor but he kept

insisting that what he was attempting to do

was valid. I felt that my new career was

going to finish e\'en before it started. The

doctor hadn't actually crossed die line of

'changing data integrit\' but I felt \cx\

uncomfortable with liis attitude, llie issue

ot intellectual honestx" never reallv came up

in our research in Physics, since we spent so

much dme ensunng diat we had all die

tlictors effecdng measurements ideiititied

and their importance evaluated. A
measurement was onlv real if it could be

reproduced. In clinical trials I have seen

now that a statisticalK' significant result in

one trial was quite often nullitled bv a

similar trial at another centre. Many years

later, by pooling results from many centres

and applying mediods of meta-analysis,

helped to firm up results.

In my situadon with this doctor, T had no

odier course except to defend my stand and

to ensure that the 'line' was never crossed. I

kept m\' job and I have been widi die unit

now for almost diirt\^ years, he left medicine

a few \ ears later after this incident.

Lesson 5: Unconventional Solutions

(finical trials are now conducted b\- the

drug companies and m\- interest turned to

the use of int7)rmation systems in Medicine.

Wlieii Internet technology' began to mature

in die mid 9()s I rapidly saw just how^ useRil

it could be to disseminate information

eftlciently. In a hospital setting what was

recjuired was to set up an Intranet. I also

realised that qualit)' and version control of

documents were caicijil to its success ftil

implementation, 'llie tiniil tool to make die

process useful was software that became

a\ ailable to convert word processing files

into iri'MI>. If those documents were

properh' st\led, dien diose st\les could be

turned into a linked table of contents. I was

seconded to the Infomiation Technology

Department of the I lospital to lead a team

to de^'elop an Intranet as well as policies

and procedures for document audioring

and v ersion control, 'llie project was highly

successful and I was asked to give a

presentation of our work to the

Deparmient of I lealth. llie night before

m\ talk, I was going to put the final touches

to m\ PowerPoint presentation. To turn

my laptop on, I pushed on the sliding

power switch located on its side. It broke.

I couldn't tuni the power on and to my
horror, I didn't have a backup. It was at
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this desperate point that again the

experiences and attitudes I gleaned in Jak's

lab illuminated me: do not gix e up, examine

die problem dioroughlv and most of all of

seek answers outside the conventional

realm, 'lliere was a small opening where

tlic switch broke that I could push some

pointed tool in and possibly throw die

power switch on. \ lowever in diis situation,

I could n<:)t use mv all purpose paper-clip

tool as I might short die Laptop and make a

bad situation e\'en worse. Light bulb

moment, a satav stick! A mad dash to die

kitchen drawers and widiin minutes 1 had

the laptop cc^me iili\'e, made a cjuick backup

and finished the presentation and backed

diat up also. As the talk took place earlv on

in the morning, 1 didn't have time to get

another laptop. I had to use die one I had.

I didn't feel too good about using a satay

stick at a presentatic^n where I knew there

were gf)ing to be some senior members

from I lealth Department of I lealth. Hven

though I came up widi a working solution

and practiced turning the laptop on and off

so at least it looked like a smooth operation,

I still thought it was tacky but diere was

nodiing to be done.

Once ag-ain tinding mvself in an unusual

circumstance jak's intluencc helped. Next

morning I turned up to give my talk. I

pulled out my laptop, placed it on die

lectern and made sure that m\- audience

could see that I had used a 5 cm long

transparent tape to stick two satav sticks to

the co\'er. I could see that most people

were c]uite intrigued. Ihc)- have never seen

anydiing quite like it.

Don't hide the facts, emphasise them.

I began my talk by explaining what occurred

die previous night and how I came up widi

the solution. I then took one of die satay

sticks and, with a confident flounsh, 1

turned on ni\ laptop. A few people

applauded. I dien asked the audience

whether anvone could tell me whv 1 had

tw(j satay sticks. "No idea? No guesses?" 1

teased. "Clearly ...the second satav stick is

for backup."

Tliat bought the house down.

Conclusion: "People in the cheap

rows, at the back, can you hear me?"

A week alter tn\ presentation with die satav

sticks T was offered one of the most

rewarding projects of m\ career. .\ project

diat would especiall\- help all liealdi

professionals in NSW in die far dung areas

of the west of the state. At die time.

Broken Hill Hospital did not even ha\ e a

medical libran .

'Ihe (Clinical Information Access Program

(CIAP) was a project of the NSW
Department of Health, initiated in V/)": and

dnven h\ die (Clinical Systems Steenng

Committee. Its principal aim w as to use the

Internet to bnng to the point of care,

clinical information for all healdi

professionals working within the NSW
public health svstem. 'Ihe clinical

information and the resources was to

support cUnical best practice, education and

research.

I w,as asked to make the (!IAP a realit\ by

identifving and purchasing an initial pool of

data sources and associated search engines,

to contact even major medical libran* in die

state and inforni them of this soon to be

delivered resource, and to obtain feedback

and create the web structure for deli\'ering

die infomiation resources purchased.
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'Hie website was hunched on July 4, 1997

and the \ear after the ClAP received the

Data Management iVssociation (DiVAL\)

.\ustralia Acliievemcnt i\ward for

Excellence in Infomiation Management and

tlie Australian IJbran- and Infomiation

.Vssociation (ALIA) NSW Branch Merit

Award tor Ser\ices to Rural and Remote

Users and the (^ommunitw

After the launch one of the many emails I

received from the rural doctors was, "This

is tlie best thing diat has happened since a

biul of clover in a drought."

llnus, thanks to |ak's legacv, T too managed,

in my own way, to get the message to the

"people at tlie bick".

yj)l!(Ui Kmsks

\\Lmvcd)l OdokrIODy Aax'pkd 1 1 Xovemkr20l3.
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Abstract

This paper contiiins some personal perspectives of the lessons learnt dunng my PhD studies w ith )ak Kellv

at UXSW. )ak was passionate about science, had boundless enthusiasm, was an eternal optimist, was an

'ideas' person iind innovator, as well as a superb moti\ ator for liis students ;uid coworkers. I owe liini

much for his impact on my Ciireer in science.

Introduction

I first encountered )ak KelK as an

undergraduate student at L'NSW in the

niid-196()s. He was clearly the most

endiusiastic and passionate lecuirer in my
c^rly undergraduate years. His lectunng

st\le was decidedh' dieatrical and

compelling. It was not a surj')rise to me that

liis daughter Kiirina showed much of that

st)'le ill her media successes years later.

During my l^hvsics I lonours \ ear I was

called up for national service. 1 sought Jak

out for advice on whether a PhD might be a

viable choice to keep me out of the amiyl

Jak and Bnan Eawii, another impressive

academic member of staff at diat time,

suggested an intrigmng topic for a PhD that

brought together their individual research

interests: ion channelling in )ak's case and

britde fracaire in Brian's case. |ak explained

that the phenomenon of ion channelling

had only been ciisco\ ered a few \ ears earlier

and die field was ripe for the picking. I was

impressed and signed up for a PhD. 'I'he

topic mmed out to be a bizarre and,

ultimately, an incomparible union of

research directions, but more about that

later.

'lliere were tour attributes ot jak that stood

out during m\ PhD time: i) he was a

fantastic 'ideas' person but I learnt earh diat

some filtering was necessiin- to gi\'e a rcidity

check and pick diose directions diat were

feasible given our meagre resources at

UNSW; ii) he was an eternal optimist and

always saw opportunit\' in ad\'ersit\'; iii) he

was a fabulous motivator and his boundless

enthusiasm helped me face die most

daunting of problems with confidence; and

iv) he was a superb innovator and taught

me to improyise widi what was a\ ailable to

acliieve an important reseiirch goal. I ha\'e

chosen three examples or stories from my
PhD time that illustrate these attributes.

The 1.2 MV Cockcroft-Walton

accelerator

Part of Jak's motivation fc:>r suggesting my
diesis topic, built around ion channelling,

was that he was in the process (in earl\-

1969) ot negotiating the purchase ot the

ANU 0)ckcroft-\\'alton accelerator. As a

t\picall\- naive student, I beliex ed Jak when

he said that the accelerator should be fulh"

mulling widiiii about 6 moiidis and 1 could
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plan to do my channelling measurements

across fracture interfaces in silicon on that

machine. Little did 1 know at tliat time tliat

a suitable liome for tliis macliine had not

been found, and that was only the start of

die problems that needed to be solved

before tlic macliine was usable! In tmth

e\ en Jak didn't realise the enortnit}' of the

task. iViivone diat has worked with

accelerators will know diat, when die\' are

left idle, (essendal) bits are progressively

cannibalised. It was no different with the

ANU macliine diat was decommissioned in

1967. jak managed to convince the

Universit)^ to bu\' an old tram maintemmce

shed (Opposite Randwick racecourse. It was

an ideal locadon, with ven' solid walls and a

ceiling high enough to house die ven'

impressive (^ockcroft-Walton accelerator

shown in its glor}^ days at ANU in I'ig.l.

llie charging system and die diree stack

configuration of the machine created a sight

to behold.

VXlien the accelerator arrived at UNSW
there were many parts missing and die

electrical wiring, \ acuum system, beam lines

and data collection needed to be completely

rebuilt. Undaunted, Jak set about mobilising

a tejim to work on it. Bob Ddgleish, a ver)

talented PhD student who had a strong

electronics background from an earlier life,

pla)'ed a major role in finally getting it

operational by the end of 1972. Alas, too

late for my own PhD! Nevertheless, die

accelerator was a major focus ofJak's group

acti\it)- at die time and its successful

installation was a huge acliie\'^ement, a

testim()n\' to improvisation that brought

great credit tc) Jak and dicise who w'orked

on it.

F(^mv 1: The 1.2 MV CockcroftWalton

aaekrator m installed at the .ANU m the early

1950s. The high mltage generator stack is at the

right. 1 imijomi voltage gradient is applied to the

accekration tube via the central condenser stack.

The ion source is heated in the left side 'bun' at the

top ofthe accekration column.

I can w'ell remember the occasion of the

first time voltage was obtained on the ion

source 'bun'. We were all aw^estruck! )ak

had to demonstrate that high voltage was

'safe' if there was no path to ground. He
proceeded to climb into die 'bun', the

ladder was removed and he asked Bob to

wind up die \Tiltage. I belie\'e w^e reached

50,0(K) volts widi Jak up diere, his head and

shoulders visible above the bun. Jak's hair

was extended in all directions, like Einstein,

and one of my co-students called out: 'Jesus

Christ', and at that moment, to all of us, Jak

was!!
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Ion channelling at AAEC: the early

days

Although the Cockcrott-W'alton was not

operational in time, not all was lost for my
thesis. |ak had 2ilread\- established a

successful collaboration with Roger Bird at

the iVustralian Atomic I'.nerg)" Commission

(yV,AEC) at Lucas Heights and a

'channelling' beam line had been

constructed b\ VhD studciit Murrav 1 loUis.

Wlien I started Murra\ had not obtained

any channelling data but with the help of

Pat Price, a PhD suident who followed on

from Murra\-, he managed to acliie\e

channelling in gold foils an(,l completed liis

thesis by earh' 1969. To achieve channelling

Murray needed to construct a goniometer'

in a vacuum chamber diat had 5 degrees of

freedom, all controlled from outside die

vacuum. It was a beast of a system and held

together just long enough for Murray to

complete!

Pat and I were fc^rced to build another

scattering chamber and goniometer to have

any hope of further channelling

experiments. I remember talking to jiik at

die time and asking him how we could get a

system up and running in a reasonable time.

I had been doing X-ra\' experiments on

fractures in silicon using a simple

goniometer in air and wondered how this

would go in vacuum witli flexible angle and

translation control dirough vacuum

feeddiroLighs. )ak's immediate response

was: 'tn- it and I think I ha\'e just die

chamber for it'. 1 dusted off an ancient

chamber that Jak had used years earlier at

S\dney Universit}' and within two weeks w e

had a ven' inelegant looking, but workable,

goniometer in a \ acuum chamber that could

' i\n itistrumcnt used tor the: precise angular

orientation of faces of a cn stal with respect to some

reference direction; e.^., the incoinitii; ion beam
directic )n.

hold a reasonable vacuum despite die

lubncants on the goniometer dnx es. It was

connected to die channelling line at AA1^(^

and we were off and mnning. 'lliis was

syniptomadc of the tvpe of iniprovisaUon

diat )ak encouraged in die group. It is a

skill that has held me in good stead over my
career in science.

'llie experiments diat Pat and I did at Lucas

I leights were the tlrsr Riithert'ord

backscattering and channelling

measurements in Australia. TIicn' led to

papers on radiation damage build up in

alkiiH hiiHdes (Pncv et Id., 1973) and

radiadon ctfects in quartz (Williams and

Lawn, 1973). Ilie chamber, beam line and

anidysis system at AA1:(] remiiined in use

until die earlv 1980s, ser\ncing manv other

students and researchers, until it was

replaced b\- a more user-triendlv

commercial s\ stem.

As an aside, Murra\ Hollis went off to

Chalk River laboratories in (Canada and

returned to the A\L, and became the

laboratory manager of the Research School

of Physical Sciences, the \en' School of

which I became Director a couple of \ ears

after MurraN retired. Pat Price came from a

sugar cane fanii in Nordi Queensland to do

liis PhD widi Jak. I le also went off to

(Canada on a post-doctoral fellowship,

before returning to Australia as an engineer

in industr)'.

Channelling without an accelerator:

the pinhole camera

I realised about 6 months into ni\' PhD diat

1 was ven* unlikeK to be able to acliiex e my
original goal of ion channelling across a

fracture interface to d\namicall\- measure

crack tip separation. I cati remember the

first dme I went to talk to jak about diis

problem I was cjuite depressed. I iilso
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remember coining out ot that meeting

totally energised and enthusiastic again. So,

what did jak sa\? I honestly can't

remember but there was certainly no ready

solution to my dilemma. ITiat was die

effect jak had on his saidcnts: he covild

motivate and encourage them simply b)- liis

positive attitude and passion. VCliat I do

remember is diat he gave me a paper b\' a

French group, Yves Quere and co-workers,

and said I should read it as it may lead to

somediing useflil for my project.

The said paper was in French (Quere, 1968)

and described how a radioactive source

p'^Vm, wliich produced 5.46 MeV a-

particles) cc^uld be used to obtain

channelling patterns by inserting diin

samples between it and a track-recording

cellulose film. I discussed this paper with

anodier of )ak's PhD students, Hans Nip,

and the two of us decided to tr\' a twist on

the French mediod. \X e built a pinhole

camera diat is shown in Fig. 2. We figured

diat it could be used for observing

channelling phenomena. We acaially built

die camera and obtained channelling

patterns before we told Jak anything about

it. WTien he saw the results he was

delighted and told us diat diis was just the

sort of innovation he w^anted to see from

his students. ITie trick with these

experiments was to polish die single cr\ stal

sample to a precise thickness that was too

thick for a—particles that entered die cn stal

in a random direction to penetrate through

it but thin enough for c^sy penetration of

well-channelled particles. 'Fhe distances

betu^een sample and source (ds) and sample

and film (dr) could be varied in our \'acuum

camera as well as die penetration angle (by

viewing different distances from the film

centre). A magnification can be defined as

dt/Rf and adjusting die various spacings

allows a range of channelling phenomena

(and defects wliich inhibit channelling) to be

obser\x'd. Fig. 3 shows channelling

transmission patterns for 3 different

oriented single cr\ stal silicon samples. The

width of the bright lines allows the

channelling critical angles to be measured.

At die time, diese patterns had only

previously been obtained by expensive high

energ)' particle accelerators.

tigurv 2: A schemaik of the vacuum pinhole

camera arrangemmt whenby a—particles passed

fbrough an apctium and sample and impinged onto

a cellulose nitrate film. Etching thefilm mealed the

individual a-particle tracks and tlje channelling

directions in tlx oystaL From Nip and Willicmis

(1972).

Both a conference presentation and a

journal paper (Nip and W^illiams, 1972) were

obtained from tins work. T presented the

paper at a conference in Oslo in 1 97 1 w^hich

was ver\' w'ell received. In fact, I was

congratulated on die innovative method

and had diree post-doctoral offers, one of

which I accepted at the Universit)' of

Salford in die UK working with George

Charter. Again, this t\pe of innovation was

strong!}' encouraged by Jak: I ow^e liim

much for die training in liis group diat set

up m\' fiiture career in science.
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F^/ZAP i; Phibole cbamteli'mg patterns fwm a)

<111>, b) < t()0> and c) < 1 1()> oriented silicon

thin samples, with the t-espcdin stereograpfnc

projections in d), e) and
J).

¥mm Williams (1972).

Ver}' sadly, Hans Nip committed siiicide

around tlic time I presented the Norway

paper. It was not known by an\^ of our

radicr close group diat Hans was struggling

with 'demons* that he could uldmately not

overcome. Outwardly he appeared a happy

go lucky person, who liked to share jokes

and perspectives on life, including his ver\'

insightfiil poems of die week, with liis

friends and colleagues. )ak was strongly

affected bv diis sad event, chastising liimself

that he did not detect a problem widiin

such an otliervvise caring group of people.

For my part, I ha\^e become ver\' friendly

with Hans*s sister Renee and family in the

Nedierlands. A few years ago she visited

Australia and Sydnex' to see for herself what

Hans had described to her as a great

countrv^

Perspectives

Towards the end of my PhD I was married

to m\ wife Ros of o\'er 4() \ ears now. |ak

and Irene were at die wedding, as were

many of my UNSW colleagues. At events

such as this Jak would be excellent \alue,

with an endless number of ven witty stones

and anecdotes. Years later dunng mv post-

doctoral fellowship at the University of

Salford in the IK, the Kellv famil\- \isited

us. ITie)' crammed into f)ur \x-r\" small tlat

and 1 can remember that Kiirina (al abciut

age 1 4) babvsat our two small cliiidren wliile

we went out for a meal.

If I look back at where my career has gone,

I have a lot to diank )ak for. In my earh'

days in the UK and Denmark, 1 quickly

realised diat impro\isation and adaptability
,

the abilit}- to think laterally and problem

solving, attributes diat I had learnt from |ak,

were highly valued by my new colleagues. 1

was gi\'en a problem when I arri\ ed in

Salford to measure the range distributions

of various ions in materials. I realised diat

die depth resolution of the Rudierford

backscattering method I was using was

barely sufficient. It needed to be improved

but what to do? After a litde thought about

how die resolution was improved in die

channelling pinhole camera I decided to

draniaticall)- change die entrance and exit

angle of die anahsis beam, calculating a

large enhancement in effective depth

resolution. It worked better tiian I

imagined. In fact, diis simple twist to the

Rutherford backscattering technique to

impro\'e its depth resolution, a small step

learnt quite naturally in working with Jak,

helped establish my scientific credibilitx'. It

led to collaborative and job opportunities

and a v^ry enjoyable life in science. I thank

you Jak for giving me die chance to work

with you, for vyhat nou taught me that not

only enriched ni\' career but engendered in
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me a passion and enthusiasm for science

that I ha\*c endca\'ourccl to pass on to

odicrs. Williams, |. S. (1973) Some pmpetiies ofopen

stmctured hnttk single oyslah, PhD thesis, UNSW.
W illiiiiTis, ). S. and Lawn, B. R. (19^3) Slow crack

growth in proton and deuteron irradiated

quart/, JoLirniil of Materials Science, 8 1059-

Quere, \. (1968) lournal de Physique, 29 215-

219.
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Abstract

\ review of research work done in collalioration with Jak Kelly between 19" 5 and 2012 at the L'ni\-ersm of

New South W'iilcs requires a rather det;uled explanation of the subjects covered. 'Ihese begin w ith the

pioneering work on ven,- l"ugh intensin- electron beams of energy ranging between 10 and 200 ke\' as well as

ion beams and their defect generation in solid material (Combination with lasers led to tbe whole range of

ion generation from few c\' to Ge\' including the need for changing MiLxwell's stress tensor of plasma

optical properties, lliis led to the discover}- of relati\'istic self-focusing and sul)set]uently to joint

applications leased on papers covering solar cells and the reduction (^f friction in motor engines together

with patents. With nuclear energ\- being 10 million times more efficient than chemical energy there is the

possibilirv that lasers might lower the mo.st d;ingerous levels of radioactn e radiation to the point that it can

be neglected.

Introduction

/\n indication of the importance of my
collaboration with )ak Kelly is an obitiian'

we prepared as fellows of die Institute of

Physics (Ivondon) for its magazine, on

Professor Christopher Milncr, Head of the

School of Phvsics at the I'niversiU' of New
South Wales, and his long vears of ser\ice

(Hora et al. 1998). Nlilner was highly

regarded for establishing die ven' successful

School of Physics and for becoming the

only physicist as Dean of Science. No
doubt )ak Kell\' was \'er\ appreciative when

Kit .Milner offered him an academic

position in S\'dne\- following the exciting

work he had been doing at the I lanvell

Research I Establishment in J England. Jak's

new position led to his appointment as

professor and later to 1 lead of die Sclicx)! of

Physics and (diaimian of the 1 acult\ of

Science of die UNSW .

Research in ph\'sics has numerous instances

of ad\x^rsit\ diat cause friction and hamper

progress. Never when working with hik

Kelly did 1 experience such negativity'. If a

researcher claimed to ha\'e measured

velocities taster than c ot light in a vacuum,

)ak would a pnori not take a negative stand

and would tirst look into details for die

chiim,

)ak's interests foUowed manv directions

such as appKing liis profound knowledge to

ion implantation or to defect generation in

solids. Other directions were to investigate

alternatives for energ\- generation and to

deliberate on nuclear energ\-. During the

times I collaborated widi |ak there were

man\ examples of the positixe side to

research. Although these personal

reflections do not include |ak's

contributions to areas such as solar-themial

energN' production, or luminescence

mediods for measuring the age of pf)tter\ in

arcliaeolog\', die\ do include I'Jeifwn He/////

I txatmetit of Materials, \jm' Lneii^' Xtn-har

Reactions, laser interaction with plas///as, and

?\nckar l:nef^' uv/hottt Pmhiems of Wiulioactive

Kiidiation that I have co\-ered below.

Jak's positive attiuide emerged at times
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when organisatioiiiil decisions had to be

made, l or example the Universih' oi New
South Wales was ottered the purchase of

the \'an-de-(>raaf accelerator trom die

iXustralian National Universitv when it

purchased a new accelerator. It took Jak

less than a second to accept the offer

although there had to be a lot of work done

before rich hiiits ot liis decision could be

han'estcd.

'llie following is a summar\- of results of

our collaborative research. lliev reflect

|ak's exceptional ingenuit\ and attitude to

s(3l\ing problems and e\ en diough not iill

problems were solved, in inost cases the

research helped to open new doors to

knowledge.

Electron Beam Treatment of Materials

Electron beams could be seen long before

the \'ear 19()() in die electric discharges

witilin low pressure GciBlcr Uibes before

one knew what an electron is. Using

electron beams became more common in

Braun's television tubes and b\- the wa\x'

properties in electron microscopes from

about 1930. But to get the electron beams

at such high intensities that rhese could melt

materials, cut or weld than, came along

onl\- just around 1950. |ak KelK's tirst

publication was in Nature (Bruce et al.

1951) trom work in Svdnev about wave

properties, and when he joined the

L'niversitA' of Reading in llngland for his

Ph.D. project, this was tlie place where the

ven intense electron beams were used.

Metals widi the highest melting

temperatures above about 2(K)0 centigrade

coLild be heated up and lic}uid droplets

could be studied. KcIIn's paper (1959)

descnbed die "Idcctron bombardment

apparatus for \ acuum evaporadon" leading

to the first possibilitx' to measure the surface

tension of these materials fPille et al. 1963)

as basis of surface poteiidal measurements

(Townsend et al. 1967). On top it was

liighly important to saidy the crystal defects

in materials by this bombardment of the

electrons and also by beams of intense ions

of similar liigh energies and current

densides. About the cnstal defects, a

standard book was published by Kellv

flownsend et al. 19^6, cited 350 times) and

he became a leading authorirs' in this field of

high importance for material research when

he was leading an international conference.

Similar but independent studies with high

intensit\' electron beams came from another

side for cutting and \\'elding of metals under

extreme conditions in Ciennany

(Steigerwald 1961; Hora 1961). It was even

possible that the basically fixed optical

fundamental absorption of silicon could be

changed (I lora 1961a). On top it could be

shown that the ven' intense electron beams

could produce defects in silicon for

changing n-conducting crystals into p-

conducting states producing diodes (Mora

1 962) for later use for transistors at electron

energies of 50 ke\\ \\4iile the established

value bv Lark-I lorowitz from simplified

cn stal theon- needed more than 200 keV.

Anodier result widi homogeneous

semiconductors (CJaAs) led to the

calculation of the laser threshold at

pumping with electron beams predicted

(Mora 1964) cxacdy in iigreement with

subsequent measurements (Hora 1965a;

1965b; 1965c).

Wlien I accepted the offer of the

Foundation Chair in 'Hieoretical Physics at

the L'm\'ersit\' of new South Wales in

S\dne\"/Australia in 1975, I brought in this

background for cooperation widi jak Kelly,

though m\- appointment was based on my
achievements of purely theoretical results.

Ihese were the clarification of die
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Richardson equations for electron emission

where the anah sis on the basis of an integral

equation led to tlie general spectral response

theon^ of photoelectric electron emission

(Gorlich et al. 1957; 1957a; 1958) with the

result that the general response hmction is

given by a volume process in contrast to the

established theory of the surface effect

(Herbert hrohlich; Igor Tanim). 'lliis was

clanh ing tlie unique property- of the C^s-^Sb

photocathode, discovered b\- Gorlich 1936.

This and similar compounds substituted

soon all earlier emitters of photocells witli

the instabilities and low efficiencies. As

aiiotlier madiematical acliie\ ement, I had

discovered the mechanical forces in plasmas

by irradiation of light, if the correct

dielectric optical properties were used (I lora

et al. 1967) leading tlien to the exact

modification ot Maxwell's stress tensor in

plasmas (Hora 1969). I solved die two

coupled nonlinear differential equations for

the complete relativistic motion of electrons

in laser fields (Hora 1973) pemiitting die

general solution of relati\ istic laser beams

for self focusing in plasmas (I lora 19^5).

'ITiis research background was well

hannonizing with the interests of |ak KelK'

though 1 was mosd\ in\x)Ked with

establisliing lectures in liigher mechanics,

clectrodvnamics based on Maxwell's theor\'

and the madiematical foundation for

soKnng the Schr(')dinger and the Dirac

equation for undergraduates, where I

profited especially on m\ mathematical and

dieoretical educatit:)n trom Cierman

universities.

'Ihe sub-direshold energies of electrons for

producing n- into p-conducting silicon was

the first joint project to be studied with )ak

Kelly, especially after I just got granted a

patent (Hora 1977) how to produce solar

cells b\' much lower costs and avoiding

aggressive and poisonous chemicals. I had

to win with a patent process against die

AI^Cj in Ciemianv. lliis work was the topic

of a Honour's thesis of I lincklev et -A.

(1979; 1980) superx ised together with Kelly

where die student recened a tirst class

honours and the Univcrsit}' Medal.

Using the direction ot cnstal defect

generation bv ion implantation in silicon —

pioneered by Kelly (I'ownsend et al. 1976) -

I spend a studv semester widi the Siemens

research laboraton' in Munich- Pciiach

(Hora 1983) which results were then further

studied at L'NvSW in cooperation with |ulian

Cioldsmid and with using laser annealing b\-

George Paul ((joldsmid et al. 1984) in

cooperation with ll.V. Krimmel (Siemens

Research Munich-Perlach) about laser

measurement of themnal conducu^'ity. It

should be mentioned diat Cioldsmid's work

led to a widely used instrument tbr

identif\ing diamond cn stals.

for the ion implantation, it was interesting

to use laser irradiated targets as sources

about wiiich 1 had experience from the

laser-plasma interaction. In cooperation

with )ak Kell\-, ]. Len Hughes from the

^Vustraliaii Naticjiial UniversitA et iA, we got

granted a US-Patent (Kelly et al. 1980;

1981). lliis was then used for studies how-

to reduce the friction of iron after intensive

and high energ\' implantation ot tin ions,

lliese studies were perfonned after I had

become limentus Professor at the L NSW
and had a Konrad-Zuse-Protessorship in

the h'acultv of I Electrical l uigiiieenng in

Regensburg, Ciennanv. Ihese results

(Boody et al. 1996) received more than 100

citations and through my contacts from the

Rotan' (^lub widi the Regensburg plant of

BMW, our research found interest by the

R&D Chief, nr.-Ing. W'oltgr^ing Reit/le

(BMW , Miuiich). Tlie tin implantation
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reduced the tncrioti in steel by a factor up

to ten which result was measured by Sa\ age

(1984) at the L'mversit\- of WoOongoiig in

contact with jak Kellv. It was considered to

improve motor engines for racing cars. 'Ilie

unic]ue measurement by Savage (1984) led

to the result, that when the iron surface was

scratched off by tnction under long use, the

implanted tin ions are mo\ing to tlie inner

x'olume of the iron. W e had no furdier

information whcdier die interest was

stopped when BMW withdrew from car

racing or due to die fact diat Reitzle had

changed to become the CliO of Jaguar in

Engkmd.

'Ihe production of ven' low cost solar cells

w idi electron beam generated p-n juncdon

was reported (Cdioranneviss et al. 2(K)6) and

an etficiencv ot about 10" o at not opdmixed

parameters \\'as measured, lliis ma\' open

die production of solar cells in plastic foils

of organic materials for an economic

contribudon to solar energ\-. ITie

commercial level of present silicon solar

cells is mosd\- determined by the high

ec]uipment and connections costs to be

added to die present coniparablv liigli costs

of the silicon cells. Kelh' as the Pxlitor-in-

(^hief of die [ournal and Proceedings of the

Ro\ al Socier\- of New Soudi W ales dunng

this time was interested and invoh'cd in

reports and publications of related topics

(Osmanet al. 2(I0"^).

Low Energy Nuclear ReacUons

Ihis topic needs some introduction and

explanation because diis is related to die

widelv criticized "cold fusion". More than

95'/u of all what has been published since

1989 is unacceptable for physicists and it is

important to select the few facts wliicli mav

be taken senouslw 'Ihe whole devek)pment

came from a ver\' important line of

research, Irom the muon-catalvsed hision

([ones 1986; Rafelski et al. 1987). Along

these lines of research, the incorporation of

ven' large densities of deuterium in

piilladium resulted in the measured emission

of neutrons Qones et al. 1989). The

concision about these facts resulted from a

press conference of I'leischmann and Pons

on 23 March 1989 at Bingham Young

Umversit}' in Utah (Miley, see I lora 201 1).

lak Kelly^s attention to these developments

followed die results ofJones et al. (1989) by

being in\'olved from the earh' stages (I lora

et al. 2001; Miley et al. 2009). Following the

serious line of Jones and Rafelski,

interesting physics approaches bv

Parmenter and Lamb jr. analvseci Deb\e-

lengdi influences b\ die 'Oiomas-F'ermi-

.Mott model including the ( )ppeneheimer-

Phillips process (l^armenter et al. 1989;

1990) and it mav not have been a

coincidence, that the evaluation of

O^ulomb screening was a ke\- point of die

work widi Jak Kelly (Mora' et al. 1993)

which was later conhmied bv ab initio

cjuantum mechanics by Czerski et al. (2001)

and I luke et al. (2(X)8).'

Ihe present situation was summarized bv a

media source (l\ji\it 2013) in the following

wav: "The older researchers who have

fought the battle for 'cold fusion' for 24

vears ha\'e, sadlv, found diemseh^es with

increasingh' less funding, research, and

miiinstream media co\'erage. Their

conterence papers, tor the most part, repeat

die research thev have done for many years.

In some cases, die\- have presented the

same experiments for a decade. During this

time, thev ha\'e made little progress, bodi in

die expansion of scientific knowledge and

toward commerciiilization of LLNR
technologies. On the other hand,

something fascinating is taking place. As a

result of slow but steadv mainstream
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acceptance of LP^NR (bv Roval Dutch Shell, and Sons), mainstream science and industn^

Toyota Motor Corp., CERN, ANS, Boeing, are taking notjcc."

S'l' Microelectronics, IJsevier, and W iley

0 50 100 150 200

~ IVtess (-amu)

f'/o/f/Y hi. . Ihnfuhnce of efemoi/s in palhul'inm before loading with deulerinm (Miley tl al. 1996).

1 E*^

VigitR Ik I'fjc chmnls ddcded in pidladiifm after elnlmlyth- loading ofdeuterium.

In this situation it is necessan- to gi\'e more

detailed explanation to a rather complicate

but completeh' solid basis for confimiing

the nuclear reaction mechanism when high

densities of deuterium are incoiporated in

palladiimi or in comparable metals as nickel

etc. before talking about the results

established with Jak Kelly (I lora et al. 1993).

'Tlie solid basis v^i the phenomena was gi\ en

bv Milev's et al. (1996) unique measurement

of a Marulin-Cireiner NLiximum (I lora et al.

2(K)7). lliis can be mentioned as a well
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elaborated proof of die generation of nuclei

from tlic whole list of stable iiuclei up to

lead, f igs, la and lb. 'lliis discover)' by

Mile\ et al. (1996) has been documented as

a "l/)\v l{nerg\- Nuclear Reaction" UiNR
process. 'Hie distribution of tlie generation

probabilit^' of die generated nuclei G(Z) on

die nucleon proton number as discovered

b\ ^[ile\• (1996), lug. 2, which is similar to

SAD (standard abundance distribudon of

elements in die uni\'erse, Rauscher et al.

1994; I lora et al. 1998) widi a relation to die

nuclear magic numbers (I lora 1998).

l igini' 2. (temralion probability CCA) of ekmnts

n'ith pwton number Z after the miction of the

deuterium in the palladium (Miley et al 1996,

2002).

Wlien lisdiig the distribudon Ci(A)

depending on the nucleon number A the

minimum for \ between 125 iind 175, fng.

3, this has a similarit\' to the distribudon

(j(A) for die hssion of uranium shown in

Ing. 4. J 'or L'ranium 236 there is a large-

scale minimum at A=118, just die half

nucleon number of the Uranium nucleus

(heltus 2(K)2). llie splitdng of Uranium

nuclei is there from an unexcited state.

1 lowever, if die liea\T nucleus has been

excited to energies around Me\', a local

maximum appears for unmium as a k:>cal

peak (I'ig. 5 at A ~ 118) as it was

dieoreticallv explained by" Marulin et al.

(1974).

10"

j
——— ProducOOfi Rata {tXonttJ w-oe.)

)

M««« No. (A)

/ 'ioiiiv S. A leasurement of Low Enef^i Nuclear

Reactions (LLiSR) multing in the distribution

G(A) of the generation pwbability of nuclei of

nucleon number A for the range between 125 and

IS 5. Detailed nuclear mass spectrum of the

JJ:\R generation pwbability at the highest A-

minimum irith a local (Mandjn-dreiner)

maximum at A - 155.

tigun- 4. Distribution CfA) of the generation

pfvbabilit)' of nuclei of nucleon number y\ as

measumifwm the nuclear fission of -'^U, - ^''Lhmd

-'^''Pu(l'eltus2002).
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IQ 98 118 138 158

Mass No.

Figim 5. lission mass dishilmtkm anrcsjor -'^V

cahilated when the mtckits, at the time offission, is

excited to a ten/perature 0, 0.5, 1, and 7 Me\
'

{upward sequence of Kef. Mand.m et al. 1974).

It is important to tiotc for tlic case of

deuterium in palladium, that a similar local

maximum peak was seen in the

measurement of the distribution Cj(i\). At

LRXR (Miley et al. 1996) is a similar lan^e-

sciile minimum at .\ - 1 55, 1 ig. 3 and also a

local maximum as a peak similar to the case of

uranium fission of Fig. 5. 'lliis fact of the

obsenx-d Maruhn-Cireiner Maximum
(Nlaruhn et al. 19^4) corresponds to a

compound nuclear fission reaction (I lora et

al. 1997; 1998a; 1998b; 1999; 1999a; 2()00a;

2fK)l) through a nucleus '"'Xi2r, \Mth Z =

126 protons and 310 - 126 - 184 neutrons.

Both numbers 126 and 184 are magic

nuclear numbers (Ilora et al. 2{)01) iind it is

significant, diat the e\'aluations of super

heavy nuclei with Z between 1 1 6 and 1 20

have both numbers for well pronounced

encrg\- minima at 126 and 184 (Kuzmina et

al.2()i2). -

Before Miley's discoven' of the L1{NR
process and how this was ascertained by the

Mamhn-(jreiner maximum, an imp{)rtant

step was that with Kellv about die

evaluation of the plasma screening pmcas for

deutewns in palladium cn'stals (see I'ig. 1 in

\ lora et al. 1 993) where the numbers tor the

reaction probabiliues of Rafelski (see |ones

et al. 1989) were completeK fitting with a

deuterium reaction in 2 pm distance.

Different to most of die experiments with

elcctrohtcs, the measurements bv Frclas ct

al. (1990) were loading palladium with

deuterium in die gas phase or bv plasma

mechanisms, lliis permitted an e\'aluation

bv assuming that the deuterons in the

palladium crvstal were behaving like a

NLaxwellian gas and the dieon' of screening

of (Coulomb repulsion could be described in

die siime way as in die dieon' of Icliimaru

(1994) for high temperature plasmas. In his

case the Coulomb repulsit)n arrived at a

reduction factor of 5. In our case (Hora et

al. 1993) the screening has a factor of 13

according to the evaluation ot experiments

of Prelas et al. (1990), 'llie MaxwelHaii

deuterium ions are then, for distances down

to 2 pm, behaving similariy to neutral

particles, "lliis agrees then to a reaction

probabilirv" similar to the well-known

inverse K-electron capture radioactivity

.

lliis reasonable propert\' allowed

considenng diat the deuterons can stick

together at 2 pm distance as a Bose-I jnsiein

cluster within which no localit\ of the

deuterons is possible (I lora et al. 2007).

llic 10 pm diameter cluster reacts then with

a palladium nucleus via a compound

nucleus '"*Xi2r, to fit widi tiie measured

Maruhn-Cireiner local maximum. 'lliis

result is based on the evaluation of the

results of Rafelsl-a (198"^) and |oiies et al.

(1989) where Hg. 1 of Hora (1983) shows

die reaction probabilities of Riifelski on

which basis Kell\- could eviiluate reactions

for D-D in 2 pm distance.

Tlic phenomcnologicall\' derived screening

by the factor 13 derived with Kell\- in 1993

(Hora et al. 1993; 1996; 1998a) was
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confirmed from a complete quaiirum

mechanical derivation (Czerski et al. (200 1);

I lukc et al. (2008)). 'llie long time uncertain

question whether the J J-^NR reactions emit

neutrons of more than Me\^ energ\ from

nuclear reactions was measured with

recently de\'cloped diamond detectors

(Prelas et al 2012) resulting in a neutron

emission of considerabK' more tlian one

million within five minutes, 'lliese results

led to the recent activities in industn'

laboratories for clarification of the

mechanisms with the potential of far

ranging applications.

Brian [osephson was interested in the

phvsics of JJ -NR and visited the UNSW
2005 after he had several times discussed

tlicse activities at the Nobel-Laureate

meetings iti Lindau/C^ermany. Attention

was gi\en b\ the team with ]ak Kell\-

(Osman et al. 2005; Mora et al. 2(K)5). I le

was at this time President of the Royal

SocietN' of New South W ales and arranged

the then scheduled Pollock Lecture to be

presented b\- Nobel Laureate Josephson

and celebrated as a liiglil\- \isited event.

Kelly's involvement in laser interaction

with plasmas

|ak Kelh' had joined the research team of

laser interactions, including relativistic

conditions and ion acceleration

mechanisms, descnbed in granted patents

(Kelly et al. 1980; 1981) that were assigned

tf) L'NLSLARCn I, die commercialisation

branch of the L'NSW. 'lliis resulted in die

first denvaticMi of electric double layers in

plasmas (Ilora et al. 1984) and surface

tension (Hora et al. (1989). 'ITie theon- of

relativistic self- focusing of laser beams in

plasmas (Hora 1975) was die starting point

for a number of studies. A furdier point of

joint interest arn\ ed about the topic of laser

dn\ en ion sources about which jak was well

familiar through his van-de-Graaf

accelerator after it was successfully working.

I had for more than one y^ear a position as

Attache Remuneree at die C^ERN
Laborator\ in Geneva/Switzerland with the

aim, what can be done that die ion sources

of accelerators ma\ be improved by using

lasers (Haseroth et al. 1993, 1996; Hora et

al. 1992). Pioneering experiments were

done betore at the Russian high-energ\"

physics research centre in Dubna well

following die general develc:)pments on the

main stream of laser-plasma interaction.

This is the reiison wh\- it is necessan^ to

summarise die related research in die

following.

During m\ dme at (^ILRN, I was in close

contact with |ak who liad prepared laser

work at his accelerator in combination to

study the problems of laser driven ion

sources. He had also prepared PhD
students to contribute to diis problem in

cooperadon widi (^LIRN, well following the

concept of the earlier granted patents to

UNISI'ARCH (Kelly et al. 1980, 1981).

After successhil experiments at (TiRN by a

yen' experienced Postdoc from Munich

(Hora et al. 1 992) the later work b\- Russian

colleagues did not lead at die expected

results.

'lliis research work on laser interacdon widi

plasmas for ion gcneradon is needed in the

following to exphiin the de\elopment of

ultraliigli acceleradon of plasma blocks and

of ultraliigh ion currents generated by

nonlinear effects. ^Fhe ultJ-ahigh

acceleration of macroscopic objects by

more than UP* cm/s- was the result of

theor\" and computations at the UNSW
(1 lora et al. 1979a; I lora 1981) and was first

measured by Saucrbrey (1996) who
imderlined diat these acceleration w'ere

1(K),(K)0 times higher than ever produced in
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a laborator\' before, 'llie generated space

charge ncutrali/ed ion macroscopic blocks

had ion current densities above 10'-

Amps/cm- (I lora et al. 2(K)2) tliat were

much higher than a million times tlian

produced in classical accelerators. diese

developments were considered in some

contact with Jak Kelk leading then to his

aspects (I lora et al. 2009) of a new scheme

of laser driven nuclear fusion where the \'en'

dangerous radiation problems ot

radioacti\ it\- may be eliminated.

After tliese results with \'er\' energetic ion

acceleration for all kinds of applications, it is

necessan" to differentiate against the

basically different ultrahigh acceleration of

plasma blocks by avoiding relati\istic self-

focusing, 'lliese are becoming important

also tor the application on laser driven

fusion energ\" and are to be de\-eloped now
for hadron dierap\' of cancers and other

applications, lliis t)pe of acceleration goes

back to the earh' cooperation of the team

including |ak Kell\ as shown bv his co-

authorship for a scientific maga/ine (1 lora

et al. 2009) where theoretical -numerical

predictions of 197"^ from the L'XSW (1 lora

1991), howe\'er, needed a long time betore

the experimental \ eritlcaiion was reached by

Sauerbrey (1996). lliis was possible only

after die radical new discoven' (Strickland et

al. 1986) of CPA (Chirped Pulse

Amplification) pemiitted the generation of

laser pulses with less dian picosecond (ps)

duration (down to attoseconds, Krausz et al.

2009) and widi powers above petawatt

(PW) (Mourou et al. 2{K)6).

llie de\'elopments go back to die effect

discovered by linlor (1963) of the cnicial

difference between diermal-chaotic

hydrodynamic processes and the contrar\'

basic iionlinearitN' determined mechanisms

just opened b\ the laser leading to collective

effects (Mora 2013). ITiis touches the

fundamental problems expressed by

Hdward Teller and are going to become

under control bv damping and stabilization

ot com[^lex s\ stems b\ Ix)rd Robert Ma\ ot

Oxford (2011) following liis Dirac l^xmre

in May 2011 which was supported bv die

RSNSW . l or the stabilization mechanisms

see die discussion about Hdward Teller and

Lord Mav in a recollection of Mora (201 1).

Before Linlor*s discoven , laser pulses up to

M\V power when hitting targets in vacuum

heated these up to plasmas of about 20,000

centigrade b\ classical thermokinetic

pressures and tlLud-d\namics, seen e.g.,

from the emission of ions of the

corresponding energies if few cY. Wlicn

Linlor applied \'en smoothly produced laser

pulses of about 10ns duration bv (^-switch

techniques, the measured ion energies

jumped from few c\' to se\'cral thousand

e\' b\ changing the laser power b\' a tactor

of about {lie oiil\ . llic hope diat dien the

laser driven diermonuclear fusion energ\-

generation, however, could not be tul tilled,

because the ke\' ions were not themial but

were linearly increasing on the charge

number Z. lliemial processes would

results in ions of same energ\. llie

dependence of die eiierg\ indicated an

electrcxlvnamic acceleration process,

different from thermal action.

llie action of electrodvnamic torces goes

back to the discover}' by W illiam Thomson
(Ix)rd KeKin) who in 1845 discox ered, that

an electrical charge- free medium can be

accelerated b\' dixergent electrostatic fields.

At'ter discoven- of Maxwell's equations, this

ponderomotive force appeared also bexond

electrostatics in time dependent

electromagnetic fields, disco\ ered b\ W'eibel

(1958) when electrons in vacuum could be

contined within the nodes of standing

waves ot micnjwaxes, and later h\ laser
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fields, 'llic same could be concluded for

space-charge neutral plasmas - similar to

Kchin's uncharged dielectnc materials. The

new situation for plasmas is due to die

gradients (jf the optical dielectric and

abs(irption constants (1 lora ct al. 1967)

which were then just dcriwxl. 'ilic optical

constants could be used for describing

spatial \ariations ot inliomogeneous

dielectric plasma properties, lliis can be

seen when a laser pulse penetrates a slab of

plasma (Fig. 6) where the negiitive gradient

of the optical constant results in forces

mo\ing the plasmas towards lower densit\'.

Fig. 6. Pkiwkt layer between depths x,. and xi

ii'itt) electron density X(x) and optical refractire

index n(x). The negatire }>^radient of n causes

nonlinear (ponderomo/iir) forces (anvws) in the

space charge neutralplasma (I lora et al. 1967).

'llie torce density f in a plasma is given by

the classical thermal gas-dynamic pressure

p-hifk-VI2 where np is particle density, k is

Boltzmann's constant and 7' the

temperature, and gi\'en bv the nonlinear

force f\i due to electro d\ namic interaction

'Hie nonlinear (optical corrected) nonlinear

force was derived from Maxw'ell's stress

tensor widi die optical refractive index n for

the stationary- conditions from momentum
conser\ation (Mora 1969) and for the

general transient case with the unit\' tensor 1

and die electric E and magnetic field H of

die laser

fM. = V«[EE + HH - 0.5(E2+ H^)l +

(l4-(fV(it)/CJ0)(n-^-l)EEl./(4TT) - (rV/fH)E

X H/(4TTc) (2)

from symmetn- results (Hora 1985) for

the tinal equation of motion (1) being

Lorent/ and gauge invariant (Rowlands

1990).

For simplified geometr)^ widi plane wave

laser interaction, 1 -^q. (2) can be reduced to

fM. = -((V0x)(E^+H-)/(8n)

= - (CJOp/a))2(d/dx)(EvVn)/(16TT) (3)

F'or high accuracy evaluations following

the nonlinearitv principle (I lora 2000) all

components of the stress tensor need to

be included (Ciccliitelli et al. 1990). The

first expression is the basic relation with

the gradient of the electromagnetic energy

densit^ and tlic second expression is

formally related to Kelvin's

ponderoniotive force, \\'hich was derived

for electrostatics without magnetic fields

and not for plasma properties. Following

Fk]. (2), the nonlinear force dominates

over the themial pressure, when the non-

rclativistic oscillation (quix'cr) energy of

the electrons in the laser tield exceeds die

thermal energy

= E-^'(8TT//,,) > (3/2)/^'/' (4)

f _Vp + f^ (1) where E is the electric laser field and //,, is

die critical electron dcnsit\' //, using the

real part of the refractive index in the
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plasma n = (1 - (JOVCJOp-)' - wliich is zero

when the laser radian frequencx U) is

equal to the plasma frequency CUp =

(4TT//,c-/m)' - with the charge e and mass

m of the electron.

101 I t I 1 \ 1 ^ \
»^50 ^30 To 10 30 50 Aj

INTENSITY I iilCKM SS

VFLOCITV

Yig. 7. /0''U\"/tv/y nefjdyminm laser ifidcbiifwm
the light hand sick on an inifiai/y 100 e\ hot my
low /v/krting hi-Ray/eigh dcHtenam plasma pwfile,

showing after 1.5ps interaction the electm/mignetic

ener^f density (Eq, i| I 'he (dynamic development

had decelerated theplasma block of20 vacuum wave

length thickness moving against the laser wdh

velocities al/ove 10'' cm/s- and another into the

plasma (combining nsults (wm p. 1 7H cr^ 1 79 of

Kej: Hora (19s))) with > 10^>cm/s^ tdtrahigh

acceleration.

Lsing a general tliiid-dvnariiic plasma-code

with collisions, thermal equipartition

betw'een electron and ion temperature and

with pressures with inclusion of the

nonlinear force, tlie numeticd result of hig.

7 was achieved (I lora et al. 1 979a; I lora

1981, p. 179) showing an acceleration of

more than 10-" cm/s- of deuterium plasma

against the laser light. In 1980, ps laser

pulses with the high intensit\' were b\ far

not available. But there was another reason

tliat an\' experimental proof was impossible,

llie computations were perfomied with

ideal plane geoiiietn" of the plasma titrget at

plane wa\e laser incidence, just at the time

of the computations, die rclativistic sclf-

focusing was discovered (Mora 1975) such

diat an\ laser prepulse produced a plasma

plume which squeezed the intense laser

pulse to less than wa\ e length diameter b\

rclativistic self-focusing witli subsequent

\GX\ high ion acceleration into all directions

(Basov et al. 1986; Hauser et al. 1988).

llie situatic:)!! changed drasticalh' after the

discoverx of CPA (Strickland et al. 1986)

when ps and shorter laser pulses abcn e AX

(xMourou et ill. 2006) or 2 PW power

((^owan et al. 1999) were a\'ailable. 1 or

tecliniciil reasons to produce tlie pulses

without pre-pulses, their suppression bv a

ven' high contrast ratio was necessarx to

avoid die plasma plume, 'iliis led to the

measurement of some strange plasma

acceleration (Kalashinkcn- et al. 1994). \
ven' comincing claritlcation b\- Sauerbrev

(1996) was die measurement with similar

pulses from vcn^ high qualit)^ KrF laser of

IQiH W/cm- laser intensity, where the

Doppler effect for the plasma front mo\ing

against the laser beam peipendicular to die

target surface showed an acceleration ot

2xl(P'cm/s-. 'lliis was in the range of the

similar computer results widi accelerations

of I'ig. 6 (Mora 1981), the more detailed

evaluadons (I lora et al. 2007a) were exacdv

reproducing die measurement of Sauerbrex"

if a dielectric swelling of die laser field of a

factor 3 could be concluded, ver\ similar to

the comparable results by Bad/.iak et al.

(1999). llie role of eliminadng the pre-

pulse was measured in a splendid wa\- bv

/hang et al. (1998) from the tact that die

usualh- obsen ed \ er\ high intensit\ hard x-

rays at reladvistic self-focusmg were absent

when using extremelv high contrast. But if

a ps pre-pulse was irradiated 70 ps before

die main pulse, the x-ra\s were same as

usual. 'Hie 7()ps were calculated for die

time to produce the plume, 'llie repetition
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of rlic Dopplcr-effecr measuremcnr by

Saiicrbrc\- needed extremeK' sopliisticated

techmcjiics and succeeded by i'oldes et al.

(2( )00).

Sauerbre\- (1996) underlined in die summan'

of his paper in order not to be missed, that

his measurement of the nonlinear force

dri\'en plasma block — as dieoretically-

numericallv expected since 1978 — was

l()(),0(K) times higher than an\' acceleration

measured before in a laborator\-. On top of

tlie ultraliigh acceleration, a further result

was (I lora et al. 2()()2) tliat the space-charge

neutrd plasma block consisted in an

ultrahigh ion current densitv", more than

million times higher than any accelerator

could produce, lliis plasma block had die

ongin in die dielectricalh' strongly increased

skin depth of the interaction by the

nonlinear force. Its liiglily directed motion

was in cc:>ntrast to die ion acceleration by

rcladvistic self-focusing which is going into

all direcdons (Baso\- et al. 1986; Iliiuser et

al. 1988). 'llie directiviU' of the plasma

blocks was experimentalK confirmed as well

as the plasma bk^ck beliind die critical

densm" (see l ig. 6) moying into die laser

pulse direction (Bad/iak et al. 2004; Bad/iak

et al. 2004a).

lliis over\iew of the general physical

deyelopment of laser plasma interaction -

as topic of discussions with |ak Kelly -

explains not only how the points of

applications had been developed, beginning

with the work of radiation interaction

(Hinckley et al. 1979, 1980) or die

generation of energetic ions (Kelly et al.

19'^9; 1980) b\- laser interaction widi targets,

or the continuation for using as laser driven

ion sources of accelerators at C^fJlN

(Haseroth et al. 1993; 1995). 'Ihis was die

topic of the discussions about the

worldwide large-scale de\clopnients how

lasers can lead to solve die problem of

alternati\x' encrg)' generation widiout

polluting the atmosphere widi carbon

dioxide (X):. After long years

developments, the just described discover)^

of die ultraliigh acceleration of plasma

blocks led to an alternative method wliich

was summarized in coopemtion with Jak

Kell\- in a general article in a physics

magazine (I lora et al. 2009), are

summarized in tlie following section with an

update for the recent developments.

Prospects of Nuclear Energy without

Problems of Radioactive Radiadon

'llie result of the ultrahigh acceleration of

plasma bk^cks offered the possibilit}^ for a

basicalK' new scheme of generating low

cost, unlimited, safe nuclear fiision energ\'

and without die problems of generating

most dangerous nuclear radiation as

summarized h\ )ak Kelly (I lora et al. 2(K)9).

'lliis was explained in more details in due

course (Mora 2009; I lora et al. 2010; Aliley

et al. 2011) and follows the attempt to use

die 10 million times more efficient nuclear

energ\- production than available by

chemical energ\' e.g., by bimiing coal,

howe\-er with the goal that die emission of

radioacti\e radiation including neutron

generation per gained energ\- has to be of a

lower value than from buniing coal, lliis

goal of ignoring die problem of dangerous

radioactive radiation can be ignored, when

buniing protons with the boron isotope 1

1

(HBll) as fusion fuel in contrast to die

usual fusion fuel of hea\y and superliea\y

deuterium D and tritium T (D'l).

In Mew diat die emission of Ciirbon dioxide

into the atmosphere should be reduced by

more than 80% of the present value, the

need for alternati\'e cncrg\- sources is of

highest priorit}-. Nuclear energ\' from the

presently developed fission reactors is at
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present the second largest energ}' source

while the managing of the radiation

especially of die waste from the reactors

and safet\' against unexpected incidents is

soK ed to a ven liigh degree but just not at a

total l(K)"/o solution. On die other hand,

energ)' from nuclear reaction processes is

extremely interesting because the gained

energ\- is more dian 10 million times liigher

compared from exothcmial chemical

reactions. Despite an enormous amount of

research, the aim of a fusion power station

with controlled generated nuclear fusion is

not yet at the level of break-e\ en, e\'en not

yet for a power station witli die easiest

kisionof

llic most ad\'anccd DT fusion process is

tiiat with nanosecond lasers pulses. If the

lasers are heating and compressing the tuel

to densities about 1000 times of die solid

state, the thcmial based process involves

numerous losses and difficulties. 1 he laser

energ\' conversion into electrons is delayed

by the collisions; then the thermal energ\- of

die electrons has to be transferred b\-

delaying equipartition processes into ion

energy- whose pressure is then detemiimng

the plasma dvnamics. Instabilities and

radiation losses are unavoidable (Mora et al.

1998c, 1998d). Neverdieless, die extension

of all experiments widi direct laser driving

and adiabatic volume ignition led to die

highest fusion gains (Mora 2013) and the

extension of the results to nanosecond laser

cnerg\- inputs of few megajfuile from die

largest laser on eardi (Moses et al. 2008;

lindl et al. 2011; I laan et al. 201 1) indicated

that breakeven may be reached where the

main advantage is the sclf-heat b\ die

generated alpha particles and some self

absorption of bremsstralilung resulting in a

jump of the volume ignition (Mora et al.

1978; 1998). 'Hie most studied indirect

drive spark ignition has still nearly UKK)

times too low gains (Hora 2013) and the

selt-lieat is aimed tor a solution. But even it

tins would be solved and one would

consider the conipleteh hamiless tnial

reaction products, the intermediary large

amounts of neutrons, decaying with a half

life of 12 minutes into stable end-products

(electrons and water) have the problem of

handling the tritium in the reactor and what

dunng the 12 minutes life time is happening

producing radioactive nuclei in the

environment (lahir et al. 1999).

A dream reaction is known from the

beginning from the reaction of protons with

the boron- 1 1 isotope as being absolute

clean. Pbr die performance of laser dri\'cn

fusion by die mentioned dierm^il processes

by nanosecond laser pulses, compression to

100,000 times solids is necessary- and all

together this is about 100,000 times more

difficult than the just not yet achiexed

diemial reaction widi ns laser pulses.

'llie conditions are changing as it was

shown at least from se^'eral computations

widi about same results from different

approaches. Widi the ad\'ent ot the

nonlinear force dri\ en ultrahigh acceleration

ot plasma blocks using ps laser pulses ot

PW power, die side-on ignition of a fusion

tlame in solid density' fuel is possible noyv

after die deveiopment of die CPA
technique (Strickland et al. 1986; Mourou et

al. 2006). llie side-on ignition was die

study by C:hu (19^2) and Bobin (19-74)

wiiere a laser pulse irradiating solid density

DT is leading to ignite a fusion tlame. The

computations of Chu resulted in the need

of a minimum energy tlux of 4x1 0'^ |/cm-.

'lliis condition was far above the

possibilities in 1972 and laser dnven fusion

energy folloyved die thcnii^il compression

and ignition of DT by- nanosecond laser

pidses (Moses et al. 2006; Lindl et al. 2011;
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llaoji ct al. 2011). 'llic conditions of

brcakc\ cn can wcU be reached by direct

drive volume ignition (Hora 2013) with 2

M) nanosecond laser pulses due to a jump

in gain bv the self-absorption of alphas

particles and b\ partial re-absoqition of

bremsstralilung. lliis mav now be a way

also for indirect dri\'e spark ignition (Haan

etal.2011).

Max Ion Temperature vwth InWbition Factor

5

1 Coi-€C!ive Efet

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

t tn nsec

li^z/n' 8. Dependemt oj DTplasma knipmitmx' T
on tifm t after {Q^nifiiii!^ //)• a ps deposithn cncn^'JJ/l\

given as the paraniekr to prnduce afusion ftam,

generali-:^ng the computations of CJm (1972) hy

using the colkrfire effect for the alpha particle

stopping and the inhildtion factor for ratying

parameter (finput ene/g^'Jinx density B* Ignition

is fvac/ied only ahore snch I:* nfefv the te/?/peratntr

J ' does not decay on time t (I lora et al 2008)

An improvement of die flame ignition

foUowing (^hu (1972) with updating of later

discovered phenomena (Hora et al. 2008)

(f%. 8), arrived at die impro\'ed direshold

for ignition ot solid densit^' D I'-fusion ot

> 2X10- j/cm-^ (5).

llie result of die ultraliigli acceleration of

plasma blocks (Hora 1981) when using

C^PA generated ps high intensitv laser pulses

(Sauerbrcy 1996) led to die possibility^ (Hora

2009) to ignite solid dcnsit}' DT widi laser

encrg) fluxes above pctawatt/cm-,

calculated for plane geometr\' (about other

geometries, sec below).

Ma on TempersJue wtrxxjt rrttsition lactof and Coliecftve eltect

40

2x1tJ '* wgftrr,*^

lx1Q"'«gttfn*

0 1x10^* erg/cm''

ol -i - J .

0 5 10 15

t in nsec

riginv 9. Temperature dependence on lime t ofthe

fusion flames for p-'^B (f IBf /) under the same

assumptions of CJm (1972) for coff/parison with

D l fusion. The 20-times n'duction ofYi* (Hora et

al 2008) is not included and tljc alpha stopping is

as in the D l case only ivy electrons (Hora et al

2009). The ion stopping with an avalanche of

secondaty ptvduction ofalpha particles will lead to a

much higherfusiongain for I IB/ 1 (Hora 2012).

Wlien die positive result for DT was

applied to compute the case of HBl 1, it was

rather surprising, I'ig. 9, that the threshold

for the side-on ignition was only 5 to 10

times more difficult than for DT (and not

100,000 times) (Mora 2009, I lora et al.

2009, 2010; ]a 2010; Miley et al. 2011). On
top, dicse computations were based on die

Cjabor collective alpha-stopping powers

widi electrons only as in die case of DT.

'llie fusion g.iins will be dnimatically

increased if die alpha stoping includes die

secondan' ion interactions, where the

resulting alpha particles all had the same

energ\' of 2.88 MeV. Wlien diese alphas are

colliding with boron nuclei, central

collisions transfer 630 keV energ\\ lliis

energ) is in the wide range of an exceptional
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ven^ large reaction cross section leading to a

second boron reaction with a proton

nucleus to produce three new alphas.

lliis multiplying avalanche reaction of the

alphas can prcxluce a gain vcn* much liigher

than the gain from D Y with the possibilit}^

to lead to an ideal burning of the fuel until

exliaustion, depending of tlic detailed

plasma fluid d)iiamics ot die fuel after tlie

ps-laser-pulse initiation of the fusion flame.

Tlie only bottleneck is the ignition by a laser

fusion energ\* tliLx densit)' of wliich at

present it can be assumed that this is in the

range of diat for DT, Eq. (5), because this is

a 2-dimensional process while the avalanche

process is 3-dimensional.

Figufv 10. For a nm design ICL4N (hiomrm et aL

201 3) ofa CPA laser forpidses shorter than 1 ps

and mth pomrs of Petairatt to Uxawatt and

higher, the use of fibres is being designed with an

initial partial section for demonstration of highest

quality laser pidses on comparably low costs. The

beam output of the fibrv bundle iiradiating a

foming mimr 6 has diffraction limited quality for

focusing to highest intensities. It is expected

(Mouwu 2013) that a cmss section of 100 cm^ ps

laser beam may be produced with k] enefgy pulse

corresponding to a Petawattpower.

ITie comparison between DT and MBl 1

for plane geometn and w'itliout the alpha-

a\'alanche was only a first step of the

computations (Hora 2009, Mora et al 2009).

What has not been included is that in die

case of a fusion power station, onh a

(comparably large) section of plane

geometr)' can be used for tlie interaction, A

cylindrical section will suffer from lateral

losses of energ\ and particles. One
possibilit}^ to overcome tins is to ct^nfine die

c)"lindrical reaction by ver\' large cylindrical

magnetic fields (Aloustaizis et al. 2003) after

the shock processes in die fliel got under

control in details from general plasma-

hydrodynamics (I^ousis et al. 2f)13). This

may be possible widi die now a\'ailable

c}'lindrical magnetic fields abo\'e 10 kilotesla

(F'ujioka et al. 2013). Another wa\ is to

change from plane into spherical irradiation

fronts (Hora et al. 2012; Moustaizis et al.

2013). In this case, however, ps laser pulses

With a power iibove 100 PW are needed. 2

PW were achieved in 1999 (Cowan et al.

1999) and the level of 7 PW was reached in

2013. After die new scheme with fibre-

optics accelerators ICAN (Mourou et al.

2013) in I'ig. 10 can produce PW highest

qualit)' laser pulses at a cross section of 100

cm-, a spherical irradiation of one meter

radius may produce more than 900 PW
laser pulses of 1 ps duration spherically

propagating to extreme high intensities, see

Fig. 11.

Ihe conditions for initiating a spherical

I IB 11 reaction depend on the result of \iq.

(5) where a possibilit) may be to work with

lower energ\- flux densities due to a small

degree of avalanche alpha processes. Ihe

chance for diis reduction, however, ma\' be

radier limited, because the initiation process

in the ps range mav be too short. Ihe

following evaluations are rcjilisticalh based

on die limit of Eq. (5) needing die operation

widi Exawatt laser pulses, diough die total

reaction efficiencies can be considerabh

much better dian for D'E Eirst evaluations

resulted in gains of about 80 when

generating 100 .\IJ fusion energ}^ that up to

95%> of which electrostatic conversion into

electric powder ma\' be used. ( A\" power

stations may operate with less than about 1

5
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Hz sequence of shots. 'ITie main advantage

of working with sub-ps laser pulses consists

in tlie collecti\'c conversion (Hora 2013a) of

laser energy into macroscopic motion of tlie

plasma blocks nearly without thermal losses

in contrast to the spherical tliermal

compression and ignition of DT plasma

being close to break-even (Hora 2013, Hora

ctd?2013).

F/^mv 1 /. Combining the fibre output of an

IC. \K laser (Fig. tO) to a sphere (1) ofmore than

1m radius may produce a converging sphericcd laser

pulse of 1ps duration and llxawatt power for

interaction on a sphere 3 in the centn. Apartfwm
diffraction limited beams with intensities above 10-^

Wfcm^ for the application of HB1 1 fusion, the

radius of sphen' 3 can be in the range of 0. /

millimeti-e forpwducing nuclear enei^> in the range

of 100 Alj Jhe of neutrons and with less

radioactivity per gained ener^' than from burning

coal

'lliis is the present status for potential

realization of BHll power stations as

cn\isagcd by Jak Kelly (Hora et al. 2009)

following the comment of an expert in

nuclear fusion at the I^wrence livennore

National Laboraton- in California, S,W,

Haan (2010) "This has the potential to be

the best route to fusion energ}'".
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Abstract

W'e discuss the search for a \'ariation in the fine structure constant 0( using highl\- charged ions. In

particular, we examine how liighh' chiuged ions could he used to construe! highl\- accurate atomic clocks

that could be used to detect the terrestriiil variation of (X due to the motion of the solar svstem relative to

the obscnx'd "CX-dipoIe". Furthermore, we show that highlv-charged and Xi ions in Cj191-B2B, a

wliitc-dwarf star could be used to prol)c non-lineanties in the possible coupling of OC-variation to the

gra\ntationiil sciilar potential.

Introduction

Hie idea to search for a variation in the

constants of phx sics is not a new one. In

fact, Dirac's Large Number Hvpothesis was

probabh' the progenitor of our fascination

with the possible non -constancy of our

physical constants (Dirac, 1937).

A measured variation in a constant with

dimensions (units) is impossible to

distinguish ixoxw a variation in the

dimensions themselves, llierefore, we will

liinit our ciiscussion to the dimensionless

constants, namely, die fine-structure

constant, a =e' (he - 1/137 . Here e is

the electron charge, h is the reduced

Planck constant, and C is the speed of light.

llie fine-structure constant is a phvsical

constant tliat characterises the strength of

die electromagnetic interaction. Aniilogies

exist, such as « ^ |()~^\ which characterises
o

the strength of tlie gravitational interaction.

As gravity is a much weaker interaction

compared to electromagnetism, we see that

a^. is ven- much smaller than a .

ilie quasar absorption spectra anaKsed b\

Webb et al. (2( >1
1)

using data collected from

the Keck and \'en' Large l^elescopes (King

et al., 2012) suggests that the fine-structure

constant OL takes on a gradient of values

across die sk\'. ITiis result has come to be

known as the "Australian dipole" (Ik^rengut

and blambaum, 2012).

Due to die moDon of die Sun relative to the

measured dipole (towards a region of larger

(X), the spatial gradient translates to a

temporal xanation of around

a/a ~ 10 "
-l()-'^'yr ' to an Ivartb based

obser\'er, with a further small modulation

incurred b)- the annu;il motion of the Larth

around the Sun.

In order to detect this possible tetuporal

variation, we turn to the most accurate

instruments ever built - atomic clocks. 1 he
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best current limit on terrestrial CX-variation

of a/a - (1 .6 ± 23) x 10 ''yr ' was

obtained b\ Rosenband et al. in 2008 by

comparing Hg' and optical atomic

clocks. In tlicir experiment, tlic transition

used in the I Ig' clock is strongh- dependent

on the \'alue of G , whereas tlie triuisition

used in the Al" is relatively insensitive.

As we note, their experimental rcsLilt still

talis about two orders ot miignitude short of

detecting the level of (X-variation as

predicted from astronomw To confirm die

dipole model of (X-variation thus requires

finding more sensitive svstems, which is

parameterised tor an energy level widiin an

atom or ion bv

(1)

where a = (a/^/„)" - 1 is the (small)

fractional change in df' from its present

value of a,j . Systems known to have large

q \ alues include optical clocks in

(l\)rsev et al., 2009) and lli^^" (Mambaum
and Porsev, 2009). In fact, an

approximation for the sensitivirv in I{q. (1)

may be written as (Dzuba et al., 1999)

(Zar

v(./ + l/2)
(2)

where Z is the charge of the atom or ion,

I is the ionization energv, v is the

effective principal quanmm number, and /

is the angular momenaim of the energ\'

k"x-el.

I rom Hi]. (2), we see quickly why ions such

as Yh' and 'ilv would be more sensitive to

a \ anation in a ~ they possess combination

ot a larger nuclear charge and ionizaticjii

energ\' compared to lighter ions such as Al ^

and Hg'. In general, the more highly-

charged die ion, die greater its sensitivit}' to

a \^ariadon in « — a guiding principle we
will use when searcliing for the most

sensitive system later.

Eq. (2) cm also be applied to searches for

(X-N'ariation in astroph\sical systems. By

using spectral lines of higlilv-charged ions,

we slioLild be able to place more stringent

limits on (X-variation.

Mambaum and Shuryak (2007) suggest that

die underlying mechanism for the variation

of fundamental constants may be die

coupling of the constants to scalar fields.

/\n example of scalar fields is the

gra\itational potential. 1 liglily-chargcd ions

observed in systems with a much different

gravitational potential than that available on

Harth, such as white-dwarf stars, could be

used to investigate such theories.

Level Crossings

As electrons are removed from atoms, die

energ\' of transitions usualh' quickly grows

out of the range of optical lasers. This

necessitates die use of different t^-pes of

spectroscopy, w liich can be up to 10 orders

of magnitude less precise dian optical

spectroscopy, simply because opticiil

spectroscopy is vvclJ-studied and widely used

in the large majorit\- of existing atomic

clocks. Any gains in sensitivit)' to die

variatic:)!! of constants by using liiglily

charged ions w ould quickly disappear unless

a way to mitigate this problem is found.

'lliankfuUy, the phenomenon of level

crossings may be used to solve this issue

(Ikrengutet 2il.,2010).

A le\ el crossing is the energ\'-reordering of

t\\'o or more atomic levels widiin an atom
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or ion when one or more parameters arc

changed, 'iliis occurs because the ordenng

ot enetg)" le\-els initially follows the

Madelung (penodic table) tilling order. As

electrons are removed from the atom, it

begins to increasingly resemble atomic

hydrogen, albeit widi a larger nuclear

charge. 1 lowever, die order of energ)" levels

in atomic h\drogen differs from that

predicted b\ the Madelung tilling scheme.

This implies that upon remo\ing a sufficient

number of electrons from an atom, its

energ\' le\'els will be reordered so as to

reflect the energy' level ordering in atomic

hydrogen — a le\'el crossing!

For ions near such le\ el crossing points, the

energ\- of transition of electrons betw^een

tlie crossing le\ els is small, and we find dial

optical transitions exist e\'en in diese liighh -

charged ions (see Mgure 1). 'llierefore, by

identifxing ions near level crossings, w'e are

able to prescr\T the gains in seiisiti\'it\' t(^ OC-

vanation from using liiglils-chargcd ions

and at die same time, retain the use of

highly accurate opdciil spectroscopy.

Charge

Fig/m 1: 17.>e cf/efvy of /he 4/ (inci 5s atomic

orbitals jor a 62 clectmi system against mukar

charge Z . The ordering of the enefg)' levels switch

near Z = 11

.

Systematic effects in highly-charged

ions

To acliieve high-accuracv using atomic

clocks in laboratories, experimentalists need

to account for the systematic effects that

affect die frccjuency of their atomic

transitions veiy caretulh . I Examples ot such

effects diat are routinely taken into acc()unt

are the blacklxjdy radiation shift, which

accounts for the non-zero temperature of

the system, and electi'omagnetic fields

which cause Stark and Zeeman shifts.

lliere are two good parameten/ations to

describe a system's evolution from and

towards the regime of liighly-charged ions:

isonuclear sequences (die number of

electrons changes) or isoelectronic

sequences (the number of protons changes).

Wliilst isonuclear sequences are how such

ions would be produced in a Laboraton', we

fmd isoelectronic sequences more

convenient for they allow more

straightforward comparisons of fixed energ\

levels.

One further point to note is diat the wliile

die ion charge Z, is a whole number, the

external electrons that we are interested in

"see" a screened (effecuve) charge Z^

instead. Relativistic effects would instead

depend on die unscreened nuclear charge

Z . One ma}- turn to tables for \-alues of

Z^ to obtain estimates for these

sNstematics.

llie general trend is that the si/e of

systematics tends to be much smaller than

they would be for neutral atoms, lliis is

because the electrons are more lightK

bound to the nucleus, resulting in the

relative size of extemal effects being much
smaller when compared to die tighter

binding.
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Table 1 : Scaling laws for liiglily-chai^xl ions

for various sources of systematic shifts in

atomic clocks.

I • ffect Scalini^

2''-^ order Sr;irk shift

Blackbody shift

2''' order Zeeman shift Suppressed

Electric cjuadmpole

shift

Iine-stmctiire ~Z-Zj/(Z,+1)

1 l\ perfuie A coetY. ~ZZ^/(Z,+1)

Californium - the basis for a

superior atomic clock

Based on our findings, we have identified

liighlv-charged californium ions, (^f^" anci

Cf as die most promising candidates for

building atomic clocks that are bodi highl\-

accurate and sensiuve to the variadon of (X

(I-^erengut et al., 2012). (Californium is one

of the heaviest elements with rclari\'elv k)ng-

li\'ed isotopes that can be practicalK utilized

in an atomic clock - this assures us the large

charge and ionization energ\' as required for

a large sensitivit\' in accordance with Hq. (2).

'Ibe lowest-lying energ\' lexels as calculated

using configuration interaction and many-

bodv perturbati(in theorv for C9^" are

presented in Table 2. W'e see tlvAt the ion is

near the 5f-6p le\ el crossing, as the energies

of the transitions between the two orbitals

are well widiin the range ot optical lasers.

Table 2 also reveals that the transidons with

the largest sensitivities to (X-vanation arc

r\vo electron transidons between St- states

and 6p- (the r/ \ alue of a tratisidon is simply

the difference between die q values of die

upper and lower le\els) - of which the

strongest are 12 and Ml transitions {Aj is at

most 2). I'or comparison, the sensidvidcs

of the transitions used in the I lg+ clock is </

-~ 5()()(K) cm ', thus CP^'' can potentially

provide a factor of 13 improvement over

the current-day best limits on (X-variation.

Table 2: Selectexl energ}' levels of Cf^^-' and

their sensitivities to (X-x ariation </.

Configuration

1

inerg)'

cm
']

q [cm
']

5f^6p^ 3 0 0

6p^ 0 5267 370928

5P6p' 2 6104 106124

5t^ 4 9711 414876

5tY)p' 4 24481 162126

5t^ 2 24483 354444

5tY)p5 3 25025 59395

5t- 5 29588 451455

Fe^^ and Ni^^ in White Dwarves

In tliis section, we will examine how highly-

charged k)ns can be used to probe die

relationsliip benveen the gravitational

potentiiil and die \-ariation of (X (Maguijo et

al., 2002). 'llieones (Berengut et al 2013)

write

for a dimensk)nless gra\itational potential

A0 and a proportionaHt}' constant .

Existing studies of die relationship between

the variation of constants and their coupling

to the gravitational sc^ilar potentiiil has been

limited to l^ardi-based studies. These

studies reh' on die ellipticity in die Earth's

orbit, which gi\'cs a 3% seasonal variation in

the potential at I ^arth due to the Sun. Due

to the high precision of atomic clocks, Z:^

can be determined despite the small

variation in the gra\itational potential (p .
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The obsen^ation of f'C"^* and Ni^* spectral

lines in G191-B2B using the Fkibble Space

'rciescope Space Telescope Imaging

Spectrograph presents an opportiinit)' to

probe Ecj. (3) in the regime of a much

stronger gravitational potential - about 5

orders of magnitude larger.

This not only allows us to verif\^ the

coupling as descnbcd by E-q. (3), but it also

allows us to probe an\- non-linearities that

may arise in the coupling of a to 0 wliich

certain models predict (Bekenstein, 1982).

Fe^+ and Ni"*' also have relatively high ion

charges — referring against to Eq. (2), any

limits we place on (X-\ ariation using these

ions would ha\'e an advantage over otlier

spectra due to die iiinateh' liigher

sensitivities these transitions ha\'e to a . At

the moment, our analysis of the results has

been mainly limited by the lack of accuracy

in the laboraton -measured spectra for these

ions, which are needed to pro\idc a

reference for calculating the sliift in relative

positions of the lines in the astronomical

spectra. Ihe results as show n in I'igure 2

reveal diat the CX-vanation m Cil91-B2B is

consistent with zero at tlie 1 .05(7 level.

Conclusion

The use of liighK -chargcd ions in the search

for the variation of fundamental constants

has been shown to have much potential.

Atomic clocks based on highly-charged ions

would not only be highly-sensitive to a

variation in the fine-structure constant, but

would also result in more accurate clocks

with smaller s}'stematic errors. Highly-

charged iron and nickel ions in white-dwarf

stars also ha\'e the potential to probe the

relationship betvv^een die gra\itational

potential and the variation of constants.

• -ri-'

•it**

111 i /ll

» » i
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] 'igidv 2: Scaled mivelengh versus relative sensitivity

to (X-variation for Ve*^ (blue ri/rles) andNi'^ (ivd

sqmim). I he slope of the linesgive

Aa/« = (4.2 ± 1 .6) X \0'\/br Fe^^ ami

Aa la = ( -6. 1 ± 5 .8 ) X 1
0"'

for A?", mpctively.
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Abstract

Penm' Sackett was the Director of the Research School for Astronomy and Astrophysics at the

Australian XatitHial I'nivcrsin* from 2002 to 200"^ and is currently an Adjunct Professor at the same

institution. She has made several signit'icant contriljutions to dark matter in galaxies, galactic struetiu-e,

microlensing and the search and characterisation of extrasolar planets. This paper looks at some

aspects <jf the trajectory that led her to being appointed the Director of Mount Stromlo Observatorx

,

one of Australia's internationaUy well known scientific institutions.

Keywords! Extrasolar planets, dark matter, galaxies, large optical telescopes

Introduction

Penny Sackett had a remarkable career that

spanned three continents, viz: America,

Europe and Australia. She belongs to a

select group of scientific nomads who cross

national borders seamlessly in the

intellectual pursuit of the moving frontiers

of astrophysics. She w as the first woman
scientist to become the Director of a major

astronomical institution in Austraha. She

toc:>k over the Directorship of Mount
Stromlo ()bser\ atory in lulv 2002. She was

no stranger to Australia, as she had visited

the countr)- previously on her observation

runs associated with her projects at the

Anglo-Australian C)bscr\'ator\'. What
prompted her to apph for the Directorship,

she said, 'Avas the reputation of die people

that worked there and also because of the

place it held in world astronomy". She

came with a vision. According to her, "The

faculty that I inherited was stunning. ^V)u

know, Bessell, I reeman, Peterson, Xorris,

Dopita and Schmidt. Thev were absoluteh'

tirst rate, splendid teachers ahiiost to a

person and so really it was a matter of

trying to reinvigorate that with some

younger blood as well and watch tlie

tradition continue".

Tragedy
I lowever, even before she had time to

settle dc^wn into her new job, traged\

struck. It was on a hot summers day on 18

January 2003 that fires engulfed Mount
Stromlo and the C)bservator\ . It was the

most terrible catastrophe to befall the

institution, 'llie fires were so severe that

the\' left a trail of devastation that had

never been seen before. Only the charred

remains of the once magnificent telescopes

stood as silent witnesses in their burnt out

domes including the S4 milHon Near Infra-
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red l ield Spccrrograph (NI1\S) that was

undergoing final testing before being

shipped to the (ieniini North Telescope in

I lawaii had been turned into a blackened

melted mass. .According to Sackett, "Wlien

the damage was assessed it was clear that

we had lost all our research facilities - that

is, all of our research telescopes on the

mountain, all of our library facilities, and

our workshop where we had built

instruments for our telescopes and

telescopes for other organisations". It was

a difficult time for Sackett and a lesser

person would have probabh' thrown

Ins /her hat m and walked awa\'. She stood

her ground and began the rebuilding

process with great determination and

courage. She had to deal with a number of

challenging and frustrating issues that not

only involved the recalcitrant insurers, the

keepers of the national heritage and staff

morale. "The universitv^ put up some of its

funds promptly, and the Federal

go\ernment also gave million to help

us rebuild the workshops. So we were ver\-

grateful for that. That was probably the

biggest issue, at least at the beginning", she

said. The heritage issues were resolved

with "really excellent compromises" so that

a modern institution could operate within

the constraints of a heritage listed building.

As for staff morale, she continued, "I think

as time went on, what became difficult was

managing staff morale, because after the

fire most people had, this sense of fight in

them, that no, we're not going to let this get

us down. No, this is not the end of Mount

Stromlo C)bser\'ator\'. But when the

rebuilding began to take much longer than

people had anticipated, and when the

insurance agencies were recalcitrant, it

became a little bit harder to keep staff

morale up".

Nevertheless, she pushed on. After the

fires Sackett drew up a strategic plan for the

years 2003 to 2007 in consultation widi the

staff to decide where the ( )bservator\'

should be heading. ITiis included, she said,

"things like developing new leadership roles

in the next generation of telescopes,

increasing the number of graduate students

that came to Mount Stromlo, increasing the

efficiency of the telescopes at Siding Spring

and supporting those that were most

productive, expanding the breadth of the

knowledge of the faculty, and maintaining

and growing our instrumental and astro-

engineering capacity".

Finding an astronomical niche

Sackett had arrived at Mount Stromlo with

a track record of astronomical research and

highly cited publications. Born in the small

town of Lincoln, Nebraska she excelled in

her studies at school and according to her,

her secondan" school physics teacher, "was

instrumental in opening my eyes to the

beaut\' and ubiquity, I would say, of

ph\'sics, and without him I certainly would

not have trained in physics later. I le in tact

taught us calculus just as a means to

understand more physics". Her parents

had only been trained at a vocational level

and as they had not attended a university'

they were of not much help in guiding her

in her career choice. 1 lowever, her mother,

she said, "was adamant about c:>nc thing,

and that was that I should be trained in a

way that I could earn my own living" and

there was an expectation on the part of her

parents that she would go to university.

Having won a scholarship she attended the

Universit\* of Nebraska in Omaha and as

she went through university her "physics

instructors became adamant that I should

pursue a higher degree, which I hadn't

thought of when 1 entered university", she

said. After completing her undergraduate
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studies she enrolled tor a PhD at the

Lniversitv of Pittsburgh which, according

to Sackett, "was particularly well known at

diat dmc for its program in relativity and it

had some ver\ high powered general

reladvists". i\fter graduadng with a PhD in

theoredcal physics in 1984 from the

University of Pittsburgh, it took her

sometime to find a niche tor herselt. She

completed her postgraduate studies at a

time when there were \'ery few women
physicists in the US. It was diftlcult for

women physicists to get jobs. linda

Schiebinger, a historian of science at

Pennsylvania University notes that even as

late as 1996 in the US the unemployment

rate for women PhD physicists remained

twice that of male peers (3.8% compared

with 1.9%) after controlling for job

experiences (Schiebinger 1999). According

to Sackett, "It was diftlcult because there

w'eren't very many w^omen in physics. I

think too that the networking opportunities

simph' weren't there. In general women
were not mentored in the same way that

men were mentored with respect to tlnding

a job". There also seems to have been

some prejudice against women in a liighly

male dominated discipline. Tlie male

locker room mentality was still prevalent in

the US academic circles. In fact, this was

also the case in Australian academic circles

in the 198()s (Bhathal 1999). Sackett gives

us a classic example of this. According to

her, "1 remember particularly once a

famous scientist coming to visit when I was

in graduate school, and the male graduate

students were asked to go out to dinner

with him, but I was asked to babysit one of

the faculty's children so that he could go. I

didn't do the babysitting, but then I didn't

go to dinner either".

She worked at a number of jobs, viz: as a

science journalist for Science News, as a

teacher at Amherst (^.ollege - a privately

tunded college attended b\ many of

America's prnileged minority, as a

researcher at the Biological Sciences

Department at the Universit) of Pittsburgh

and as a Program Officer at the National

Science Foundation. I ler breakthrough

came when she won a small grant to study

at the Kapteyn Astronomical Institute in

the Netherlands, one ot the major centres

of astronomical research in the

Netherlands. Some of the well known
astronomers when she was there were

Stuart Pottasch who was known for his

work on planetan nebulae, and Renzo

Sancisi and fjeerd van Albada who were

internationally recognised for their work on

the distribution of dark matter in galaxies.

The short stint provided her with the

transition from being a theoretical physicist

to becoming an obsen-ational astronomer.

Later her two years (1992 - 1994) at the

Institute of Advanced Study at Pnnceton

helped her to begin t\"ing together sex eral

elements that she was interested in, vi/: tlie

structure and dynamics of galaxies which

were related to dark matter. "And one

way", she said, "to stud\' dark matter is

through microlensing. So all of these

connections were sort of forged wliile I was

at the Institute for Advanced Study in

Princeton". Princeton she said was

"extraordinarily important to me". It

provided her with a springboard for the

work she was going to do at the Kapteyn

Institute where she worked for the next

seven \'ears. The wark she did there

centred exclusively around microlensing. It

was during her time at Princeton that she

realized "through the work of Bohdan

Paczynski and Andy Ck)uld that

microlensing could be a way to look tor

planets, and not only the so-called

i\L\CIK)S (Massive Compact Halo
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(Objects) rh^ir |\vcrc thought to| make up

dark matter". So this was the direction she

began to increasingh' explore when she was

at the Kaptevn histiaite.

Extrasoiar planets

Extrasolar planets around a Sun-like star

were first discovered bv the Swiss

astronomers Michel Mayor and Didier

Qiielox in 1995. Mayor and Didier were

hailed as the Galileo's of the 20'" centur\'

and thev opened up an area of research

which has become ver\' acti\'e and

competitive, 'i'he method thev had used is

called the radial velocity or the Dopplcr

technique. The more direct method is

called the transit technique. In tliis

technique the astronomers look for planets

that partially eclipse the star that thev are

orbiting. This causes a temporan* but

periodic dip in the brightness of the parent

star. 1 lowever, Sackett employed the

graxitational microlensing technique to

search tor extrasoiar planets. It is based on

the fact that gravity affects light, an idea

that originated from lunstein. L^nlike the

microlensing method which is a statistical

technique that can tell you about the planet

population as a whole, the Doppler

technique is a better method for smdying

individual planets. This is also true of the

transit technique.

According to Sackett, "Gravit\- not only

affects objects with mass, but it affects

light. It can actually cause light to bend.

/\nd so when a massi\'e object sits between

a luminous object that's emitting light and a

detector (an astronomer with a telescope) it

can change the path of that light in such a

way that more light reaches the obser\'er

than otherwise would, simply because

there's some massi\e object sitting in-

between. And that massive object is called

a microlens, and you can think of it most

often as just a normal star somewhere in

the galaxy. It might be a star we can see, or

it might be one we can't. If that star has a

planet orbiting it, then the gravitational

field will not just be the gravitational field

of the star but the gravitational field of the

star plus the planet. It's not so important

that the field is stronger, because after all

the planet is just a tiny fraction of the total

mass of the star, but the distribution of that

gravitational field is different. And that

means that as a bright object such as a

background star sends its light to the

telescope, and it's moving as it does so

because e\ erytliing in the galaxy moves, it

probes different parts of this gravitational

field, which looks different in different

places because of the presence of the

planet. \X'e can do what's called 'inverting'

that problem by taking the light cur\^e that

we obser\x^ with the telescope and deducing

what the gravitational field must have been,

and in particular whedier it was due to a

planet orbiting a star, Tlie remarkable thing

about microlensing is that vou don't even

have to see the star that the planet is

orbiting in order to detect planets. You're

using the natural effect of the Icnsing that

Einstein talked about to create a telescope

that is more powerful than die ones you

actually have available to you here on

i:arth"'.

In the same year (1995) that Michel Mayor

and Didier Queloz discovered the first

planet going around a nomial star, Sackett

formed the PLANIiT collaboration which

consisted of astronomers from various

parts of the world to provide continuous

time coverage. One of her motivations for

forming this team was the "possibilit)' of

being the first to detect an extrasoiar

planet", Sackett, said. However, the

honour was to go to Mayor and Didier.

I ler second reason tor getting involved in
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this venture was the fact that through

studying dark matter she and her

collaborators were confident that they

could understand the microlcnsing signal,

llie chance to find out whether they

understood the microlensing technicjue in

their search for extrasolar planets came

from their observations of the binary

microlens MACI I(V1997-BL(;-41.

According to Sackctt, when they analysed

their data they found that what the\' \\x*re

seeing was "not a planet and a star but a

double star system" (Albrow et al. 1998).

By itself this was not extraordinary. Wliat

was extraordinarA- was the fact that they

could "deduce this just from the

microlensing light cur\x' alone". 1 his gave

them confidence in their ability to

understand and use the technique.

Ten years after she founded the PLANET
collaboration, Sackett and her colleagues

discovered a cool planet 5.5 Harth masses

through gravitational lensing (Beaulieu et al.

2()()()). 'ITiis discover}-, she said, took them

ten years rather than the tlve that she had

hoped. It was an exciting discovery since

up to that time no planet that was more like

an I'larth-like planet had been found. Most

of the planets that had been discovered up

until this time, she said, "were 1(K) to 300

times the Earth's mass". With the advent

of the Kepler mission many more potential

planets have been found that are more

E^arth-size. Since the last Kepler catalogue

was released in 2012 the number o(

candidates discovered in the Kepler data

now totals 2740 potential planets orbiting

2036 stars. The most dramatic increases

are seen in the number of Earth- size and

super Earth-si/e candidates discovered,

which grew b\- 43" o and 21% respecti\'ely.

Dark matter

Her obser\^ations of x\L\C] K)-98-SM(:- 1 in

the Small Magellanic (^.loud provided an

interesting insight into MAC^HO (Massi\'e

(Compact I lalo Objects) events and dark

matter. At the time they were doing this

research, one of the big e|uestions that

microlensing was expected to answer was

whether the dark matter was made up of

small, compact objects, such as dead stars

or lupiters or some unknown objects that

could cause a microlensing event. Many

astronomers at that time were looking at

stars in the Magellanic C^louds and seeing

whether the light from them exhibited a

microlensing cur\'e as if there was a dark,

unseen microlens between die obserx er and

the C^louds. Whenever the\' received

warning from microlensing teams that a

microlensing event was in progress, they

could immediately turn their telescopes to

It. In the case of MAC! 1()-9(S-SM(:-1, they

obtained an absolutely stunning light curv e,

Sackett said. According to her, "this was

good enough for us to detect small things

in this light cun'e that weren't (at least at

that time) typically obser\'ed. And those

included being able to tell when one part of

the background star passed a particular

point in the gravitational pattern, compareel

to when a ditterent part of the star

crossed". lliis allowed them t(^ measure

among other things the proper motion of

the microlensing event. What they found,

she said, "that alas, in this particular event,

it wasn't some mysterious dark matter that

was causing the microlensing, it was in tact

a typical star in the Magellanic Clouds"

(Alfonson et al. 2006).

A lot of hard work goes on into researching

a problem. Quite often one goes down
wrong paths and dead ends. I lowcver,

sometimes one is rewarded like Archimedes

with a Eureka or "aha" moment. This

happened to Sackett. According to her, "it

relates back to this problem of dark matter
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- It had been suggested by some that

indeed the dark matter in our Galaxy must

be in the form of these ALVC^l lOs

((Compact 1 lalo Objects) that cause

microlensing, and that in tact a colour

magnitude diagram would actually show the

jX)piilation of these objects, some of which

were stars. Now, what I mean by a colour

magnitude diagram is that you plot the

brightness of the star on one axis and the

colour on the other, and if the objects are

all the same age and same distance, then

there'll be a pattern that develops on this

plot that's cjuite characteristic. But if some

iyf the stars are a litde bit closer, and

therefore, sav, not in the Magellanic Clouds

but betAveen us and the Magellanic Clouds,

then the\- vxould show up at a slighdy

different place on the colour magnitude

diagram. And it was proposed that

somediing like this was actually seen".

There were several reasons why this

suggestion bothered Sackett. "It was such a

simple idea. It seemed to be there for all to

see, this extra little addition in the colour

magnitude diagram", she said. She was

working at the Kapteyn Institute at the

time, and in order to go up to the second

tloor where she worked she had to walk b\-

the rack of new journals that had just come

in. And on the cover of one of them was

new data from the I lipparcos satellite

showing the colour magnitude diagram not

of the Large Magellanic (]loud but of the

nearbv stellar neighbourhood. And in that,

she saw the very same additional teamre.

And that, she said, "was my aha moment,

because I realised, this has nothing to do

with the Large Magellanic (doud. It has

iKJthing to do with interv ening objects diat

are in-between us in the (doud. Nothing to

do with dark matter. It actually has to do

with stellar evolution. There is a period in

stars' li\ es when they occupy this particular

part of the colour magnitude diagram, and

how many stars are there depend on how-

old the different populations arc. And so

widi a postdoc we took many colour

magnitude diagrams that he already had for

the Large Magellanic Cloud. We analysed

them this way, we showed that this extra

feature was exacdy where you would expect

it to be, and it was occupied with precisely

the number ot stars you would expect it to

be given the LMC's star formation history"

(Beaulieu and Sackett 1998). "That aha

moment", she condnued, "was seeing in a

completely different context the same

signal, and therefore immediately knowing

diat this explanadon was different than

what had been originally proposed".

Galaxies

Over the last two decades, several studies

have been conducted to understand the

evolution of galaxies. Lor example, diere

has been a realisadon that interacdons

between galaxies may play an important

role, and observations have also been made

of shells and rings around ellipdcal galaxies.

Sackett and her colleagues carried out new

obser\'ations and produced a photographic

atlas of polar ring galaxies (WLiitmore et al.

1990). Some astronomers were interested

in the liistor)' of these galaxies and wanted

to know what happened to these odd

looking objects. Her interest in these

fascinating galaxies arose from her desire to

suidy the shape of dark matter haloes and

how dark matter was distributed, llie way

astronomers deduced the presence of dark

matter in galaxies was largely dirough

rotation clua cs. They measured the speed

of individual stars in the galaxy as a

function of how far aw a}' they are from the

centre, and this told them how much force

they were expenencing and therefore how
much mass the galaxy has that is acdng

upon that particular star or set of stars.

This is how astronomers became contident
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that there must be more mass in the galaxy

than we can see and there must be dark

matter. With Lmda Sparkc, Sackett studied

the polar ring galaxy NCiC 465()A. She did

this study when she was at the Kapteyn

Institute for the first time on a small grant

from the National Science l^oundation.

NGC 4650A is a strikingly beautiful object

which has a central body of older stars in

the middle, somewhat tlattened into an

elliptical shape. This is surrounded b\- a

gigantic ring of gas and much newer stars

that are orbiting in a completely

perpendicular plane to the wa\ the stars

were orbiting in the central object.

Tliey studied this galaxy because they could

measure the rotation cur\ e not only in the

plane of the central bodv where there were

stars but also in a plane pcqiendicular to it

where there were stars and gas thev could

use for their analysis. According to Sackett,

by studying these "you could ask the

question: Do these two curxes look the

same because the distribution of matter is

spherical? If this was the case it would not

matter in which direction vou looked

because the gravitational tield would be

spherical. Or does the polar ring have a

different rotation cur\'e to that of the

central body, which might indicate that the

dark matter preferentially lies in one plane

or the other" (Sackett and Sparke 1990).

I'rom a more detailed analysis of the

motions of the stars in this galaxy, Sackett

said, "we found, after taking into account

elliptical orbits and all sorts of other things,

that the rotation curv e of the stars and gas

in the polar ring is different dian that in the

central region. That immediately tells vou

that the total gravitational mass is not

spherically distributed". 'Hiey knew that

some of the matter is nor spherically

distributed because the galaxy's flattened

and it has a ring. So one had to be more

careful than that and they needed to

subtract the effects of the mass they could

see, and then ask themselves, of the mass

that is left over, how is it distributed? ''And

the answer", Sackett said, "was as near as

we could tell widiin the precision of our

measurements that the dark matter was also

flattened — not as thin as a stellar disk, but

sort of as tlat as a rugb\- ball or something

like that". 'iTiis work was important tor

those astronomers who were trying to

understand what dark matter was made of,

because certain proposals for dark matter

were calling for a ven- flattened disk while

others were calling for an absolutely

spherical distribution. She said, the\ ga\e

them "something in-between" (Sackett et

al. 1994).

In her study of the spiral galaxy 590'^

she found a faint luminous halo around the

galaxw What surprised her and her

colleagues was tliat the distribution of this

light was more extended than had been

previously recognised. It did not fall off as

sharply as one typically expected in stellar

haloes. According to her, "we asked the

obvious question ~ is the light distributed

the way we tliink dark matter is distributed?

Because if it was, maybe there was a

connecUon between this light we were

seeing and dark matter". X(iti(n\ the British

scientific journal decided to make it the

cover stor\' (Sackett et al. 1994) and it

landed them in a controversy. 'Iheir critics

began saying that Sackett and her colleagues

were claiming that they had "found what

dark matter was".^ despite the fact, she said,

"that diey were as cautious as they could

possibly be in the write up of their

abstract". Nevertheless, one of the benefits

of this controversy was that it prompted

other astronomers "to look for faint light

around other galaxies, and it was tound in
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manv other galaxies as well", Sackett said.

According to Sackett, "when people looked

deeper, what thev discovered was that it

wasn't smoothly distributed but was often

on streamers that were at great distance

trom the primars' galaxy. And some of the

new thinking (and no doubt this will be

modified in time as \yell) is that this faint

distributed light is in the outslvirts of

galaxies where the dark matter is because

it's caused by satellite galaxies that have

dropped into the potential well of the

primary- galax\- and slowly over time have

had their stars stripped away into beautiful

long tails that surround the priman' galax\'".

Instruments for Studying the Universe

One of the major agenda items on Sackett's

plate after the fires was to rebuild the

workshops. hrom its beginnings in the

1920s, the workshops had always been an

integral part of Mount Stromlo. Many of

the instruments that had been used to make

sigmficant astronomical discoveries were

based on the instruments that were

designed and constructed in the workshops

which has excellent technical staft. A
modern up-to-date Advanced

Instrumentation Technology (Centre

(ArrC) was built in stages. Sackett was

responsible for the building of Stage 1

which was opened in 2006. iVccording to

Sackett, "the goal of the Centre was to

replace the activities that took place in the

workshops at Mount Stromlo that were

destn)ycd in the fire. f urthermore, she

built the (xnitre for the future. It had a

large integration and assembly hall attached

to the electrical and mechanical design

workshops and laboratc3ries. ITie

integration hall and the laboratories have

been designed to cater for the next

generation of instruments expected to be

installed on Mxtremel} Large Telescopes

currently being planned by international

consortia".

The ()bser\'atory had acquired a contract to

build the Near-infrared Integral Field

Spectrograph (NII^'S) for the Ciemini North

telescope. However, as mentioned earlier,

it was completely destroyed by the fires just

betore it was to leave the workshops for

Hawaii. NII^S 2 was rebuilt by the

Canberra based aerospace company,

Auspace Ltd, in collaboration with Mount

Stromlo designers and engineers. The
completed instrument was shipped to

\ lawaii in August 2005 and installed on the

Cjcmini North 8.1 metre telescope in

October. |an yan Ilamielcn, the NILS
Project Manager and Peter McGregor, the

Project Scientist spent a month at the

Ciemini North Obser\ atory super\ising the

tests and the initial obser\"ations. First

observations on the Gemini North

telescope, she said, "showed unprecedented

spatial and spectral detail in odierwise dust-

obscured regions, allowing young stellar

wind speeds and black hole masses to be

measured. The whole project was a great

success and a credit to the teclinical and

scientific staff at Mount Stromlo

Obser\'ator\

llie Observ atory also secured a contract to

build the (jemini South Adaptive Opdcs

Imager (GS/\OI) for the Gemini 8 metre

telescope in (>hile. lliis is a near-infra-red

camera \\4iich is being used with Cjcmini's

flagship Muld-Conjugate Adapdve Opdcs

(M(^AO) s\stem on the Gemini South 8 m
diameter telescope in Chile, llie MCAO
system corrects the blur due to the liarth's

atmosphere over a wide field than has

previously been possible. GSAOI records

diffraction-limited images of astronomical

objects with 0.02 arcsecond sampling over

its full 85 X 85 arcsecond field of view.
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"The GSAOI was designed and builr by a

team of engineers led by Peter McGregor.

The team included |ohn 1 1 art, Dejan

Stevanovic, Ciabe Bloxham, Damicn jones,

]an van Harmelen, Jason Griesbach,

Murray Dawson, Peter \'oung and Mark

jarnyk. The camera was shipped to the

Gemini South telescope in (^hile in October

2006".

Another instrument that was appro\cd for

construction in December 2()()5 was the

Wide Field Spectrograph (WiFeS). It

provides 950 simultaneous spectra

tliroughout the optical frequency range. It

has been installed on the 2.3 m telescope at

Siding Spring. It has n data gathering

capability- of 10 to 100 times the rate of

conventional spectrographs. In the same

year Brian Schmidt's highly innovative

telescope called the SkvMapper was

approved for fabrication. "It is a 1.35

metre diameter telescope located at Siding

Spring Observatory. It is a new breed oi

dedicated sur\*ey telescopes that will

conduct the Stromlo Southern Sky Sur\ey

which will produce the tirst deep digital

map of the entire southern skv. The design

was produced b\' Conroy, (Jranlund and

Oates", according to Sackett.

After the fires the astronomers had a long

and hard think about what they wanted in

terms of telescopes for the fuaire. It would

have been an easy exercise for them to go

down memory lane and recreate what they

had lost. But Sackett had rather bold ideas

about what they should be looking for in

terms future telescopes for Mount Stromlo.

According to Sackett, "we diought that one

of the legacies we would like to leave is that

the future generation would hax e a facilit\-

that was to them what the AAT (Anglo-

Australian Telescope) was in the I97()s and

1980s, namely, one of the biggest

telescopes in the world that would be

capable of doing things that otherwise

weren't possible, but also a telescope that

was reasonably versatile, that could have a

variety of instruments and do different

sorts of astronomy". I Icr biggest coup

was to get xMount Stromk:> invohed in

planning the world's next generation ver\'

large optical telescopes, called the (iiant

Magellan Telescope (GMTj. The building

to enclose the telescope will be as high as a

23-ston- skv scraper. The instrument will

have ten times the resolution of the images

from the Hubble Space Telescope. It will

be a time machine which will allo\\'

astronomers to probe the darkest reaches

of the uni\'crsc and ask questions such as,

when did the first stars, galaxies and black

holes form?

Sackett had the audacir\' and courage to

propose Mount Stromlo Obser\ator\'

becoming in\'olved in the effort to build the

(jMT. It was the best and far reaching

decision she made for the future of Mount

Stromlo Observatory and Australian

astronomy. She signed the xMemorandum

of Understanding in Texas on behalf of the

Australian National University. By signing

die document. Mount Stromlo joined an

elite group of teaching and research

insdtudons in the I'S (C^arnegie Institution

of Washington, Har\'ard University,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the

University of Arizona, the Uni\'ersit\- of

Michigan, the Smithsonian Institution, the

Universit)" of Texas at Austin and the Texas

A& M University) to undertake the detailed

design of the telescope. It will have six

segments, each 8.4 metres in diameter

surrounding a seventh mirror of the same

si/e. I'he total light gathering power will be

nearly seven times that of the Gemini

telescopes.
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The science objectives, vSackett, said, "will

be many, because it is meant to be a multi-

purpose telescope. But in particular, the

image c|ualit\' of this telescope is sometliing

that is of prime concern, so that using a

method called adaptive optics, which can

undo the blurring caused by movement in

the atmosphere, this telescope should be

able to not only take pictures that are as

crisp as those of the 1 kibble Space

Telescope but in hict much crisper. Tliat

means seeing more detail. It means being

able to pull out faint, ven' distant objects

from the background or from brighter

foreground objects. That means finding

more distant stars in the early universe. It

means being able to actually see those

planets orbiting other stars, detecting the

light from the planets themselves, and

thereby being able to analyse the

atmosphere, for example, of those planets,

which I think will be tremendously

exciting". She hopes that construction may
begin as earh as 2014, assuming adequate

funding becomes available.

Funding and research output

2002 was the first tiill year that astronomers

from the Research School for Astronomy

and Astrophysics were able to compete for

ARC funding. "They were ven' successful

in their grant applications winning over

S2.7 million. Over 50"4 of the School's

funding was derived from the increasing

success of the School's astro-engineering

design and fabrication teams". 'Ilie arrival

of Sackett at the (^bserv aton' in 2002 also

brought in the new tleld of extrasolar

planets into the traditional astronomy

prcjgrams pursued by the Observaton".

Together with the Research School of

I'^arth Sciences, Sackett established a new
Planetary Science Institute in 2002.

According to Sackett, the Institute w^as

"designed to cultivate a research program

of planetary science combining the detailed

studies possible in our Solar System with

the recent wealth of information from the

young field of extra-solar planets".

Despite the fires the Obser\"aton'

"remained yer\' active in research,

publishing over 500 papers in refereed

international journals", according to

Sackett. The research effort spread over a

number of speciality areas, viz: solar and

extrasolar planetary systems, stars and

stellar populations, the Milky Way and

galaxies, dark energy and dark matter,

gamma ray bursts, interstellar medium and

galactic feedback, and adaptive optics.

Conclusion

Sackett achieved most of what she had set

out to accomplish in her five year term.

She had, as she planned reinvigorated the

institution and continued the growth of the

tradition of excellence. She steered the

()bser\-atc)n- for a new beginning. Her

decision to embark on the Great Magellan

Telescope was the boldest, audacious and

most visionan- decision she made. She wiU

be remembered in ages yet to come for her

future vision for Mount Stromlo

Obser\-aton' and Australian astronomy in

the era of very large telescopes that will

pro\'ide us with discoveries that we hav^e yet

to imagine. In 2007 Sackett completed her

term as the Director of Mount Stromlo

Observaton- to take up in 2008 the position

of C^hicf Scientist for iVustralia.
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1522.

Retired W july 20 13,. hnpkd 30 jtily 20 1 3.

Dr Ragbir Bhathal is the Director of the National Oral I liston' Project on Significant

AustraUan Astronomers and Physicists. He is a N'isiting bellow at the Research School of

Astronomy and Astrophysics, Australian National L'niversit\\ lie has published 15 books,

eight on astronom\ including two on Aboriginal Astronomy.
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Thesis abstract

The flow around a fish-inspired heaving and pitching

hydrofoil

^ Timothy Lau

Abstract of a thesis for a Doctorate of Philosophy sul^mitTcd to

ITic Uiiiversm- of AdcLudc, i\dckide, Austnilia

An extensive investigation into tlie flow

aroLind a tish-inspired heax'ing iuid pitching

h\ clrof()il w as performed using a combination

of two dimensional tligital particle image

velocimetr\- (PIN"), direct strain gauge force

mid moment measurements, dye visualisation

atici hvdrogen bubble visualisation. 'Hie

intention of this in\'estigatioa was to stud\- the

effect ot die toil dvnamics on die toil wake

strueaire and hvdrodynamic forces, with the

ultimate goal of detcnnining if the oscillating

foil, and bv implication, tish, emplo\- unsteady

flow mechanisms to generate optimal thrust.

Ihe experiments were pertomied by

svstematicallv vaning tlie foil non-

dimensional hea\'e-amplitude-to-chord ratio,

//o/<-0.25-0.75, the foil pitch amplitude,

0n-0-45\ and the free-stream velocity, [Jr.

'ihe phase difference between the pitching

and heaving motion was tixed at i|/=9()

(lieave lagging pitch), lixperiments consisted

ot 1 1 3 different tlow cases for dye

visualisation, 38 tlow cases for hvdrogen

bubble \'isualisation and 108 flow cases for

simultaneous PI\' and force measurements,

'the resultant Strouhal numbers, based on die

heave amplitude, fall into the range 0.1<.V//,<1

while the Reynolds numbers, based on the

foil chord lengrii, were approximately

Rf=S(H)-12,5(K).

Tlic cxperimentallv measured time-averaged

thmst coefticient, (^,, obtained independenti\'

using VXW and direct strain gauge

measurements, shows excellent agreement,

and indicates that vcr\' large values of Ct>10

can be generated by flic foil, particularly when

the non-dimensional heave amplitude is large

relati\-e to the pitch amplitude, and Sth is

large. 'Ihe results also indicate tiiat in all

investigated cases, there is no sign of a

sudden loss in lift that is associated with the

"stall" phenomenon usually seen in steady

foils, e\ en when the unsteady foil achieves

ver\- large instantaneous angles of attack

(cu,,>6() ).

'i'o obtain a context for comparison, a quasi-

stead\' model (Q-S model) of the oscillating

hydrofoil was dexeloped, based on the

assumption that the tlow around the unsteady-

foil at anv gi\Tn instant is equivalent to the

flow around an identical steady foil wifli the

same angle of attack. Vor most foil dynamic

parameters and tlow conditions, the value of

Cx predicted by the Q-S model shows

excellent agreement widi die results obtained

experimcntalh. I lowever, when bu/c is large

compared to Ma the experimentally measured

values of CJ, far exceed die dicoretical

predictions, 'this suggests diat the oscillating

foil eniplo\'s unsteady flow mechanisms to

augment thrust production when ha/c is large

relati\ e to Oo.
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LiiLi — Flow iiround a hea\ uig dnd pitcluuig hx drc^toil

Flow nsiialisation of rhc foil wake indicates

that different wake patterns are produced,

depending on die flow conditions. llie

obscr\^ed wake patterns arc interpreted as a

combination of "primary " vorticitv , which is

associated widi the production of lift (and

hence thrust) by the foil, and "sccondan"

vorricit)-, which is associated with the drag

produced by die foil. During each foil half-

cvcle, secondan' vorticit\" manifests itselt as

multiple \'orucal roll-ups ("S" vortices),

whereas the primar) vorticit\- sheds as a

single, t\ pically large \'ortex, wliicli combines

with adjacent "S" vortices to form one "P"

vortex. WTien /jn/c is large compared to Oo^

these "P" vortices are obseh'cd as vcr\' large

leading edge \'ortices with strong spanwise

flow (towards the foil centreline). 'Hiese

leading edge \'ortical structures are further

evidence that die foil employs unstead\' fl(iw

mechanisms to generate large thrust

coefficients.

Based on the positions of these "P" and "S"

vortices in the wake, we define tliree distinct

wake regimes, a) "Drag regime", occurring at

Sth^().15, b) "Transitioniil regime", occumng

at 0.15<Sth<0.3 and c) "'ilimst regime",

occurring at Sth>0.3, wherebx' each regime

produces subdv different wake patterns.

'llie wake behind the foil was also analysed

quantitatively bv measunng the first moment
of circulation of the foil wake, wliich is

defined as the product of the total circulanon

generated b\- the foil (of an\' gi\ en sign) per

CN'cle and the wake width based on the

centroids of the shed vorticitw In an

important finding, it is shown that the data

for Ct vs. die first moment of circulation

collapse onto a single cun^e, regardless of

flow conditions and foil dynamic parameters.

I -or most (~95*''''o) ot die cases measured, it is

shown diat C, is approximately linearh

proportional to rhe moment of circulation,

indicating that the thrust produced by the foil

can be increased by generating large vortical

structures and/or increasing die wake width.

Based on these results, we therefore cf)nclude

that the foil employs unstead\' flow

mechanisms only when /.)>,/ r is large relau\ e to

0(1. Under these cc^nditions, large dirust

coetficients are generated by the foil due to

the generation of leading edge x'ortical

structures widi krge circulation, wliicli are

positioned far awa\- from the foil time-

a\'eraged centreline.

Dr Timothy Lau,

School of Mechanical Engineering,

'llie Uni\ ersit\' of i\delaide,

Adelaide SA 5(K)5

AL'STILMJA

F^-mail: timothy.lau({?^adeIaide.edu.au
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Thesis abstract

Ontogenetic ecophysiology of secondary hemi-epiphytic

vines

Yansen

Abstract of a thesis tor a Doctorate of Philosophy submitted to

lames Cook I'niversit)-, TownsA-ille, Australia

Secondare" hcmi-cpiph\tcs start their life

as ground-dwelling plants. like other

vines, the plant then climbs the host, but

when the plant reaches maturit}', die

oldest portion of the stem dies. The

plant then loses its stem connecdon to

the soil and becomes semi-epiphvdc.

1 lowever, true secondar)' hemi-

epiphvtism is probably not as common as

thought, since, in most cases semi-

epiphvtic vines reconnect to the soil

through aerial roots. The change in soil

connection during the ontogeny of these

species may have physiological and

anatomical consecjucnces. As they

c\entually li\'c in the canopy

environment, it is feasible that secondary'

hemi-epiphytes might develop

adaptations to cope with the stressful

canopy environment, especially water

stress during dr\ periods. I hnvever,

there is a lack of imderstanding on the

ecophysiology of secondan hemi-

epiphytes in rainforests.

'lliere is a paucity of information on the

anatomy and physiology of secondar\-

hemi-epiphytes, once they lose their stem

connecdon to the soil, compared with

the terrestrial early stage of development.

To address this knowledge gap,

characterisdcs of stem water transport.

leaf anatt)my and physiology, and soil

water resource pardtioning were

examined in this research. Two species

were selected for the study: Vreycimtia

cxcelsa V. Muell (l^andanaceae) and

KJkiphidophora ajistnilasica 1\AL Biule\'

(i\raceae), which occur natxirall}- in the

W et Tropics area of north Queensland.

The general objective of this research is

to better luiderstand the ecophysiology

of secondan- hemi-epiphytes during their

ontogenetic deyelopment.

llie capacit}' of exceha and R australaska

stems to conduct water differed between

plants of different developmental phases.

Adult indi\'iduals of /'. excelsa and R
luistnilasiai had wider \'essels dian yoiuiger

plants. H)draulic architecture parameters,

i.e. hydraulic conductivity, stem specific

conducti\ it}- and leaf specific conducdvit}',

w'ere also liigher in adult plants than for

iiitemiediate and juvemle individuals, lliese

results indicate that adult plants had a higher

capacits to conduct water through the stem

to die lea\es diaii did individuals at an

earlier stage of development.

As die plants became more mature and

longer, diey tended to have low hydraulic

C(Miducti\-it\- at the stem base. ITiis finding

is supported b\' the fact that the size of
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x^'lem vessels was found to decrease in the

basipetal direction: the base of the stem had

narrower vessels tlian the middle part ot tlie

stem. I lowevcr, die low hydraulic

conductivit) at the base of the stem may

also be related to the fact that

monocot}ledonous plants lack secondary-

development. Therefore, the stem base

contains tlie oldest shoot tissues and the

vessels might be less functiouiU. W ider

vessels and higher hs draulic conductix it) in

adult indixiduals of li exccLui and R.

austmUisica show tliat die change in plant-soil

connecti\'ir\- during ontogeny of these

species does not ph\sicall\- restrict water

transport.

Adult indi\iduals of V. excelsa and R
(Uisfnihisiai had larger stomata dian

conspecitic jm eniles. 1 Iowe\'er, adult plants

also had more stomata per unit area, which

gives diem more control of die opening and

closing of stomata in certain areas of the

leaves. lliese characteristics of leaf

anatomy suggest that secondarx hemi-

epiph\'tes are well-adapted the canopy

en\'ironment.

)u\'enile plants of these t\yo stud\' species

appear to be more sensiti\'e to the onset of

drought dian plants of later developmental

stages. \\ idiiii each dn' and wet season, die

water potentiiil of leax es from all growdi

fomis were similar but the patterns of daily

CO2 exchange differed, with (X): uptake by

juvenile plants most affected b\- dn' season

conditions. 1 lowever, the (X): exchange

rates were similar for adult, intemieciiate

and jmxHiile plants during the wet season.

High water a\ iiilabilit) in die wet season and

relatn ely low cx aporative demands provide

excellent conditions for plants to absorb

CO:. Hie signiticant down-regulation of

C(^2 exchange in the dr\' season in the

juveniles is related to the lower hydraulic

conductivirv' of dieir stems. W ater suppK ro

juveniles may be restricted dunng the dn
season, such diat down-regulation of (X):

uptake and stoniatal opening are necessan^

to diminish water loss and maintain water

pcitential. Water supplied to intermediate

and adult plants by aenal roots growing

trom a number of places along the stem is

evidently sutticicnt to sustain liiglier rates ot

(X): exchange and water loss.

Plants of different ontogenetic stages had

different behaviours towards soil water

resources. Based on die hydrogen stable

isotopes of water derived from different

layers of the soil profile, matched with

isotope signauires of the stem water, water

uptake by jm^nile indix idujils was limited to

the area near the soil surface; on die other

hand, adult plants utili/.ed water from all soil

layers studied, 'lliis consequendy affects the

capacity of plants to expk)it all available soil

water sources across seasons, which

influences the performance of indniduals of

different ontogenetic stages in response to

environmental conditions.

Variations in the ecophysiological attributes

of the secondan" hemi-epiph\ tes / . cxal.ui

and R amtndasiai indicate differences in tlie

abilit)' of diese plants to sur\'ive during dieir

devek)pment. This stud\ showed tliat

smaller size jmeniles ma\ ha\'e a liigher

potential susceptibilitv" to stressful

environmental conditions compared to

larger adult congeners. Based on

ecophysiological characters, these two

secondary' hemi-epiphytic have not adapted

especially to the epiphytic habit as the\

climb die host and li\'e in die CiUiop\ . llie

plants' soil connections through aerial roots

provide access to soil, a\oid the stem basal

hydraulic botde neck and contribute to

more options for soil water resource

acquisition.
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Dr. H ansen,

Department of I *orestn%

L'm\-crsit\- of Bciigkulu,

Bciigkiilu, Sumatra, 3837
1

,

INDONESIA

E-mail: y.yanscn@ymail.com
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The 2013 programme of events - Sydney

llic venue tor Socicts' meetings is tlie Union Uni\x'rsit\' iind Schools (^lub, 25 Bent Street,

Sydney unless noted other>\'ise.

Wednesday 6 February 2013 at 6:30 pm.

1207th Ordinary General Meeting - Scholarship Presentations

Speakers: Ms jendi Kepple, Ms Anwen Urause-Mcuer and Ms f lelen Smith

Wednesday 27 February 2013 at 6:00 pm.

The Four Societies Lecture

Cioing hnvLwimn - the appwacb ofthe lutennilional I t/ter^- Po/ny Inst/ttifc

hi conjunction with the Nuclear I •engineering Panel of the Svdney Branch of

Engineers Australia, the .Australian Nuclear Association and the Australian

Institute of pjiergw

Professor Stefaiui Simons

- \'enue: Hamcks Auditorium nngineers Austndia, 8 llicjmas Street,

Chatswood

Wednesday 6 March 2013 at 6:30 pm.

1207th Ordinar\' General Meeting

I'he erolnt/ou ofoii/dxies

Dr Rav Norris

Rav Norris is an astronomer with C^SIRO Astronf)m\- & Space Science who

researches how giilaxics fomicd after the Big Bang. I le leads an international

project to image die faintest radio galaxies in the Um\'erse wliich will use the

new ASKAP radio telescope, ciirrendy being built in Western Australia.

Wednesday 3 April 2013 at 6:0( ) pm.

Annual General Meeting

Dr Doniild F lector w as re-elected President of die Society.

Wednesday 3 April 2013 at 6:3( ) pm.

1209th Ordinary General Meeting - Royal Society ofNSW 2013 Fellows Lecture

1// evohitiumity histoty of histralia

Professor Mike Archer AM FAA f RSN
Michael Archer is a distinguished biologist and palaeobiologist. A x ertebrate

palaeontologist and mammalogist, he \yas closel\- inxoKed with tlie

exploration of die Riversleigli fossil site in Queensland, one of the richest
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tbssil discovcncs iii Australia. He became Director of the Australian

Museum in Sydney and returned to the Universit}' of NSW in 2004, first as

, Dean of the Pacults' of Science and, since 2009, a Professor in the Facult\'.

I le was awarded the Societ}''s Clarke Medal in 1984 and was one of the first

1 *ellows of the Society appointed in 2009.

Friday 19 April 2013 at 7:(K) pm.

Annual Dinner and presentation ofAwards

ITie 2012 Clarke Medal, IZdgeworth David Mediil and die Royal Societ}' of

NSW Mediil were presented by Ms Judith Wlieeldon AM, educator iuid

tmstee of the Powerhouse Museum.

judith Wlieeldon is one ot /Xustralia's best-known educationalists. She

worked for some years in die Western .Australian Department of education

and dien was appointed principal of Queenwood School for CJirls at

Mosman. I^tcr, she became headmistress of Abbotsleigli. Queenwood and

Abbotsleigh are among Australia's finest girls' schools.

Wednesday 1 May 2013 at 6:30 pm. J _ '

.

1210th Ordinary General Meeting

Pel/// Otk'l and the he<iinnifi!:>s ofniodmi infomiation sciefice

lini. Professor W. Bo\ d Riuward

Thursday 6 June 2013 at 6:30 pm.

Royal Society Forum 201 3 "

j

(1211th Ordinary General Meeting)

Professor Bnan Schmidt AC f'RS P'RSN, Professor Steven Schwartz AM,
Professor Merlin Oosslev and Ms Judith Whecldon AM. Moderated by

Andrew I'unnell of Radio National.

'ITie Iomm was broadcast on Radio National Big Ideas on Monday 17 June

2013 and ag-ain on 1 nday 21 June 2013.

\x*nue: Coles 'llieatre. Powerhouse Museum, 500 I larris Street, Ultimo

The 1 omm nia\' be downloaded from the Big Ideas page at die AB(^ Radio

National web-site.

nittp:/,Av\\A\-.abc.nel.au/radiorKUi<)nal/pn )grams/bigideas/maths-and-

science-educauon-in-australta/ 4~3t ' 1 38) .

Wednesday 3 July 20B at 6:30 pm.

1212th Ordinary General Meeting

CMringJor highly pwcessed woodpiilp^ The wle ofthe State Lihrar)' in the 21si centmy

Dr Alex Bvrne, State Librarian & Chief Executive, State library of NSW'

Wednesday 7 August 2013 at 6:30 pm.

1213th Ordinary General Meeting

/ \oir nnmkrs came to nile the nwld: Ijica Pacioli, Ijommlo da \ inci and the merchants

of ( cnice on W^all Stixet
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Jane Glccson-WTiitc, author of Doid?k l:nliy: haw !hc maxbants of \ 'mcc sfkipcd

the modem world— and how their mvention coidd make or break the planet

lane Glecson-Wliite argued that double-cntrv book-keeping fuelled the

rise of the W est and effectively gave birth to the entire modern scientific

capitalist world and that today it holds the key to sustainable economics

for the 21st centur\-. )ane is recognised as one of Australia's best

emerging women writers and gave the prestigious keynote address to the

2012 I Emerging Writers h'estival in S\ dnev and (alongside Geordie

Williamson) she keynoted a 2012 Stella Prize event entided "Australia's

Sleeping Beauties: Reviving Australia's I'orgotten Women Writers".

Venue: (^oles Theatre, Powerhouse Museum, 500 Harris Street I'ltimo.

llie I'onim may be downloaded trom the Big Ideas page at the AB(^ Radio

National web-site.

(http://\v\\\\.abc.net.au/radi()naii()iial./]')r( )grnnis/bioidc-as / iiuiiibcrs-ruk'-

rh(.-world/4S81()98 )

Tuesday 13 August 20D at 6:30 pm.

Poggendorff hecture 2013
In conjunction \\ath Charles Sturt University

B/od/rers/ty and thejntnre ojaoricn/tnn

Professor Cieoff Cmrr, Professor of Applied Ixologv at (Hiarlcs Sturt

Uni\'ersit}-

Professor Ciurr addressed one of the world's most urgent challenges when lie

answers the question: Can we feed 9 billion people bv 2050? Not onlv do we

have to meet that challcngt% we have to do it in the face of declining

avjiilabilit\- of good-c]ualit^• land and water, and the need to preser\ e

biodiversirv' to pnmde critical ecosystem ser\nces. Professor Gurr drew on

his international rest^arch program to explain how biodiversity can Ix*

harnessed to provide ettective pest suppression and illustrate how on-fami

biodiversity- can advantage growers and die wider communit^'.

llie Poggendorft Memorial Lecture honours Walter Hans (ieorge

^^'^^ eminent Australian agriculturalist and former Hon.

J jbrarian of the Societv , and co\'ers agnculture in its broadest sense.

\'enue: lecture 'Dieatre 3, Charles Sturt Umversitv, Leeds Parade, Orange.

Wednesday 4 September 2013 at 6:30 pm.

1214th Ordinary General Meeting
-

^ . Open science

Dr Matthew Todd, L'niversirv of Sydney

Wednesday 2 October 2013 at 6:30 pm.

1215th Ordinary General Meeting
" Istn/hio/o^y: the latest fmni Xjimsity'

"

Professor Mdcolm W alter UXSW
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Wednesday 23 October 2013 at 6:30 pm.

Pollock Memorial Lecture 201

3

In conjunction with the School of Physics, Univcrsit}' of Sydney

''OuantKm conrpHtifio in silicon and the limits ofsilicon miniatmsation"

< Professor Michelle Sinimons FRSN
Director, ARC (knitrc of Hxccllcncc for Quantum O^mputation and

(Communication Technolog\', Uni\'ersit\' ofNew South Wales

Prc:>fessor Simmons is the Director of the Australian Research Council

(.entre of Hxcellence i'or Quantum (Computation and (Communication

Technology, a hederation l ellow and a Scientia Professor of Physics at the

Universit} of New South Wales, l^bllowing her PhD in solar engineering at

the University of Durham in the UK she became a Research Fellow at the

(Cavendish I^boraton- in (Cambridge, UK, working widi Professor Sir

Michael Pepper f-RS in cjuantum electronics. In 1999, she was awarded a

QEIl Fellowsliip and came to iVustralia where she was a founding member,

and now the Director of the (Centre of FCxcellence. Since 2()(){) she has

established a research group dedicated to the fabricaticj>n of atomic-scale

dcMces in silicon using the atomic precision of scanning tunnelling

microscop\'. 1 ler group has developed the world's thinnest conducting wires

in silicon and die smallest transistors made with atomic precision. She has

publisheci more dian 300 papers in refereed journals and presented over 80

invited and plcnan presentations at international conferences. In 2(X)5, she

was awarded the Pawse\' Medal b\' the Austr^ilian Academy of Science and in

2006 beciime the one of die youngest elected Fellows of diis Academ\-. In

2008 she became a dual citi/en of Australia/UK and she w^s aw^ardtxl a

second I'cderation Fellowship bv the Australian Crovemment and w'as

named the NSW Scientist of die Year in 201 1.

\'enue: FCastern Ave Auditorium, l "ni\ ersit\ of Sydney.

Wednesday 6 November 2013 at 6:30 pm.
~

1216th Ordinary General Meeting

Ke-lhinking science education in . Australian schools: development and implementation ofth

XalianaI Science Cmriculum

lOr Mark Buder, Department of FCducation and (Communities

Tuesday 19 November 2013 at 6:30 pm.

AIP Postgraduate Awards Day and judging of the Jak Kelly Award

7 l)c iy.))sic\- of\ lioh I llficiemy Photovoltaic Solar I ine/^' Convemon

In conjunction with the Australian Institute (jf Physics

Professor xMartin Cjreen, University of New Soudi Wales.

\'enue: Room 2'^3, (Carslaw Building, Uni\ ersitv of S\dney.
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Thursday 21 November 20D at 6:(K) pm.

The Dirac 'Lecture 201

3

In conjunction witli the University' of New Soutli Wiilcs and the Australian

histitiitc of Physics

Professor Sir Michael Pepper I RS, Universit)- of C^ambridge

W^nue: I^^ighton I lall, Universit\' ofNew Soutli Wales

Wednesday 18 December 2013 at 6:30 pm.

A Special Meeting of tlie Societ}' was held at wliich the Rules and B\ -Laws of

tlie Socierv were changed.

Wednesday 18 December 2013 at 6:30 pm.

1217th Ordinary General Meeting and Christmas Party

Presentation of the Jak Kell\- Award and a brief seminar b\ the winner,

Xavier Zambrana-Puyalto.
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The 2013 programme of events - Southern Highlands
The usual \'cnuc tor Soutlicm tliglilands branch meetings is tlic Performing Arts Centre,

Che\'alier College, ik)\vral.

Thursday 21 February 2013 at 6:30 pm.

D/f/em// (kptrssife and bipolarmood disorders

Professor (iordon Parker, L^niversitx' of New South Wales

Thursday 21 March 2013 at 6:30 pm.

King \khanatcn: pht/wab, fanalk orfreaks

Dr Micbiel Birrell

Thursday 18 April 2013 at 6:30 pm.

Climate . \diipititm \ 'higsbip

Dr /\ndrcw Ash, C:SIR()

Thursday 16 May 2013 at 6:30 pm.

. Xdiw/ces /!/ Ill'/at'/on

Dr Rik I leslehurst, ADl A, l'mversit\' of New Soudi Wales

Thursday 27 June 2013 at 6:30 pm.

Household sustah/ability: challenges and Slewmas in everyday life

Professor Chris Gibson

Thursday 18 July 2013 at 6:30 pm.

\iiclearpower in -
- \mtralia

Ah" 'Pony Irwin

Thursday 8 August 2013 at 6:30 pm.

Climate Science Forum
Dr Michael Raupach and William Kininmonth

Moderator. Ken McCracken

Thursday 12 September 2013 at 6:30 pm.

Dark /ualkr

Professor Ken I Veeman, Australian National Universit)^

Thursday 17 October 2013 at 6:30 pm.

H)e dynamic brain

Dr Peter Robinson, Univcrsit}' of Sydney

Thursday 21 November 2013 at 6:30 pm.

S/tperb/tgs

Professor \ I Iarr\', Univcrsir\- of 'Pcchnolog\-, Sydney
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The FeUows Lecture 2013

Wednesday, 3 April 2013

.4/; m)lutionary history of. Xmlralia

Professor Michael Archer Dist FRSN

Professor Michael Arvber deiirenn<^ the inaugurat

Fellows lecture.

The Society was proud to have Professor

Michael Archer AM present the inaugural

F^ellows lecture on W ednesday, 3 April 20 1 3.

Professor iVrchcr was one of the first Fellows

appointed by the Societ\\ recognising his

outstanding work as a palaeontologist,

particularly in relation to the Rivcrslcigh fossil

find in Queensland, one of the richest fossil

deposits in the world.

Until about 50 yejirs ago, only about 70 fossil

mammals had been found in the whole

Australian continent, compared to about

50,000 in North America. Ihe geolog}^ of the

Riversleigh area, in northem Queensland, is

unusual, lliere are large expanses of ver\ old

(1.6 billion years) Precambrian rock and more

recent Cambrian deposits (500 million )'ears

old) that contain radicr unremarkable fossils

of die era. But tliere are pockets of more

recent geological deposits, 10-25 million years

old, that have been found to contain

extraordinarily well-preser\'ed fossils. Tliere

are about 40 sq, km of these deposits. A w ide

range of unusual animals have been found:

five kinds of diylacine, giant, toodied

plat\pus, flesh-eating kangaroos and iincient

birds. Some of the birds are the biggest ex er

discovered and would ha\'e weighed up to

400 kg. Also, huge fossilised snakes,

importandy, a diverse range of ancient bats

and a great variet)' of trees and plants have

been discovered.

Mow^ did diis cxtraorcUnan' presen atic^n take

place? Professor Archer explained that there

were two phenomena that together resulted

in this remarkable deposit. Water that

percolated up from subterranean deposits

were saturated in c^ilcium carbonate and this

cjiuckl)^ precipitated around an)- dead animals

that fell into the w-ater. lliis was responsible

for preserving skeletons intact and is easily

removed using weak acid such as acetic acid

diat qiuckly dissolve die calcium carbonate,

exposing a w^^ll-presen^ed fossilised skeleton.

But in addition, anodier phenomenon called

"bactenally-mediJited phosphatisation" means

phosphates from bat droppings have

preserv^ed soft tissue, resulting in remarkabh

coniplete fossils being found in nianv areas.

In a process known as "tufagenic barrage",

calcium carbonate deposits formed dams that

allcnved fossilisation to take place. Ihese

dams w'ere ultimately breached but the fossils

were preserv^ed. At the time, Rivcrslcigh area

was centered widi rainforest but tins has

gradually receded to coastal zones.
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line Ri\'crslcigh deposits cover five phases

from 25 million \'cars ago to 1.5 million years

ago and is the richest sec|uencc in Australia.

Clliere is onh one other similar depc:)sit in the

world — this is in hrance.) 'llie Riversleigh

find has completely changed perceptions

about Australia's past. It is now clear that

there is a di\'ersit)' in tlie fossil record

suggesting an environment that was as rich at

the time as Borneo and die Amazon regions

are toda\'. About 15 million \ears ago

Australia started to dn- out, \'et it was not

until about 3 million \ ears ago that extensive

grasslands fonned.

Professor Archer pointed out that the fossil

record gives us a \-en' rich understanding of

die way in wliich current species have evolved

from wliich we can deduce how habitat

change can be managed and to protect

species that mdght be at risk of extinction as

climate change takes place. We can also gain

insight into wliich species are at threat by

understanding the extent to which their

populations ha\x' increased or declined over

long periods of time.
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The Poggendorff Lecture 2013

Tuesday, 13 August 2013

Biodwersily and thejutim of agriadtim

Professor Geoff Gurr

Professor GeoffGurr deiwering ihe Pqggendofj] I jedim

2013.

After a hiatus of 20 )ears, tlie Poggendorff

Lecture was delivered in conjunction with

Charles Sturt Univcrsit\\ Orange, on Tuesday,

13 August 2013. llie lecture was delh'ered by

Professor Geoff Gurr, a biologist and

entomologist and Professor of Applied

Ecology- at Charles Sturt l -niversit\ , where he

specialises in die utilisation of natural

solutions to control agricultxiral pests to

partially or completely replace synthetic

pesticides.

ITie population of the world is increasing by

170,0(X) souls per da\ . Currendy, 40% of

land is used tor some agriculuiral purpose and

the demand for agricultural products is

expected to increase not only as a

consecjuence of population growdi but by die

increasing living standards of people in the

developing world. For example, die growdi

in meat demand is ven- strong and it takes 10

kg of grjiin to produce 1 kg of animal protein,

lliis leads to the conclusion that food

production needs to double h\ 2050. 'Ilic so-

called "green revolution" of the last few

decades has enabled the increase in food

production to largely match populauon

growth, largeK' thn)ugh the application of

nitrogen, phosphorus, some trace elements,

water and the wide-scale use ot pesticides.

But w'as tins revolution truly
*

'green"?

Human inputs are largely non-renewable but,

importand)', do not actuailx address die root

cause of the problem — pest outbreaks arc not

due to a lack of pesticide, the\ Jire due to

odier imbalances in die environment. So the

wTirld is faced with a '\\icked problem" of

seeking food securit}% having finite renewable

resources, a declining availability of

agriculairal land, changing climate and a

moral obligation to preserv^e biodiversit\-

(liuman activity, including agriculture, causes

biodiversit}' loss at a rate about 10,000 times

greater than die background rate).
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The Pollock Memorial Lecture 2013

Wednesday, 23 October 2013

Quantwn computing in silicon and the limits ofsilicon miniaturisation

Professor Michelle Simmons Dist FRSN

ProfessorAlichelle Simmons.

Professor Simmons commenced her address

by overviewing die advances of die now
conventional semiconductor industr) . From

die first, famously crude, transistor, dirough

discrete silicon devices in "transistor radios"

through to modem da\' integrated circuits

composed of billions of de\ices. A pointy

well made, was that diere were a full ten years

between the laborator)' transistor and the first

integrated device and yet another 15 years

before mass products flooded into the

market. It has been a teclinolog)' diat has

re\(3lutionised the way we live, but

remarkably still has not deviated from

Moore's Law. Prof Simmons described the

basics of what the term "quantum computer"

means and the various characteristics a device

must exliibit to comprehensively cjualify as

such. Although scicntificallv advanced, the

area is in its infancy analogous to the time of

die first transistor, when the plediora of

fi^iture applications could not have been

conceived — and that is just how it is now
with quantum computers - we cannot begin

to estimate their future impact.

Some problems scale exponentially - like the

Travelling Salesman problem where the task

is to calculate all possible alternative routes of

a salesman visiting N cities in any order. As

N is increased the number of options

explodes, quickl)' outstripping the capacit)' of

even a supercomputer. Other such problems

are man\-body models for simulating

molecules and materials. VC^liereas

conventional "serial" computers become

overwhelmed, quantiuii computers mirror die

exponential character of these problems uith

die exponential number of possible quantum

states held in superpK>sition across the qubits

of the quantum computer. Indeed, with only

300 qubits, a cjuiintum computer would

possess more processing power than all of the

computers currendy in the world.

Ihey are known to be suited to particular

niche problems such as decryption, but they

ma)- be combined in man\* arcliitectures to

perform different logical operations, some of

which Prof Simmons described using truth

tables and cjuantiim mechanical notation,

'llie latter mav ha\^e left beliind anyone

without degree le\^el physics, but it was

fascinating to many diat do.
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finally. Prof. Sinimoiis gave aii oven^ew of

the different research approaches being

applied around die globe towards realizing

die first true quantum computer — elucidadng

die strengths and potendal issues with each of

die categories, 'llie work at L^NSW involves

excavating a surface of silicon atom b\ atom

and then placing and buning a single dopant

atom to tomi a cjubit, betore co\'ering it cn er

with silicon and attaching electrodes. 1 ler

group is the only group world-wide that can

make such atomicallv precise de\'ices in

silicon: thev have developed the world's

thinnest conducting doped wires in silicon,

and the abilit}' to manipulate and

clectronicalh^ measure devices with atomicalK

precise dopant placement.
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The Royal Society ofNew South Wales

The Clarke Medal 2013

Professor William Griffin

Ihc (Clarke Medal was established to acknowledge tlie contribution bv tlie Rev William

Braiiw'hite (Harke MA I RS I c;s, \^ice-President of the Roviil SocietN* of New South Wales from

1866 to 18^8 'ITie Medal is awarded annualK' for distinguished work in a natural science done in

Australia and its 'lerritories.

Hie Medal is awarded bv rotation in the fields of geolog^•, botan\- and zoologs'. 'lliis year's award

is in the field of geolog\- in all its aspects.

llie Clarke Medal for 2013 in die field of Cicolog}' has been awarded to Professor William

(infhn of Maccjuarie rnivefsit}'.

Professor Griffin came to .Australia in 1986 to join the CSTRO, where he rapidly became Chief

Research Scientist. 1 le dien helped to establish die ARC Key Centre for Geochemical Evolution

and Metanogeny of COndncnts (Gh>MOC) and, subsequendy, part of the new ARC Centre of

Excellence for Core to Oust lluid S\stems. He has worked diere ever since, first on

secondment from C^SIRO and, since 2(M)7, as a CoRE Professor at Macquarie Universit}-. He
pioneered (in partnership with Prof Suzanne O'Rellv) a world-leading interdisciplinarx- approach

to mapping the inaccessible deep liarth. 'Hie results have increased our fundamental

understanding of Earth's 4.6 billion year evolution, and deli\'ered widely adopted new tools to the

mineral expk>radon mdustn,'. I lis leadersliip at Macquarie Eni\-ersit\' has delivered major

breakthrough de\elopments in geochemical analysis that have rexolutionised methods for

determining die timing of geological events.

llie Medd will be presented at the Annual Dinner of the Royal Societ}" scheduled to be held in

2014.
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The Royal Society ofNew South Wales

The James Cook Medal

Professor Brieti Holden

The jamcs Cook Medal was established in 194" with funding b\- Menn f erdinand Halloran.

Halloran, who had joined tlie Societ\' in 1 892 as a 23 year-old, was a sur\'e\'or, engineer and town

planner. He did not publish anything in die Societ}''s Journal but he was a \'er\' endiusiasdc

supporter of research. Halloran funded what were to become the Societs 's two most prestigious

awards, the james Cook Mediil antl the Iidgeworth Da\id Medal, the latter being the medal tor

young scientists.

'Ilie James C>)ok Mediil is awarded at interxiils for outstanding contnbuuons to science and

human welfare in and for the Southern 1 lemisphere.

The 2013 james C'ook Medal has been awarded to Professor Bnen Holden of die L'niversit\- of

New South W ales.

Professor 1 lolden is a distinguished researcher witii an international reputation in optometry in

particuliu:, relating to corneid physiok)g\- and contact lenses. I le pioneered new lens designs to

reduce near-sightedness (myopia) in children and is considered one of the top vision scientists in

the world. Professor Holden recognised diat in dex eloping countries, pardcularlv liast Asia,

myopia is one ot the leading causes ot pemianent blindness. Ihe hrst generation of lenses

designed by Professor Holden reduce myopia progression b\ up to 50'* n. Extending this

technolog)' to non-contact lenses is also expected to slow m\ opia progression.

Professor Ik^lden's work has been recognised by the World He'.ilth Organisation as it has

brought worid-wide attendon to pre\-entable blindness, 'llie Society recognises die outstanding

contnbution to science and humanitarian values in awarding the |ames Conk Medal for 2013 to

Professor I loldcn.

The Medal will be presented at the Annual Dinner of the Roval Societ\' scheduled to be held in

2014.
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The Royal Society ofNew South Wales

Walter Burfitt Prize 2013

Professor Michelle Simmons

[he \\ alter Burfitt Prize was established as a result ot a generous gift to the Societ}^ bv Dr W.F.

Burfitt BA MB (^hM BSc of S\dnc\-, wliich w as augmented by anotlier gift from Mrs W.F.

Burfitt w hen Dr Burtitl died in 195"/. 'ilie Prize w as further augmented in 20()4 by a gift from Dr
Burfitt's grand-daughter Mrs A. 'Ilioeming.

'llie Prize is aw arded at inten als of three years to a worker in pure or applied science, resident in

.Australia or New Zealand, ;ind whose papers and other contributions published during the past

six ) ears are deemed of the highest scientific merit. Account is taken only of investigations

described for the first time, and carried out bv the author mainlv in these countries.

'Ihe 2013 Walter Burtitt Prize has been awarded to Professor Michelle Simmons of die

L iiiversit}' of New Soudi Wales.

Professor Simmons is a pioneer in atomic electronics and engineering. FTer vision and leadership

have engendered a radical new technologv for tabricating electronic devices witli atomic-precision

accurac\' - a capabilit\' tliat is now proving pivotal for bodi classical and quantum computing. By

manipulating matter at the atomic scale, she led the team that created the world's first single atom

transistor and the world's narrowest conducting wires in silicon -- results of truly global

significance.

Professor Simmons' major discoveries have positioned Australia at die forefront of modem
experimental physics. Her vision, her empinciil attitude, her deten-nination and her abilits* to lead

teams working across multiple areas of expertise have created a new, powerful, proven approach

for anal\ sing and manipulating nature at die atomic scale. I'rofessor Simmons has become a

pi\()tal figLire globall\ in bodi the fundamental and industrid development of atomic-scale

technologies,

'i he Medal will be presented at the Annual Dinner of die Ro\ al SocietN scheduled to be held in

2014.
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The Royal Society ofNew South Wales

The Edgeworth David Medal 2013

Associate Professor David Wilson

The Edgeworth David Medal, established in memon' of Professor Sir 'I'annatt W illiam

Edgeworth Da\'id I RS, a past President of the Societ}', is awarded for distinguished contributions

b\ a \oung scientist.

Tlie conditions of die award of die Medal are:

• The recipient must be under tlie age of thirt\ -five \'ears at 1 st januan', 2( )1 2.

• 'Hie Medal will awarded be for work done mainly in Australia or its Terntories or

contributing to tlie adx ancement of .Australian science.

'l"he 2013 Edgew(nth David Med^il has been awarded to Associate Professtjr David W ilson of

the University' of New Soudi W ales for his exceptional contributions to die madiemarical

modelling of MIV/AIDS epidemics, as well as to the evaluation and strategic planning of global,

regional and countr\"-le\-el responses to this disease.

'llie Medal will be presented at the /\nnual Dinner of die Roval Socier\' scheduled to be held in

2014.
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The Royal Society ofNew South Wales

Royal Society ofNSW Scholarships 2013

The Jak Kelly Award 2013

llic Roval Sc)cict\' of NSW Schokrsliips arc Riiidcd by the Socictv to recognise outstanding

achie\'ements bv earlv-career indi\ iduals working in a science-related field.

'ilic jak Kelly Award is awarded jointly with tlie x\ustralian Institute of Physics to the best PliD

saident talk presented at a joint meeting witli the AIP.

Ihree Roval Socict}- of NSW scholarships were awarded in 2013, to Jiangbo Zhao of Macquaric

Universitv, |ohn (.'ban of the L"nivcrsit^' of Svdncv and Jessica Stanley of the Univcrsit\' of

Sydney.

( llie |ak Kelh .Award was made to Xavier Zambrana-Pu\ alto of Macquarie Universit)'.

'ihv )ak KelK Award winner presented at the Society's meeting on 18 December and the other

dircc winners will be imited to make a presentation on their work at the first Societ}"'s first

meeting in 2014, to be held m S\ dne\ on \\'ednesda\-, 5 i^'ebruan' 2014.
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Archibald Liversidge:

Imperial Science under the Southern Cross

Roy Macl^od

Royal Society of New South Wales, in association with Sydne\^ University Press

ISBN 9781-9208-9880-9

Wlien Archibald Ii\ersidge first arrived at tlic

Univcrsit\' of S\'dne\' in 1872 as Reader in

Geolog}' and Assistant in the 1 .aborator\\ he had

about ten students and two rooms in the main

building. In 1874, he became Professor of

Cieolog)^ And Mineralogy and by 1879 he had

persuaded die University Senate to open a

Faculty- of Science. He became its first Dean in

1882.

'

In 1880, he visited Europe as a trustee of die

Australian Museum and his report helped to

establish the Industrial, Technological and

Sanitaty' Museum which formed die basis of die

present Powerhouse Museum's coUecdon.

I jversidge also played a major role m estabHsliing

die Australasian yXssociation for the /{dvancement of

Science ^\\Sf^ held its first congress in 1888.

ITiis book is essential reading for those

interested in the development of science in

colonial Australia, particularly the fields of

cr)stallograph\-, mineral chermstr}-, chemical

geolog)- and strategic minerals policy.

Archibald

Liversidge

Imperial

Science

under the

Southern

Cross

Mad

To order your copy, plc-ase complete die fomi Liversidge Book Order Form available at:

http://royalsoc.org.au/publications/books/Mcl^d__Liversidge__C)rder_Form.pdf and return it together

with your payment to:

llie Royal Society ofNSW,
(liversidge Book),

121 Darlington Road,

Darlington NS\X' 2006,

Al S I RAJ JA

or contact die Societs"

Phone: +61 2 9036 5282

Fax: +61 2 9036 5309

Email: info@royalsoc.org.au
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